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Preface

Introduction

What this manual is about
The Oracle Express Relational Access Manager User’s Guide describes how to use 
Oracle® Express Relational Access Manager (hereinafter referred to as “Relational 
Access Manager”) to allow Oracle Express (hereinafter referred to as “Express”) 
applications to access data from a relational database. The guide details the process 
of implementing a data warehouse for use with Relational Access Manager and 
Express applications. 

A case study illustrates the concepts that are described throughout the guide.

Intended audience
This guide is intended for relational database administrators (DBAs) who plan to 
use Relational Access Manager, and who may have little or no familiarity with 
Express or Express applications. 

Before you begin
Before you can use Relational Access Manager you must install the following:

■ Microsoft Windows — For more information, see your Windows 
documentation.

■ Oracle Express Server (hereinafter referred to as “Express Server”) release 6 — 
For more information, see the Express Server Installation and Configuration Guide.

■ Relational Access Manager components — For more information, see Part I of 
this guide.
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Relational Access Manager documentation set
This manual is part of a set of documentation, which also includes the following 
documents:

■ Oracle Express Database Administration Guide — Explains how to use Oracle 
Express Administrator to create new databases or configure existing Express 
databases for optimal use with Express Client products.

■ Oracle Express Analyzer Reference — Provides reference information for objects, 
components, and properties in Oracle Express Analyzer.

■ Oracle Express Language Programming Guide — Explains how to write programs 
and build custom applications in Express Server.

■ Oracle Express Language Reference Manual— Explains the syntax and usage of the 
commands, functions, and options that make up the Express language.

■ Help systems — Describe in a procedure-oriented format most of the activities 
that a user needs to perform. Help is available for Relational Access Manager 
components, as well as for other products. You can access Help by choosing an 
option from the Help menu, by pressing F1 (the Help key), or by choosing a 
Help command button.

Structure of this document
The chapters in the Oracle Express Relational Access Manager User’s Guide are 
organized in five parts as follows:

■ Part I (Chapters 1 and 2) introduces Relational Access Manager and describes 
the process for implementing a data warehouse. Part I also explains how to 
install and configure Relational Access Manager.

■ Part II (Chapters 3 and 4) describes key elements of the Express data model and 
explains how to derive a data model that supports business analysis 
requirements. Part II introduces the case study, which demonstrates business 
modeling concepts.

■ Part III (Chapters 5 through 9) explains requirements for designing a schema in 
the relational database that corresponds to an Express data model. Part III also 
describes techniques for optimizing the data warehouse, and explains how to 
use Relational Access Manager - Query Statistics to examine query activity and 
evaluate performance. In conclusion, Part III presents the case study, which 
illustrates schema design and data warehouse optimization.
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■ Part IV (Chapters 10 through 15) describes how to use Oracle Express Relational 
Access Administrator (hereinafter referred to as “Relational Access 
Administrator”) to create a Relational Access Manager project that identifies a 
defined Express data model and maps it to the relational schema. In conclusion, 
Part IV presents the case study to demonstrate related tasks.

■ Part V (Chapters 16 through 18) describes how to define the build or update of 
an Express database by defining maintenance procedures that are associated 
with a Relational Access Manager project. Part V also explains how to build and 
update an Express database by running maintenance procedures through 
Oracle Express Batch Manager or at the Express command line.

About the Case Study

Objective of the case study
The Global Computing Company case study that is used throughout this guide 
illustrates key stages in the process of implementing a data warehouse for use with 
Relational Access Manager and Express applications.

The primary purpose of the case study is to provide an example of an Express data 
model and a supporting relational schema. The Global Computing case does not 
offer detailed instructions for implementing a data warehouse. Instead, it acquaints 
you with the process so that you can apply the information in this guide as you 
develop your own data warehouse.

Sample database
A sample database is included on the installation media with Relational Access 
Manager. The sample database reflects the Global Computing data warehouse that 
is implemented in the case study.

A sample Time dimension lookup table is also provided with Relational Access 
Manager. You may find it helpful to use this sample table as the basis for building 
your own Time dimension lookup table.
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Conventions

Text conventions
You will find the following text conventions in this document.

Mouse usage
Always use the left mouse button unless you are specifically instructed to use the 
right mouse button.

The term “left mouse button” refers to the dominant button. If you have 
reconfigured your mouse to reverse the functions of the left and right buttons, then 
you will need to use the reverse button when you follow the procedures in this 
manual.

Convention Usage

Boldface text Indicates menu items, command buttons, options, field names, 
and hyperlinks.

Bold text is also used for notes and other secondary information 
in tables (for example, Result).

Fixed-width  text Indicates folder names, file names, operating system 
commands, and URLs. Also indicates examples and anything 
that you must type exactly as it appears.

For example: If you are asked to type sq.ram.dbmaint  , you 
would type all the characters exactly as shown in the 
fixed-width font.

Italic text Indicates variables, including variable text. Variable text is used 
when dialog boxes or their components are unlabeled or have 
labels that change dynamically based on their current context. 
The wording of variable text does not exactly match what you 
see on your screen.

Italic type is also used for emphasis, for new terms, and for 
titles of documents.

UPPERCASE text Indicates Express commands and objects and acronyms.
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Formats for key combinations and sequences
Key combinations and key sequences appear in the following formats.

IF you see the format . . . THEN . . .

Key1+Key2, press and hold down the first key while you press the 
second key. 

For example: “Press Alt+Tab” means to press and hold down 
the Alt key while you press the Tab key.

Key1, Key2, press and release the keys one after the other. 

For example: “Press Alt, F, O” means to press and release the 
Alt key, press and release the F key, then press and release 
the O key.
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Part I
Introduction to Relational Access Manager

Part I introduces Relational Access Manager and describes the process for 
implementing a data warehouse. Part I also explains how to install and configure 
Relational Access Manager.

This part contains the following chapters:

■ Chapter 1, ”Understanding Relational Access Manager”

■ Chapter 2, ”Installing and Configuring Relational Access Manager”
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1
Understanding Relational Access Manager

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter discusses concepts that are related to Oracle® Express Relational 
Access Manager and introduces product components. The chapter also describes 
the process that you will use to implement a data warehouse for use with Oracle 
Express Relational Access Manager and Oracle Express applications.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Basic Concepts

■ Components of Relational Access Manager

■ Process for Implementing a Data Warehouse

■ Defining an Express Business Model

■ Designing a Data Warehouse Schema

■ Feeding the Data Warehouse

■ Creating a Relational Access Manager Project

■ Maintaining an Express Database

■ Accessing and Analyzing Data

■ Comparing Relational Access Manager with Oracle Express Administrator
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Basic Concepts

Relational databases
A relational database stores data in tables that are composed of rows and columns 
that contain data values. The tables that make up the database can be set up in any 
number of ways, but the overall structure of a typical relational database 
management system (RDBMS) is designed for on-line transaction processing 
(OLTP). Accordingly, the main objective of most relational systems is to store vast 
quantities of transaction data as efficiently as possible. 

Data warehouses
In contrast to an OLTP system, a data warehouse is an RDBMS whose structure is 
designed to facilitate data analysis. Thus, data warehouse design is primarily 
concerned with getting data out of an RDBMS, whereas OLTP system design is 
primarily concerned with getting data into an RDBMS. Due to these differences in 
approach, the most efficient structure for a data warehouse is likely to be quite 
different from that of an OLTP system.

Data warehouses and Express applications
Even with a data warehouse designed to support the retrieval of data, the real key 
to providing users with first-rate capabilities for data analysis lies in the use of 
on-line analytical processing (OLAP) tools, such as Oracle Express (hereinafter 
referred to as “Express”) applications. Express applications manipulate and display 
data using a multidimensional data model that is designed specifically for data 
analysis. Using Express applications with data in a data warehouse is a powerful 
and flexible method for obtaining information from stored relational data. 

What Relational Access Manager does
Oracle Express Relational Access Manager (hereinafter referred to as “Relational 
Access Manager”) provides the link that allows Express applications to access data 
in a data warehouse. Through Relational Access Manager, Express applications can 
manipulate and display data from an RDBMS within the context of a 
multidimensional data model, without requiring the storage of data in an Express 
database.

The multidimensional format allows for easy data selection and analysis. Data from 
the RDBMS is displayed using descriptive names and terms that mask the 
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complexity of the underlying relational structures. The user does not have to be 
familiar with the actual structure of the relational system, and the fact that the 
source of the data is a relational database is transparent to the user.

Components of Relational Access Manager

Three components
Relational Access Manager is made up of the following components:

■ Relational Access Manager Server

■ Oracle Express Relational Access Administrator (hereinafter referred to as 
“Relational Access Administrator”)

■ Relational Access Manager - Query Statistics

Relational Access Manager Server
Relational Access Manager Server contains the program that builds new Express 
databases and updates existing Express databases. Relational Access Manager 
Server also contains Express utilities that retrieve data from the RDBMS and 
manage data in the Express cache at runtime.

Relational Access Administrator 
 Relational Access Administrator is a graphical user interface to Relational Access 
Manager that you use to do the following: 

■ Define an Express data model

■ If desired, build a prototype schema in the data warehouse that supports the 
Express data model

■ Map the Express data model to the data warehouse schema

■ Maintain an Express database that corresponds to the Express data model and 
its mapping to the data warehouse schema

Relational Access Manager - Query Statistics
As Express application users analyze data in the data warehouse, Relational Access 
Manager Server can gather statistics about runtime query activity. Relational Access 
Manager - Query Statistics is a graphical user interface that you use to enable 
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statistics gathering, and to view statistics by running a series of reports. By 
examining the information that is revealed by Relational Access Manager - Query 
Statistics, you can evaluate query performance in the RDBMS and optimize the data 
warehouse appropriately.

Installing Relational Access Manager components
You can install Relational Access Manager Server separately, or in a single 
installation with Relational Access Administrator and Relational Access Manager - 
Query Statistics. Chapter 2 describes how to install Relational Access Manager 
components.

Overview of Relational Access Manager components
The following figure presents an overview of how the Relational Access Manager 
components relate to Express applications and the RDBMS. The remainder of this 
chapter details how these components fit into the process that you will use to 
implement a data warehouse.
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Process for Implementing a Data Warehouse

Process overview
The following table presents the process that you will use to implement a data 
warehouse for use with Relational Access Manager and Express applications. Each 
stage in this process is described separately in this chapter.

Following this process
It is important to follow this process as you develop the data warehouse. It is 
especially important to identify users’ analysis requirements first, in order to ensure 
good warehouse design and ease of implementation:

■ Your Express data model must support the analysis requirements of your users. 
By identifying users’ analysis requirements first, you can easily derive a 
corresponding Express data model.

■ Your data warehouse schema must support your Express data model. By 
referring to the Express data model that you have derived, you can easily 
identify the requirements of a supporting schema.

By developing your data warehouse in the sequence of Stages 1-6, you can avoid 
the costly mistake of building a data warehouse that does not support users’ 
analysis or Express application requirements.

Stage Description

1 Defining an Express business model by identifying users’ analysis requirements 
and deriving a corresponding Express data model

2 Designing a schema in the relational database that supports the Express data 
model that you have derived in Stage 1

3 Feeding the data warehouse with data from the source OLTP system

4 Creating a Relational Access Manager project that identifies the Express data 
model and maps it to the data warehouse schema

5 Maintaining an Express database

6 Accessing and analyzing the data in the data warehouse
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Related information
The Global Computing case study, which is used throughout this guide, 
demonstrates the process for data warehouse implementation. The case study is 
presented in Chapter 4.

Defining an Express Business Model

Related tasks
Defining an Express business model is the first stage in implementing the data 
warehouse. Defining the business model entails defining the analysis requirements 
of end users and deriving a corresponding Express data model. Specifically, this 
stage includes the following tasks, which are detailed in Part II of this guide:

■ Interviewing end users to determine their analysis requirements. Through 
interviews, you can identify the business questions that end users want to 
answer with data from the data warehouse. You can also discover their 
expectations with regard to data warehouse performance.

■ Deriving an Express data model that supports the analysis requirements of end 
users. Deriving the data model entails expressing business facts as elements of 
the multidimensional Express data model. Such elements include dimensions 
and variables. This task is fairly straightforward, providing that you 
understand your users’ analysis requirements.

Understanding business analysis requirements
It is important that you anticipate how end users will analyze data in the data 
warehouse. Such information will determine the schema that will be used in your 
data warehouse, as well as the subset of data that will be retrieved from the source 
system and stored in your data warehouse.

Designing a Data Warehouse Schema

Related tasks
Designing a schema in the relational database is the next stage in developing the 
data warehouse. The design of your schema must support the Express data model 
that you have derived in the first stage.
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Designing a data warehouse schema includes the following tasks, which are 
detailed in Part III of this guide:

■ Designing lookup tables that support the dimensions in your Express data 
model

■ Designing fact tables that support the variables in your Express data model

■ Creating the lookup tables and fact tables in the relational database

■ Optimizing the data warehouse, for example, by indexing the tables in the 
relational database

Understanding schema design
The schema will contain the actual data to be analyzed. As such, a well designed 
schema translates to efficient storage of data in the data warehouse server, fast user 
access to data, and effective data management over time. You can use Relational 
Access Administrator to create a prototype star schema for the data warehouse that 
supports the requirements of a specific Express data model. Chapter 6 describes 
how to build a prototype schema.

Feeding the Data Warehouse

Related tasks
Feeding the data warehouse with data from the source OLTP system is the third 
stage in implementing the data warehouse. Feeding the fact and lookup tables in 
your data warehouse schema involves extracting data from the source OLTP 
system, transforming and cleansing the data, and loading it into the data 
warehouse.

Calculating data in Express
Before designing and feeding the data warehouse, you should be aware that 
Express applications can use Express to calculate facts that you might otherwise 
have to store in the RDBMS. For example, Chapter 7 describes how you can exploit 
Oracle Sales Analyzer calculation capabilities to your advantage as you design and 
optimize the data warehouse.
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Creating a Relational Access Manager Project

Related tasks
The next stage in developing the data warehouse is to create one or more Relational 
Access Manager projects. A project identifies a particular Express data model and 
maps it to the data warehouse schema. You will use Relational Access 
Administrator to perform the following tasks, as described in Part IV of this guide:

■ Creating the Express data model that you have derived in the first stage

■ Selecting the warehouse tables to be used with your Express data model

■ Determining how Express will access relational data by mapping the data 
model to the selected fact and lookup tables in the schema

■ Defining various characteristics of the Express database that will correspond to 
the project

Contents of the Relational Access Manager project
Each data model that you create, along with its associated mappings and database 
definitions, is known as a Relational Access Manager project. When you save a 
completed project, Relational Access Administrator constructs a set of metadata 
(data structures that do not contain actual data values) and stores it in the RDBMS.

Relational Access Manager repository
There may be many Relational Access Manager projects that are based on the same 
relational database. For example, you might want to apply two or more different 
business models against a single data warehouse. Relational Access Administrator 
stores all projects in the Relational Access Manager repository, which resides in the 
relational database. Chapter 2 describes how to build this repository.

Maintaining an Express Database

Introduction
Building an Express database that corresponds to a Relational Access Manager 
project is the next stage in implementing the data warehouse. Once you have built 
the Express database, Express application users will be able to access data from the 
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RDBMS. Periodically, you will update the Express database, for example, to add 
new dimension values (such as the latest month).

Related tasks
To maintain an Express database, you will perform the following tasks, as described 
in Part V of this guide:

■ Defining maintenance procedures using Relational Access Administrator

■ Running maintenance procedures through Oracle Express Batch Manager 
(hereinafter referred to as “Batch Manager”) or at the Express command line.

Defining maintenance procedures
To define periodic builds and updates of Express databases, you use Relational 
Access Administrator to create and edit maintenance procedures. A maintenance 
procedure is a specification for Express database maintenance. As such, it identifies 
the location of the database and the type of processing that will be performed.

You can associate any number of maintenance procedures with a single Relational 
Access Manager project. For example, you might use one maintenance procedure to 
perform a quick update of the database (for example, to process a subset of 
dimension values) on a weekly basis. You might use a second maintenance 
procedure to perform more extensive database maintenance (for example, to 
process all dimensions and load data in a hybrid Express database) on a monthly 
basis.

Running maintenance procedures
When you run a maintenance procedure, Relational Access Manager Server reads 
the maintenance procedure and its associated project from the RDBMS. The 
resulting Express database corresponds to the following:

■ The data model and mappings that are defined in the project

■ The location and processing that are defined in the maintenance procedure

Contents of the Express database
The Express database contains metadata that describes the Express data model and 
the mappings for fetching data from the RDBMS. Express stores metadata in 
database objects, such as dimensions, variables, and formulas. These objects are 
specifically designed to support multidimensional analysis. 
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In a default Express database, all data is fetched from the RDBMS at runtime. 
Alternatively, you can use a maintenance procedure to define a hybrid Express 
database. In a hybrid Express database, specified data is stored permanently in the 
Express database, while other data is fetched from the RDBMS (as needed) at 
runtime.

How applications use the Express database
When an Express application user analyzes data in the data warehouse, the 
application works entirely in the context of the Express data model. The application 
uses the multidimensional objects in the Express database to execute queries and 
perform calculations that are required to support the end user’s analysis.

Accessing and Analyzing Data

Introduction
Once the Express database has been built, end users can access and analyze the data 
using Express client applications, such as Oracle Express Objects and Oracle Sales 
Analyzer. When an end user requests data (as in creating a report), Relational 
Access Manager Server interprets the request. If the data is already in the Express 
cache, Express processes the user request. Otherwise, Relational Access Manager 
Server retrieves the data from the RDBMS. 

Related tasks
As users analyze data, your primary tasks will be related to optimizing data 
warehouse performance, as described in Chapter 7. You can evaluate system usage 
by examining statistics through Relational Access Manager - Query Statistics, as 
described in Chapter 8. Using this application, you can better understand your end 
users’ query patterns and identify performance problems.

For example, you can use Relational Access Manager - Query Statistics to identify 
the following:

■ The average query response time for an Express query.

■ What levels of summarization are most often accessed by your end users. You 
might consider storing these summary levels in the RDBMS or in the Express 
database. Conversely, you might find that you can avoid storing certain 
summary levels in the RDBMS.
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■ Specific SQL queries that are not executing quickly. You can then tune the 
RDBMS for better online performance.

■ Who is actively using the system, and who it not. Perhaps users who are not 
actively using the system would benefit from additional training in order to 
better utilize the data warehouse.

Processing user requests
The following table describes how Relational Access Manager Server processes user 
requests for data.

Stage Description

1 The Express client application generates a request for data. The request is 
generated as an Express query that is based on multidimensional database 
structures.

2 Relational Access Manager interprets the Express query and determines 
whether the requested data is already available in the Express cache.

IF the data . . . THEN Relational Access Manager . . .

is stored in the RDBMS 
(as base-level data or 
summary-level data),

generates the SQL SELECT statement or 
statements to retrieve the data from the 
RDBMS, passes the SELECT statement or 
statements to the RDBMS, and returns the 
answer set to Express. In the case where 
data is stored in the RDBMS, it is not 
cached in Express.

is summary-level data 
that is being 
summarized at 
runtime,

first checks to see if the data has been 
previously selected and is stored in the 
Express cache. If not, Relational Access 
Manager generates the SQL SELECT 
statement or statements to retrieve the data 
from the RDBMS, passes the SELECT 
statement or statements to the RDBMS, 
returns the answer set to Express, and 
stores it in the Express cache. 

3 Express processes the data.

4 Express returns the answer set to the Express client application.
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Fetching data
When responding to a user request for data, Relational Access Manager fetches only 
the portion of the data from the RDBMS that is needed to fulfill the request, as 
follows:

■ If the data is stored in the RDBMS (for example, as base-level or optional, 
summary-level data), then Relational Access Manager always fetches data from 
the RDBMS. In a well-tuned data warehouse, Express can fetch the data very 
quickly; thus, the data does not need to be cached in Express. 

■ If the data is not stored in the RDBMS, as is the case when summary-level data 
is aggregated at runtime, then Express will cache the data in Express that is 
returned from the RDBMS. In most cases where data is repeatedly accessed, this 
will result in better online performance.

■ If the user subsequently makes a request that requires additional or different 
data from the relational system, Relational Access Manager retrieves that data 
and adds it to the data in the Express cache. Once again, only the data that is 
actually needed to fulfill a particular request is fetched from the RDBMS.

Throughout the process of handling requests for data, Relational Access Manager 
accesses the requested data from the RDBMS and stores it temporarily in the Express 
cache on an as-needed basis. At the end of a session, Relational Access Manager 
releases all data in the Express cache. By default, only the data structures are stored 
permanently in Express; the actual data values are not retained from one session to 
the next. However, if you are using a hybrid database, the Express database also 
stores specified data on a permanent basis. Express uses this permanently stored 
data to fulfill user requests whenever possible. Part III describes how a hybrid 
database can improve runtime performance in the data warehouse.

Comparing Relational Access Manager with Oracle Express 
Administrator

Primary methods for building Express databases
There are several methods that you can use to build an Express database. Although 
you can define Express database objects directly at the Express command prompt or 
use the Oracle Sales Analyzer data loader, the two primary methods for building an 
Express database are Relational Access Manager and Oracle Express Administrator 
(hereinafter referred to as “Administrator”). It is important to understand the 
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differences between Relational Access Manager and Administrator, so that you can 
determine which one is best suited to your purposes.

Building databases with Relational Access Manager
As this guide explains, Relational Access Manager allows you to define a 
multidimensional data model for use with Express applications. You use Relational 
Access Administrator to define the objects — dimensions, levels, hierarchies, 
attributes, and variables — in the Express data model and map these objects to a 
schema in the data warehouse.

Relational Access Manager Server builds an Express database that corresponds to 
the data model and mappings, as well as the maintenance procedure, that you 
defined through Relational Access Administrator. The Express database contains all 
of the needed Express database objects: you do not have to explicitly define 
individual Express database objects.

Application support for Relational Access Manager
To use a database built through Relational Access Manager, the Express application 
must support it by setting status and fetching data using methods that are 
compatible with Relational Access Manager. Currently, Oracle Express Objects, 
Oracle Express Spreadsheet Add-In, Oracle Express Web Publisher, and Oracle 
Sales Analyzer support databases built with Relational Access Manager. It is also 
possible to develop applications in environments other than Oracle Express Objects 
and Oracle Sales Analyzer that can use databases built through Relational Access 
Manager.

Building databases with Administrator
Administrator uses a different approach to building a database, in that you can 
define Express database objects directly with Administrator. As the application 
developer, you can assign meaning to these objects by choosing to “install” them in 
the database or by specifying how the objects are used in the context of your 
application.

A database built with Administrator can access data from an RDBMS using 
formulas that are generated byAdministrator. However, the database maintenance, 
data access, and caching features of Relational Access Manager are not available in a 
database built with Administrator.
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Application support for Administrator
Administrator automatically configures a database for use with Oracle Express 
Objects, but Administrator cannot configure a database for use with Oracle Sales 
Analyzer. However, note that you can use Administrator to add database objects to a 
database built through Relational Access Manager.

Key points to remember
In summary, it is important to remember the following:

■ If you want to use Oracle Sales Analyzer to access data from an RDBMS, then 
you must use Relational Access Manager to define your database.

■ If you want to use Oracle Express Objects and you want to use Relational 
Access Manager data access and caching features, then you must define your 
Express database using Relational Access Manager.

■ You can use Administrator to define Express database objects in a database that 
uses Relational Access Manager data access and caching features, but you must 
add these objects after Relational Access Manager has built the database. 
Relational Access Manager will not be aware of any objects that you add to the 
Express database.

■ If you use Administrator with a database built with Relational Access Manager, 
then you must be careful not to delete or alter any Express database objects that 
were created by Relational Access Manager.

Related information
For more information about Administrator, see the Oracle Express Database 
Administration Guide.
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2
Installing and Configuring Relational

Access Manager

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter explains how to install Relational Access Manager and configure the 
Express Server environment to run Relational Access Manager. The chapter also 
describes requirements for connecting to the RDBMS, and explains how to build or 
upgrade the repository for Relational Access Manager metadata in the RDBMS.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Summary of Tasks

■ Installing and Configuring Express Server

■ Installing Relational Access Manager Server

■ Installing Relational Access Administrator

■ Installing the Sample Database

■ Connecting to the RDBMS

■ Building or Upgrading the Relational Access Manager Repository
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Summary of Tasks

Introduction
Relational Access Manager is an Express Server product, which you install from the 
Express Server installation media. To run Relational Access Manager, you must 
ensure that the Express Server environment is configured appropriately.

After you have installed Relational Access Manager components, you must set up a 
connection to the RDBMS and build or upgrade the repository for Relational Access 
Manager project metadata.

List of installation and configuration tasks
Installing and configuring Relational Access Manager includes the following tasks:

■ Ensuring that Express Server is installed on a Windows NT or Unix platform 
using configuration settings that are required or recommended to run 
Relational Access Manager

■ Installing Relational Access Manager Server on the same machine on which 
Express Server is installed

■ Installing Relational Access Administrator on any machine running Windows 
NT or Windows 95

■ Optionally, installing the sample database that is provided with Relational 
Access Manager

■ Connecting Relational Access Administrator to the RDBMS

■ Connecting Express Server to the RDBMS

■ Building or upgrading the Relational Access Manager repository for project 
metadata in the RDBMS

Installing and Configuring Express Server

Installing Express Server
Before you can install Relational Access Manager, you must install Express Server 
as described in the Oracle Express Server Installation and Configuration Guide.
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Configuring Express Server
Various configuration settings and modules for Express Server are required to run 
Relational Access Manager. If you have not yet installed Express Server, you can 
specify configuration settings and optional modules during installation. If you have 
already installed Express Server, you can use Express Configuration Manager to 
modify settings or to configure Express Server to load or omit optional modules 
during startup.

Required configuration settings
The following settings for Express Serverare required in order to run Relational 
Access Manager:

■  Express Server must be configured as a SNAPI server.

■ The following optional modules must be selected:

■ Shell Command support

■ External Function Call support (Unix only)

■ External DLL Call support (NT only)

■ SQL-OUT support

■ Persistent Session support

■ Optional modules must be configured for OCI and ODBC SQL support.

Installing Relational Access Manager Server

Introduction
Relational Access Manager Server is a component of Relational Access Manager 
that can be installed separately. You install Relational Access Manager Server by 
running Oracle Installer (hereinafter referred to as “Installer”) from the Express 
Server installation media.

Location of Relational Access Manager Server
You can install Relational Access Manager Server on a Windows NT or Unix 
platform. You must install Relational Access Manager Server on the same server on 
which Express Server is installed.
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Procedure: Installing Relational Access Manager Server
To install Relational Access Manager Server, follow the procedure for installing 
Express products, as described in the Oracle Express Server Installation and 
Configuration Guide. 

Installing Relational Access Administrator

Introduction
Relational Access Administrator is a component of Relational Access Manager that 
can be installed separately. You install Relational Access Administrator by running 
Installer from the Express Server installation media.

When you install Relational Access Administrator, Relational Access Manager - 
Query Statistics is also installed automatically.

Location of Relational Access Administrator
You can install Relational Access Administrator on any machine running Windows 
NT or Windows 95.

Procedure: Installing Relational Access Administrator
To install Relational Access Administrator, follow the procedure for installing 
Express products, as described in the Oracle Express Server Installation and 
Configuration Guide. 

Installing the Sample Database

Introduction
Relational Access Manager includes a sample database that serves as a good 
example of data warehouse design for use with Relational Access Manager and 
Express applications. The database contains sample dimension lookup tables and 
fact tables, as well as a sample Relational Access Manager repository. The sample 
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database reflects the Global Computing case study that is presented throughout this 
guide:

■ The Relational Access Manager repository contains the completed Relational 
Access Manager project for Global Computing. (Tables in the repository have 
the prefix WH.)

■ The schema for the sample database, SAMPLEOLAP, contains the lookup tables 
and fact tables for the Global Computing data warehouse. (Tables in the schema 
have the prefix GLB.)

You might find it instructive to open and examine the Relational Access Manager 
project for the case study.

Location of the sample database
Installing the sample database is optional. If you choose to install it, you must do so 
on the same server on which the RDBMS is installed.

Procedure: Installing the sample database
The sample database is delivered as the Oracle8 export file, SAMPLEOLAP.DMP, 
which is installed with Relational Access Administrator in the ORACLE_
HOME\OLAP\RAM6201 directory. Allow approximately 45MB tablespace for the 
sample database.

To install the sample database in Oracle, use the Oracle Import utility. (Oracle 
Import is installed along with the Oracle RDBMS.) You should import the sample 
database into the Oracle user ID SAMPLEOLAP. (If you install the sample database 
into an account other than SAMPLEOLAP, you will be able to view the sample 
tables, but you might not be able to use the sample Relational Access Manager 
project.)

The following objects are created when you import the sample database:

■ Sample dimension lookup tables

■ Sample fact tables

■ Relational Access Manager repository tables, which include a sample Relational 
Access Manager project

Indexes are also created that support the tables in the SAMPLEOLAP schema.

Note: Installation of the sample database takes about twenty minutes on a typical 
system.
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Sample Time dimension lookup table
A sample Time dimension lookup table is delivered with Relational Access 
Administrator. You might want to use this sample table as the basis for building 
your own Time dimension lookup table. For more information about the sample 
Time dimension lookup table, see Chapter 5.

Procedure: Installing the sample Time dimension lookup table
The sample Time dimension lookup table is delivered as the Oracle8 export file 
SAMPLETIME.DMP, which is installed with Relational Access Administrator in the 
ORACLE_HOME\OLAP\RAM6201 directory. Allow approximately 3MB 
tablespace for the sample Time dimension lookup table.

To install the sample database in Oracle, use the Oracle Import utility. You can 
import the sample Time dimension lookup table into any Oracle user ID. If you 
have installed the sample database into the user ID SAMPLEOLAP, you should 
install the sample Time dimension lookup table into the same user ID.

Connecting to the RDBMS

Introduction
Connecting Relational Access Manager to the data warehouse entails the following 
tasks:

■ Connecting Relational Access Administrator to the RDBMS using ODBC

■ Connecting Express Server to the RDBMS using ODBC or OCI, depending on 
the vendor and version of the RDBMS
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Connection overview
The following figure presents an overview of connecting Relational Access Manager 
to the data warehouse.

Connecting to Oracle7 and Oracle8
Express Server can connect to Oracle using either ODBC or OCI. If you use an 
Oracle ODBC driver to connect to an Oracle database, you must use version 2.5 (or 
later) of the Oracle ODBC driver.

The supported networking software for Oracle is SQL*Net.

Connecting to Oracle Rdb
The connection from Express Server to Rdb must be made using ODBC. ODBC 
drivers for Oracle Rdb can be downloaded from 
http://www.oracle.com/products/servers/rdb/html/.

Relational Access Manager supports Rdb version 6.1 using SQL Services, and 
supports Rdb version 7 using SQL*Net.
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Configuring ODBC data sources for Oracle Rdb
The following requirements apply when configuring ODBC data sources for Oracle 
Rdb:

■ To use Relational Access Administrator, an ODBC RDB data source must be 
configured with the ALIAS clause in the ATTACH statement. The name 
following ALIAS must be RAA.

■ To use Relational Access Manager to build an Express database and to access 
the database with an Express application (for example, Oracle Express Analyzer 
or Oracle Sales Analyzer), a separate data source must be configured without 
the ALIAS clause in the attach statement.

Connecting to another RDBMS
The connection from Express Server to Sybase System 11, IBM DB2, Microsoft SQL 
Server, or Teradata must be made using ODBC.

Building or Upgrading the Relational Access Manager Repository

Contents of the repository
As described in Chapter 1, each data model that you define in Relational Access 
Administrator, along with its associated mappings and database definitions, is 
known as a Relational Access Manager project. Relational Access Administrator 
stores all projects in the Relational Access Manager repository in the RDBMS.

Note: A sample repository is included in the SAMPLEOLAP schema, which is 
installed as part of the sample database. You can use this sample repository to 
examine the project for the Global Computing case study that is used throughout 
this guide. However, for your own data warehouse, you should build or upgrade a 
separate repository.

Building or upgrading the repository is required
Before you begin using the current release of Relational Access Manager, you must 
build a new repository or upgrade an existing repository from a previous release. 
You use Relational Access Administrator to automatically run the SQL scripts to 
build a new repository or upgrade an existing repository.
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Modifying SQL scripts before building or upgrading
If you have unique requirements for the repository tables (for example, you need to 
modify storage options), you can edit a particular SQL script before building or 
upgrading the repository. All SQL scripts are installed in the directory ORACLE_
HOME\OLAP\RAMxxxx\SQLSCRIPTS, where xxxx is the Relational Access 
Manager release number (for example, 6.2.0.1). The scripts that apply to a given 
RDBMS are located in the subdirectory for that RDBMS. (For example, all scripts 
that apply to an Oracle RDBMS are installed in the ORACLE subdirectory.)

Naming conventions for SQL scripts
The name of each script is composed of a three-letter abbreviation for the RDBMS 
(for example, ORA for Oracle) followed by:

WHTBL.SQL — Designates the script for creating tables
WHIDX.SQL — Designates the script for indexing tables 
VxxxxUPD.SQL — Designates the script for upgrading an existing repository to 
release xxxx (for example, 6.2.0.1).
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Procedure: Building or upgrading the repository
To build or upgrade the repository, follow these steps.

Step Action

1 Determine the schema (RDBMS ID) that will own the repository tables in the 
RDBMS. Oracle Corporation recommends that the repository be owned by a 
unique ID (for example, RAM_REPOSITORY).

2 Prepare to build a new repository or upgrade an existing repository as follows.

IF a repository . . . THEN you should . . .

does not exist in the schema 
that you determined in 
Step 1,

proceed to Step 3 to build a new 
repository.

already exists in the schema 
that you determined in 
Step 1 (in other words, you 
are currently using a 
previous release of 
Relational Access Manager),

back up the existing repository, and 
then proceed to Step 3 to upgrade the 
repository to the current release.

Note: Once you upgrade the 
repository, you will be able to use it 
with the current release of Relational 
Access Manager only.

3 Start Relational Access Administrator from its icon and log into the RDBMS 
using the schema that you determined in Step 1 as the login ID.

Result: Relational Access Administrator displays a dialog box confirming that it 
will create or update metadata as necessary to build or upgrade the repository. 
Choose OK. 



Part II
Defining an Express Business Model

Part II describes key elements of the Express data model and explains how to derive 
a data model that supports business analysis requirements. Part II introduces the 
case study, which demonstrates business modeling concepts.

This part contains the following chapters:

■ Chapter 3, ”Understanding the Express Data Model”

■ Chapter 4, ”Case Study: Defining an Express Business Model”
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3
Understanding the Express Data Model

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter describes key elements of the Express multidimensional data model, 
which is designed specifically for data analysis.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Elements of the Express Data Model

■ Variables

■ Dimensions

■ Levels

■ Hierarchies

■ Attributes

Elements of the Express Data Model

Introduction
By determining the information requirements of end users, you can identify the 
requirements for business analysis and derive a corresponding Express data model. 
In doing so, it is important to understand key elements of the Express data model.
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Key elements of the Express data model
Express uses various database objects or elements to define and organize data and 
to identify relationships among the data. These include the following: 

■ Variables

■ Dimensions

■ Levels

■ Hierarchies

■ Attributes

Each element is described separately in this chapter.

Related information
The Global Computing case study illustrates the concepts that are described 
throughout this chapter. To learn about the Express data model that is derived for 
the Global Computing project, see Chapter 4.

Variables

What is a variable?
A variable is an object in the Express data model that represents factual data and 
contains data of a particular type.

Typical variables
In an Express database, most of the data is numeric data. For example, SALES, 
UNITS SOLD, and PRICE are common examples of variables. However, data may 
also be text data (for example, customer names or annotations). Variables are also 
commonly referred to as facts or measures.

How variables are stored in the data warehouse
In a data warehouse, variables are stored in fact tables.
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Dimensions

What is a dimension?
A dimension is an object in the Express data model that contains a set of unique 
values that serve to organize data for analysis purposes. Generally, a dimension 
represents physical objects, events, or processes for which there are one or more 
pieces of data.

Typical dimensions
Dimensions in a sales or marketing database might typically represent products, 
customers or geographic areas, and time periods. Other types of databases might 
have additional dimensions or an entirely different set of dimensions.

Dimension values
Each element in the list that makes up a dimension is known as a dimension value. 
For example, in the sample Global Computing database, the Product dimension 
includes values such as “Portable PCs,” “Desktop PCs,” and “Monitors.”

Dimension values act as keys to variables. Thus, dimensions are the basis for 
organizing data in the data warehouse.

How dimension values are stored in the data warehouse
In a data warehouse, dimension values are stored in lookup tables.

Dimensionality of variables
Each variable is organized, or dimensioned, by one or more dimensions. An Express 
database that is built with Relational Access Manager can have as many as 10 
dimensions per variable. There are no practical limitations to the number of variables 
and dimensions that are allowed in the Express database.

Note: As a general rule, it is best to define your business model with as few 
dimensions as are necessary to support your analysis requirements. Models with 
large numbers of dimensions are usually more difficult for end users to understand. 
They are also more difficult to maintain in the data warehouse.
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Example: Dimensionality of variables
In the following example, the variable SALES is dimensioned by Product, 
Geography, and Time, whereas the variable PRICE is dimensioned only by Product 
and Time.

Dimension order for variables
The order in which you define dimensions affects how data is stored in Express. 
How data is stored in Express affects runtime performance and also determines 
how you should store data in the data warehouse.

Since analysis is often based on a series of time periods, the Time dimension is 
typically the fastest-varying dimension. The slowest-varying dimension is typically 
the dimension on which series analysis is performed least often. When you define 
dimensions in Relational Access Administrator, you should define the 
fastest-varying dimension first; you should define the slowest-varying dimension 
last.

Levels

What is a level?
A level is an object in the Express data model that represents a particular level of 
aggregation within a dimension. In the Express data model, dimension values are 
organized into levels. Each level above the base level represents the summarized 
total of the data from the level below. Consider a Time dimension with three levels: 
Month, Quarter, and Year. The Month level represents the base level; the Quarter 
level represents summarized totals for Months, and the Year level represents 
summarized totals for Quarters.
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Examples: Using levels
The following examples illustrate how data can be aggregated into levels:

■ In a Product dimension, data collected at the Item level (for example, “Envoy 
Standard” or “Sentinel Standard”) might be aggregated into totals for family 
(for example, “Portable PCs” or “Desktop PCs”), class (for example, 
“Hardware” or “Software”), and “All Products.”

■ In a Customer or Geography dimension, data collected at the Key Account level 
(for example, “Business World San Jose” or “Ministry of Finance Paris”) might 
be aggregated into totals for territory (for example, “Western U.S.” or “France”), 
region (for example, “United States” or “Europe”), and “All Clients.”

Note: For most dimensions, a Total or All level is a standard feature in an Express 
data model. Adding this highest level allows additional flexibility as Express 
application users analyze data.

Hierarchies

What is a hierarchy?
In the Express data model, a hierarchy is a means of organizing the levels within a 
dimension. A hierarchy exists when values within a dimension are arranged in 
levels, with each level representing the aggregated total of the data from the level 
below. Hierarchies define how data is to be summarized from lower levels to higher 
levels. Hierarchies also define how the Express application user will be able to 
navigate through the data by using data selection tools and by drilling in reports.
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Example: Hierarchy
The following figure shows a hierarchy that is based on a Customer or Geography 
dimension, in which dimension values are arranged in five levels. Data at the 
Customers level is aggregated into the Cities level, which, in turn, is aggregated into 
the Countries/Areas, Continents/Regions, and Global levels.

Family relationships within a hierarchy
Related dimension values that correspond to the levels in a hierarchy are referred to 
as a family. A dimension value at the level immediately above a particular value in a 
hierarchy is referred to as the parent. A dimension value at the level immediately 
below a particular value in a hierarchy is referred to as a child. Dimension values at 
any level above or below a particular value are referred to ancestors and descendants, 
respectively.
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Example: Family relationships within a hierarchy
The following figure shows family relationships for the dimension value “France” 
in a Customer or Geography dimension.

Multiple hierarchies within a dimension
There can be multiple hierarchies in a single dimension. Different hierarchies in the 
same dimension might have some levels in common, or they might have completely 
different sets of levels.

Note: If there are levels in common between two or more hierarchies in a 
dimension, the relative order of the levels (from highest to lowest level of 
summarization) must be consistent among the hierarchies.

Example: Multiple hierarchies within a dimension
The following example shows the two hierarchies — Shipments and Market 
Segment — for the Customer dimension in the sample Global Computing database.

Shipments Hierarchy:
Level             Value
All Customers      All Customers
  Region             North America
    Warehouse          United States
      Ship To            Business World New York
Market Segment Hierarchy:
Level              Value
Total Market       Total Market
  Market Segment      Reseller
    Account             Business World
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Note: Within each hierarchy, you can see how the values at the lower levels 
contribute to the aggregate values at the higher levels. For example, in the Market 
Segment hierarchy, the “Business World” account contributes to the aggregate value 
of “Reseller” at the Market Segment level.

Using levels and hierarchies for data analysis
Express application users can select dimension values by level when requesting 
data in a report or graph. For example, a user might select Customer dimension 
values at the Account level to see how a particular account is performing in 
comparison with other accounts.

The hierarchical structure of a dimension also makes it possible for users to access 
individual values in a dimension by drilling down on or drilling up on the levels in 
the hierarchy:

■ By drilling down, the user can view child values that are associated with parent 
values in the hierarchy.

■ By drilling up, the user can collapse the list of descendant values that are 
associated with a parent value in the hierarchy.

Attributes

What is an attribute?
An attribute is an object in the Express data model that describes characteristics of 
dimension values other than by level of summarization. Whereas levels represent 
groupings based on levels of summarization, attributes represent logical groupings 
that allow users to select data by characteristic. An attribute can apply to a single 
level or to multiple levels in a dimension. Common examples of attributes include 
COLOR, SIZE, and FLAVOR.

Example: Using attributes
In the Global Computing database, the Product dimension uses a PACKAGE 
attribute to group items together that share the common characteristic of being 
included in the same promotional package. For example, the “Laptop Value 
Package” includes the following items: “Envoy Standard Laptop,” “External 
CD-ROM,” “PCMICA Fax/Modem,” “Mouse,” and “Carrying Case. ”
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Enabling time series analysis
Time series analysis involves examining data according to factors such as the 
following:

■ Change from a prior period

■ Change from a year ago

■ Year-to-date

■ Range of time

Requirement for enabling time series analysis
In order to enable time series analysis in your data warehouse, you must include 
the following attributes in your Express data model for the dimension that 
represents time periods: 

■ DATE — Indicates the last day of the time period

■ TIMESPAN — Indicates the number of days in the time period

You must apply both DATE and TIMESPAN to all levels in the dimension for which 
you want to enable time-series analysis.
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4
Case Study: Defining an Express Business

Model

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter introduces the Global Computing case study. The case study illustrates 
how to perform business modeling by defining analysis requirements and deriving 
a supporting Express data model.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ The Global Computing Data Warehouse

■ General Procedure for Business Modeling

■ Step 1: Define Analysis Requirements

■ Step 2: Derive an Express Data Model

The Global Computing Data Warehouse

Background
Global Computing is a fictitious company that distributes computer hardware and 
software components to customers on a worldwide basis. As part of a plan to 
improve its sales and marketing strategy, Global Computing has decided to 
implement a data warehouse that is specialized for sales and marketing analysis. 
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You have assumed the role of data warehouse developer at Global Computing.

Data warehouse structure
You have decided to structure the Global Computing data warehouse as follows:

■ Data will be stored in an Oracle relational database.

■ Relational Access Manager will be used to fetch data from the relational 
database.

Data warehouse implementation
You plan to implement the Global Computing data warehouse using the process 
that is shown in the following table.

General Procedure for Business Modeling

Introduction
In your role as data warehouse developer, you conduct interviews with end users in 
order to reveal their information requirements and performance expectations. You 
will use this information to define an Express business model.

Stage Description

1 Defining an Express business model, as described in this chapter

2 Designing a schema, as described in Chapter 9

3 Creating a Relational Access Manager project, as described in Chapter 15

4 Building the corresponding Express database
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Procedure: Defining an Express business model
The following table describes the sequence of steps that you will take to define the 
Express business model for Global Computing. Each step is described separately in 
this chapter.

Step 1: Define Analysis Requirements

Identifying key analysis requirements
By examining the types of analyses that users wish to perform, you identify the 
following key requirements for analysis:

■ Global Computing has a strong need for profitability analysis. The company 
must understand profitability by product, account, market segment, and 
distribution channel. It also needs to understand profitability trends.

■ Global Computing needs to understand how sales vary by time of year. The 
company must understand these seasonal trends by product, geographic area, 
market segment, and distribution channel.

■ Global Computing has a need for ad hoc sales analysis. Analysis must identify 
what products are sold to whom, when these products are sold, and how 
customers buy these products.

■ The ability to perform trend analysis is important to Global Computing.

Step Action

1 Define analysis requirements.

2 Derive a corresponding Express data model.
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Identifying supporting business facts
By identifying key analysis requirements, you reveal the business facts that will 
support these requirements. The following table shows the business facts that are 
required to support analysis requirements at Global Computing.

Business Fact Organized By

Sales Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel

Units Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel

Change in sales from prior 
period

Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel

Percent change in sales 
from prior period

Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel

Change in sales from prior 
year

Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel

Percent change in sales 
from prior year

Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel

Product share Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel

Channel share Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel
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Market share Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel

Extended cost Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel

Extended margin Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel

Extended margin change 
from prior period

Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel

Extended margin percent 
change from prior period

Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel

Margin, percent of total 
product sales

Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel

Units sold, change from 
prior period

Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel

Units sold, percent change 
from prior period

Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel

Units sold, change from 
prior year

Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel

Units sold, percent change 
from prior year

Time, product, customer shipment, and distribution channel

or

Time, product, market segment, and distribution channel

Business Fact Organized By
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Step 2: Derive an Express Data Model

Structuring data for Express
In Step 1, you identified the business facts that will support analysis requirements 
at Global Computing. Next, you will identify the dimensions, levels, and attributes 
in the Express data model. You will also identify the relationships within each 
dimension. In doing so, you will derive an Express data model that supports 
analysis requirements at Global Computing.

Identifying dimensions
You have identified four dimensions that will be used to organize the facts in the 
database. The following table describes each of these dimensions and provides 
examples of dimension values.

Unit price Item and month

Unit cost Item and month

Margin per unit Item and month

Dimension 
Name

Dimension 
Description Examples of Dimension Values

Product Shows how data varies 
by product. The term 
product refers to any 
value in the Product 
dimension, regardless 
of its level.

“Total Product”: the sum of all products

An entire class of products, such as “Hardware”

A family of products, such as “Portable PCs”

An item, such as “Envoy Executive”

Customer Shows how data varies 
by customer or 
geographic area. The 
term customer refers to 
any value in the 
Customer dimension, 
regardless of its level.

“All Customers”: the sum of all customers

An entire region, such as “North America” or 
“Europe”

Territories within regions, for example, the 
“United States” or all of “France”

Specific accounts, such as “Business World San 
Jose” or the “Ministry of Finance Paris”

Business Fact Organized By
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Identifying levels
Now that you have identified dimensions, you will identify the levels of 
summarization within each dimension. Analysis requirements at Global Computing 
reveal that:

■ There are three distribution channels: Sales, Catalog, and Internet. These three 
values are the lowest level of detail in the data warehouse and will be grouped 
in the Channel level. From the order of highest level of summarization to the 
lowest level of detail, levels will be All Channels and Channel.

■ Global performs customer and geographic analysis along the line of shipments 
to customers and by market segmentation. In each case, the lowest level of 
detail in the data model is the Ship To location.

■ When analyzing along the line of customer shipments, the levels of 
summarization will be (highest to lowest): All Customers, Region, 
Warehouse, and Ship To.

■ When analyzing by market segmentation, the levels of summarization will 
be (highest to lowest): Total Market, Market Segment, Account, and Ship To.

■ The Product dimension will have four levels (highest to lowest): Total, Class, 
Family, and Item.

■ The Time dimension will have three levels (highest to lowest): Year, Quarter, 
and Month.

Channel Shows how data varies 
according to each 
distribution channel. 
The term channel refers 
to any value in the 
Channel dimension, 
regardless of its level.

“All Channels”: the sum of all distribution 
channels

Individual channels, such as “Sales,” “Catalog,” 
and “Internet”

Time Shows how data varies 
over time.

Years, such as “1996” and “1997”

Quarters, such as “Quarter 1 - 1997” and 
“Quarter 2 - 1997”

Months, such as “May 1997” and “June 1997”

Dimension 
Name

Dimension 
Description Examples of Dimension Values
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Note: Within the Channel, Customer, and Product dimensions, you have added a 
Total or All level as the highest level of summarization. Adding this highest level 
will allow additional flexibility as Express application users analyze data.

Identifying hierarchies
You will identify the hierarchies that organize the levels within each dimension. To 
identify hierarchies, you will group the levels in the correct order of summarization 
and in a way that allows the necessary analysis.

For the Channel, Product, and Time dimensions, Global Computing requires only 
one hierarchy for each dimension. For the Customer dimension, however, Global 
Computing requires two hierarchies. Analysis within the Customer dimension 
tends to be either by geographic area or market segment. Therefore, you will 
organize levels into two hierarchies — Shipments and Market Segment — as shown 
in the following example.

Deriving the final data model
By combining the elements of each dimension with the factual data, you are able to 
derive the final Express data model for Global Computing.

As data warehouse developer, you share this data model with management at 
Global Computing by giving a slide presentation. The slides that you use to present 
the Express data model are shown in the following two figures.
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Figure 1: Dimensions in the Global Computing data model
This figure shows the dimensions in the Global Computing Express data model.

Figure 2: Variables in the Global Computing data model
This figure shows the variables in the Global Computing Express data model.

Why are so few variables in the model?
In Step 1, you revealed that 21 business facts are required to support analysis 
requirements at Global Computing. Why, then, are only some of these facts included 
as variables in the Express data model for Global Computing? As you will learn in 
Part III of this guide, Express applications can use Express to calculate a wide 
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variety of facts “on the fly” as custom measures. For this reason, you have included 
only the base facts in the Express data model.

Using custom measures
After careful examination of the required business facts that you identified in Step 1, 
you have concluded that most of these facts could be calculated as Oracle Express 
Objects or Oracle Sales Analyzer custom measures instead of being derived during 
the data extraction process. You have been able to reduce the list of variables in the 
Express data model from 21 to 5. As a result, you have been able to reduce the disk 
space requirements for the data warehouse by more than 50 percent.

You have decided to calculate the following facts as custom measures, which will be 
calculated at runtime in Express Server, as needed:

Extended margin
Extended margin, change from prior period
Extended margin, percent change from prior period
Margin per unit
Margin, percent of total product sales
Percent channel share
Sales, change from prior period
Sales, change from year ago
Sales, percent change from prior period
Sales, percent change from year ago
Market segment share of total sales
Units sold, change from prior period
Units sold, percent change from prior period
Units sold, change from prior year
Units sold, percent change from prior year
Share of total product sales



Part III
  Designing a Schema

Part III explains requirements for designing a schema in the relational database that 
corresponds to an Express data model. Part III also describes techniques for 
optimizing the data warehouse, and explains how to use Relational Access Manager 
- Query Statistics to examine query activity and evaluate performance. In 
conclusion, Part III presents the case study, which illustrates schema design and 
data warehouse optimization.

This part contains the following chapters:

■ Chapter 5, ”Understanding Schema Design”

■ Chapter 6, ”Building a Schema”

■ Chapter 7, ”Optimizing the Data Warehouse”

■ Chapter 8, ”Analyzing Query Statistics”

■ Chapter 9, ”Case Study: Designing a Schema”
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5
Understanding Schema Design

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter provides an overview of data warehouse structure and defines tables 
and schemas as components of the data warehouse. The chapter also describes 
schema design requirements for use with Relational Access Manager and Express 
applications.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Data Warehouse Structure

■ Fact Tables

■ Lookup Tables

■ Star Schemas

■ Snowflake Schemass

■ Schema Requirements

■ Fact Table Requirements

■ Lookup Table Requirements

■ Requirements for Time Lookup Tables

■ Skipping Levels in Hierarchies
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Data Warehouse Structure

Introduction
The basic structure of a data warehouse is defined by two elements: tables and 
schemas.

Data warehouse tables
Like any other relational database, a data warehouse is composed of tables. There 
are two basic types of tables:

■ Fact tables contain the actual data values (for example, sales revenues in dollars 
or the number of units sold).

■ Lookup tables contain values that determine the structure of the dimensions.

Data warehouse schemas
The collection of tables in the data warehouse is known as its schema. The types of 
schemas that are used with Relational Access Manager fall into two basic categories: 
star schemas and snowflake schemas.

Fact Tables

What is a fact table?
A fact table is a data warehouse table that contains actual data values, or facts. Fact 
tables also contain the relational keys that uniquely identify each row of data in the 
table. Accordingly, there are two types of columns in a fact table — fact columns 
and key columns:

■ A fact column contains actual fact data of a particular type. 

■ A key column lists keys that are represented in the fact table. Together, all key 
columns in a fact table form a composite key that is the primary key of the table.
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Example: Fact table
The following figure shows an example of a fact table named DATA.

In the DATA table, the ITEM, ACCOUNT, and MONTH columns are key columns 
and the SALES and UNITS columns are fact columns. The DATA table contains one 
record for each unique combination of item, account, and month in the warehouse. 
(The dimension lookup tables listing accounts and months are not shown.)

Lookup Tables

What is a lookup table?
A lookup table is a data warehouse table that stores a set of values that are related to 
a particular dimension. Lookup tables do not contain facts; instead, the values in 
lookup tables are the elements that determine the structure of the dimensions.

A lookup table is composed of a primary key that uniquely identifies each row in 
the table, along with a set of foreign keys that represent parent dimension values 
(dimension values at higher levels of summarization) and attributes. Depending on 
the design of the lookup table, the foreign key may or may not be a key to other 
lookup tables.

Example: Lookup table
The following figure shows an example of a lookup table named PRODUCT.
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The ITEM column, which is the primary key in the PRODUCT table, lists the 
relational keys that correspond to items.

The PRODUCT table also defines parentage information by storing related foreign 
keys. In this example, items, brands, manufacturers, and the total product set are all 
part of a family structure. BRAND represents summarized item totals, MFG 
represents summarized brand totals, and TOTAL PRODUCT represents 
summarized manufacturer totals.

The COLOR column is also related to the ITEM column, but not as part of a 
hierarchical structure. COLOR is an attribute that is simply a descriptive 
characteristic that indicates the color of each item.

Text names for keys in lookup tables
In addition to the primary and foreign keys, lookup tables may also contain 
columns that provide descriptive text. This text can be used to provide users with 
meaningful names for integer keys or other system-generated keys. 

The following figure shows a portion of a lookup table that uses descriptive names 
for keys.

In this table, the primary key is PRODUCT_ID, and the actual key values for 
PRODUCT_ID are 001, 002, and so on. The PRODUCT_DESC column contains text 
descriptions for these numeric keys.

Star Schemas

What is a star schema?
The star schema derives its name from the fact that the diagram of a star schema 
resembles a star, with points radiating from a center. The center of the star consists 
of one or more fact tables, and the points of the star are the lookup tables.

Product_ID Product_Desc Level Color Size
Product 
Manager

001 Tee Shirt 23004 Item Blue Small Steven Davis

002 Tee Shirt 23005 Item Red Small Steven Davis

003 Tee Shirt 23006 Item Green Medium Steven Davis
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Base-level only star schemas
The simplest type of star schema has only one fact table. The fact table in such a 
schema stores base-level data but does not store any summarized (aggregated) data. 
In this type of schema, there is a single lookup table for each dimension. Each 
lookup table lists all levels (all parentage) and all attributes for a particular 
dimension. 

Example: Base-level only star schema
The following figure shows an example of a star schema that stores only base-level 
data.

In this schema, the PROD, GEOG, and TIME tables are lookup tables, and the DATA 
table is a base-level fact table. Such a schema is a denormalized schema, and 
represents the simplest type of data warehouse.

Summary-level star schemas
Not all star schemas store only base-level data. Other types of star schemas include 
fact tables that store summary-level data. There are two basic designs that can be 
used for the fact tables in such schemas:

■ Fact tables can be partitioned by level of summarization.

or

■ There can be multiple levels of summarization for each variable (fact) within 
individual fact tables.
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Example: Fact tables partitioned by level of summarization
The following figure shows an example of a star schema with summary-level fact 
tables that are partitioned by level (for purposes of clarity, the joins between tables 
are not indicated). 

In this schema, the BASE_DATA table is the base-level fact table. The BASE_DATA 
table stores data at the ITEM, CUSTOMER, and MONTH levels. The FAM_CUS_
MON_DATA table stores data at the FAMILY, CUSTOMER, and MONTH levels, 
where the family-level data represents summarized item-level data. The ITEM_
TER_MON_DATA table stores data for items, territories (summarized customer 
data), and months. The ITEM_CUS_QTR_DATA table stores data for items, 
customers, and quarters (summarized month data).
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Example: Fact table with multiple levels of summarization 
The following figure shows an example of a schema with a fact table that has 
multiple levels of summarization in a single table. 

In this schema, the names of the columns in the fact table represent the dimension 
names rather than specific levels within dimensions.

Vertically partitioned fact tables
Fact tables are said to be vertically partitioned when facts are stored in different fact 
tables at the same level of summarization as in the RDBMS. For example, consider a 
database with Time, Product and Geography dimensions, for which SALES and 
UNITS SOLD data is available at the Month, Item, and Ship To levels. Data could be 
stored in two different fact tables or in a single fact table. If data were stored in two 
different fact tables, it would be vertically partitioned.

Example: Vertically partitioned fact tables
In the following example, fact tables for Sales and Units Sold data are vertically 
partitioned at the Month level.

SALES Fact Table

MONTH_ID

ITEM_ID

SHIP_TO_ID

SALES
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Example: Non-partitioned fact table
In the following example, the fact table for Sales and Units Sold data is not 
vertically partitioned.

Snowflake Schemas

What is a snowflake schema?
The snowflake schema derives its name from the fact that its diagram resembles a 
snowflake. The defining characteristic of a snowflake schema is that the lookup 
tables are normalized. 

UNITS SOLD Fact Table

MONTH_ID

ITEM_ID

SHIP_TO_ID

UNITS SOLD

SALES and UNITS SOLD Fact Table

MONTH_ID

ITEM_ID

SHIP_TO_ID

SALES

UNITS SOLD
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Example: Snowflake schema

In this snowflake schema, there is a single, base-level fact table (DATA). The 
important difference in the snowflake schema, as compared to the star schema, is in 
the structure of the lookup tables: the lookup tables in a snowflake schema are 
normalized. Each lookup table contains only the level that is the primary key in the 
table and the immediate parent of the level, along with any attributes that apply to 
the primary key (as with the PACKAGE attribute in the ITEM table); no higher-level 
parentage beyond the immediate parent is provided in any lookup table.

Schema Requirements

Introduction
Data warehouses that are designed for use with Express applications and are 
accessed using Relational Access Manager have specific schema requirements. It is 
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easy to design a data warehouse schema, providing that you follow some 
straightforward rules.

Requirements for schema design
A data warehouse using Relational Access Manager must be designed in either a 
star or a snowflake schema.

The following requirements apply to schema design:

■ There must be a fact table that stores data at the base (lowest) level for each 
variable. However, it is highly recommended that you also include 
summary-level fact tables in your data warehouse. (The same table that is used 
to store the lowest level can also contain summary-level data.) Including 
summary-level data dramatically improves query performance and decreases 
the load on the server when users are running an analysis application.

■ Variables must be stored as columns in fact tables.

■ There must be at least one lookup table for each dimension. (There may be 
multiple lookup tables for a dimension if you are using a snowflake schema.)

■ Valid characters in the relational keys include uppercase alphabetic characters 
(A-Z), lowercase alphabetic characters (a-z), digits (1-9), and periods (.). Other 
characters might be reserved characters in Express; for this reason, do not use 
any other characters in the relational keys.
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Example: Schema that meets requirements
The following is an example of a star schema that meets the general requirements 
for an Express application. Although this example shows only a base-level fact table 
and a single group of facts, the data warehouse will usually also contain 
summary-level data or additional facts.

Query performance with star and snowflake schemas 
If your data warehouse is not fully summarized, snowflake schemas are sometimes 
less efficient in terms of query performance at runtime. When selecting 
summary-level data that must be aggregated at runtime, SELECT statements might 
be generated that join two or more lookup tables. For this reason, is it generally 
recommended that star-style lookup tables be used when data is being summarized 
at runtime.

If your data warehouse is fully summarized, Relational Access Manager will never 
need to include joins in SELECT statements. For this reason, query performance is 
equally good with star and snowflake schemas in a fully summarized warehouse. In 
this case, you should base your choice of schema design on which design is easier 
for you to build and maintain.

Note: Schema design for Sybase System 11
When using Relational Access Manager with a Sybase System 11 relational 
database, a snowflake schema must be used: star-style lookup tables must not be 
used. This is because Sybase does not support in-line views. Relational Access 
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Manager will not allow an Express database to be built if there are non-unique keys 
for any dimension value in lookup tables (as would occur when using star-style 
lookup tables).

Related information
The Global Computing case study demonstrates the schema requirements that are 
described in this chapter. To learn more about schema design in the Global 
Computing data warehouse, see Chapter 9.

Fact Table Requirements

Requirements for fact table design
The following requirements apply when designing fact tables for use with 
Relational Access Manager:

■ Each database must contain at least one fact table that contains data at the base 
(lowest) level of summarization in the Express data model.

■ The primary key must be a composite of all key columns in the fact table. (There 
can be no duplicate rows in a fact table.)

■ The primary key must contain all dimensions by which the fact (or variable in 
the Express data model) is dimensioned. Dimensions cannot go across the fact 
table.

■ Null values are not allowed in key columns.

■ Data types for key and fact columns must be NUMBER, TEXT, DATE, or 
BOOLEAN.

Recommendations for fact table design
Observing the following recommendations will make managing your data 
warehouse easier and will improve query performance:

■ Include summary-level data in your data warehouse. Although Express can 
automatically summarize data at runtime, including summary-level data in 
your data warehouse will dramatically improve query performance.

■ Avoid vertical partitioning by grouping any facts that share the same 
dimensionality in the same fact table. This will reduce the size of your data 
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warehouse. In most cases, this will also improve query performance, because 
data for multiple facts can be selected using a single SELECT statement.

■ Define and index tables in order of slowest-varying dimension to 
fastest-varying dimension. Defining and indexing tables in this order will 
improve query performance.

Note: This is in contrast to the Express data model, in which dimensions should 
be defined in order of fastest-varying to slowest-varying. For more information 
about the dimension order for variables in the Express data model, see 
Chapter 3.

■ To facilitate reading the warehouse, do the following:

■ Name fact tables after a fact in the table and use level names in the table 
name. Naming fact tables in this way allows the contents of the table to be 
easily identified and, thus, makes the data warehouse more readable.

For example, if a fact table contains Sales data at the Channel, Item, Ship To, 
and Month levels, the table could be named GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_
MON. (GLB in this example identifies that the table is used in the Global 
Computing data warehouse.)

■ Name key columns in the fact tables after the level of summarization that is 
contained in the fact table. Name fact columns after the variable name in 
the Express data model. Naming columns after levels and variables will 
help make the data warehouse readable. It will also allow you to use 
time-saving, automatic features in Relational Access Administrator for 
mapping fact tables.

For example, if a fact table contains Sales and Units Sold data at the Month, 
Ship To, Item, and Channel levels, the table will contain the following 
columns: MONTH_ID, SHIP_TO_ID, ITEM_ID, CHANNEL_ID, SALES_
FACT, UNITS_SOLD_FACT.

Styles of fact tables that are supported
Express and Relational Access Manager support the following fact table styles:

■ Base-level fact table only — In this schema, Express will automatically 
summarize data at runtime. This is the easiest to define and manage, but 
runtime performance will be relatively poor in comparison to a data warehouse 
that includes summary-level data.

■ Base-level and summary-level fact tables — In this schema, fact tables are 
partitioned by level of summarization. This allows you to choose which levels 
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of data you wish to summarize and store in fact tables. Any data that is not 
stored in a fact table will be summarized automatically by Express at runtime. 
This schema is usually somewhat more complex to set up, but yields good 
performance and is often easiest to manage in the long term. This is the schema 
used by Global Computing.

■ Embedded-total fact table — In this style, multiple levels of summarization are 
stored in a single fact table. Initially, this fact table is very easy to define and 
manage. However, this style of fact table can grow very large and become more 
difficult to manage in comparison to using base-level and summary-level fact 
tables.

Lookup Table Requirements

Requirements for lookup table design
The following requirements apply when designing dimension lookup tables for use 
with Relational Access Manager:

■ The primary key must represent dimension values at the lowest level in the 
Express data model. 

■ Each level in the Express data model must be represented by a column in the 
lookup table.

■ Null values are not allowed in columns that are used to store dimension values.

■ Within a single hierarchy, child dimension values cannot have multiple parent 
dimension values.

Note: Child dimension values can have multiple parent dimension values from 
different hierarchies. This is illustrated in the Ship To level in the Customer 
dimension in the Global Computing database.

■ Parent (higher level) dimension values must be included in the same row as 
child (lower level) dimension values.

■ Dimension values from multiple levels of summarization must not be stored in 
the same column.

■ Attributes must be represented as single-part keys.

■ Attributes must be represented in separate columns for each level of 
summarization at which the attribute applies.
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■ If the dimension represents time periods, DATE and TIMESPAN attributes must 
be included in the dimension lookup table.

Recommendations for lookup table design
Observing the following recommendations will make managing your data 
warehouse easier, as well as improve query performance:

■ Although multiple-part keys are allowed, you should avoid them if possible. 
Multiple-part keys add complexity to the database and cause slightly slower 
runtime performance.

■ If natural keys are lengthy, use surrogate keys. Lengthy keys will degrade query 
performance, increase the size of fact tables, and increase the size of the Express 
database.

■ Take advantage of the Express application’s ability to use descriptive labels in 
place of keys. Descriptive labels are usually preferred by application end users.

■ To facilitate reading the warehouse, do the following:

■ Name lookup tables after the dimension names that have been used in the 
Express data model.

■ Define the column representing the lowest level of summarization first. 
Define columns representing higher levels of summarization in the same 
hierarchical order as the Express data model. This will help make the tables 
in the data warehouse readable.

■ Name columns in lookup tables after the level or attribute names that have 
been used in the Express data model. If the column represents a key, 
append the level or attribute name with _ID. If the column represents a 
descriptive label, append the level name with _DSC. Naming columns after 
levels and attributes will help make the data warehouse readable. 

Requirements for Time Lookup Tables

DATE and TIMESPAN attributes
If your Express data model contains a Time dimension, you must include DATE and 
TIMESPAN attributes in your Express data model, as described in Chapter 3. To 
support the DATE and TIMESPAN attributes, you must include columns in your 
Time dimension lookup tables that contain values for DATE and TIMESPAN at each 
level in the Express data model. 
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Examples: DATE and TIMESPAN attributes
See the Global Computing case study in Chapter 4 for examples of DATE and 
TIMESPAN attributes in the Express data model.

Mapping DATE and TIMESPAN attributes
When mapping DATE and TIMESPAN attributes to the tables in your data 
warehouse schema, you cannot use attribute lookup tables. You must include the 
actual values of DATE and TIMESPAN in the dimension lookup tables as illustrated 
by the following examples.

Example: Valid dimension lookup table
In the following example, the Month lookup table is valid, because the values for 
DATE and TIMESPAN are stored in the dimension lookup table.

Example: Invalid dimension lookup table
In the following example, the Month lookup table is invalid, because the values for 
DATE and TIMESPAN are not stored in the dimension lookup table.

MONTH_ID MONTH_DESC DATE TIMESPAN QUARTER_ID

1 JAN97 31JAN97 31 Q1-97

2 FEB97 28FEB97 28 Q1-97

3 MAR97 31MAR97 31 Q1-97

4 APR97 30APR97 30 Q2-97

MONTH_ID MONTH_DESC DATE TIMESPAN QUARTER_ID

1 JAN97 1 1 Q1-97

2 FEB97 2 2 Q1-97

3 MAR97 3 1 Q1-97

4 APR97 4 3 Q2-97
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Instead, the dimension lookup table is joined to the following attribute lookup 
tables.

Sample Time dimension lookup table
A sample Time dimension lookup table is provided with Relational Access 
Manager. This table, SAMPLE_TIME, is installed as an option to Relational Access 
Administrator. If you have chosen to install the sample Time dimension lookup 
table, the Oracle export file SAMPLETIME.DMP is installed in your ORACLE 
HOME\OLAP\RAA directory. Use the Oracle Import utility to import the table 
SAMPLE_TIME into your database. See Chapter 2 for more information about 
installing the same Time dimension lookup table.

SAMPLE_TIME contains values for the Day, Month, Quarter, and Year levels. It also 
includes various date formats and values for the DATE and TIMESPAN attributes. 
You can use SAMPLE_TIME as the basis for building your own Time dimension 
lookup table.

DATE DATE_SHORT_DESC DATE_LONG_DESC

1 31JAN97 January 31, 1997

2 28FEB97 February 28, 1997

3 31MAR97 March 31, 1997

4 30APR97 April 30, 1997

TIMESPAN TS_SHORT_DESC TS_LONG_DESC

1 31 31

2 28 28

3 30 30
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Columns in the sample Time dimension lookup table
The following table describes the columns in SAMPLE_TIME.

Column Data Type Example Notes

DAY_MM_DD_YYYY VARCHAR2(30) 09-04-1997 Can be used as a 
primary key

DAY_M_D_YYYY VARCHAR2(30) 9-4-1997 Can be used as a 
primary key

DAY_MM_DD_YY VARCHAR2(30) 09-04-97

DAY_M_D_YY VARCHAR2(30) 9-4-97

DAY_DD_MMM_YYYY VARCHAR2(30) 05-SEP-1997 Can be used as a 
primary key

DAY_D_MMM_YYYY VARCHAR2(30) 5-SEP-1997 Can be used as a 
primary key

DAY_MMMM_D_YYYY VARCHAR2(30) September 5, 
1997

Can be used as a 
primary key

DAY_D_MMMM_YYYY VARCHAR2(30) 5 September 
1997

Can be used as a 
primary key

DAY_DD_MM_YYYY VARCHAR2(30) 05-09-1997 Can be used as a 
primary key

DAY_D_M_YYYY VARCHAR2(30) 5-9-1997 Can be used as a 
primary key

DAY_D_M_YY VARCHAR2(30) 5-9-97

JULIAN_DATE NUMBER 2450697 Can be used as a 
primary key

DAY_TIMESPAN NUMBER 1 Number of days in the 
current day (always = 
1)

DAY_END_DATE VARCHAR2(30) 05-SEP-1997 Current day

DAY_OF_MONTH NUMBER 5 Day number of the 
current month

DAY_OF_QUARTER NUMBER 67 Day number of the 
current quarter

DAY_OF_YEAR NUMBER 248 Day number of the 
current year
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DAY_IS_WEEKDAY VARCHAR2(30) YES YES if day of week is 
Monday–Friday, NO if 
day of week is 
Saturday or Sunday

DAY_NAME_SHORT VARCHAR2(30) FRI

DAY_NAME_LONG VARCHAR2(30) Friday

MONTH_MM_YYYY VARCHAR2(30) 09-1997 Can be used as Month 
Key

MONTH_M_YYYY VARCHAR2(30) 9-1997 Can be used as Month 
Key

MONTH_END_DATE VARCHAR2(30) 30-SEP-1997 Last day of the current 
month

MONTH_TIMESPAN NUMBER 30 Number of days in the 
current month

MONTH_MMM VARCHAR2(30) SEP

MONTH_MMMM VARCHAR2(30) September

MONTH_OF_YEAR NUMBER 9 Month number of year

QTR_Q_YYYY VARCHAR2(30) Q2-1997 Can be used as 
Quarter key

QTR_Q_YY VARCHAR2(30) Q2-97

QTR_END_DATE VARCHAR2(30) 30-SEP-1997 Last day in the current 
quarter

QTR_TIMESPAN NUMBER 92 Number of days in the 
current quarter

QTR_OF_YEAR NUMBER 2 Quarter number of the 
year

YEAR_YYYY VARCHAR2(30) 1997 Can be used as Year 
key

YEAR_END_DATE VARCHAR2(30) 31-DEC-1997 31-DEC-1997

YEAR_TIMESPAN NUMBER 365 Number of days in the 
current year

Column Data Type Example Notes
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Skipping Levels in Hierarchies

Introduction
In some data models, there are dimension values at every level in a hierarchy. For 
example, in a geographical hierarchy that contains the levels City, State/Province, 
Region, and County, it is likely that there are dimension values at each level: the 
parent of a city is always a state or province; the parent of a state or province is 
always a region, and so on. In other data models, however, the parent of a given 
dimension value might not be at the level immediately above that dimension 
value’s level in the hierarchy.

Example: Skipping levels
Consider the Organization dimension in the following example. 

Although all individuals at the Vice President level report to the President level, 
some individuals at Level 1 and Level 2 report directly to an individual at the 
Director level. In this example, Level 2 and Level 3 are “skipped.”

Dimension lookup tables
Relational Access Manager permits skipping levels. In order to skip levels, you 
must use star-style dimension lookup tables: you cannot use snowflake-style 
dimension lookup tables.
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The following is a sample Organization dimension lookup table with values that 
skip levels.

When a dimension contains a hierarchy in which levels are skipped, Relational 
Access Manager will build the Express database so that all dimension values are 
assigned to the levels and parents as determined by the dimension lookup table. 
Note that data from a dimension value at a lower level will be summarized to the 
level of its parent, not to the level immediate above the dimension value in the 
hierarchy.

LEVEL_1 LEVEL_2 LEVEL_3 DIRECTOR VP PRES

Glenn Hatch Devin Cole Chris 
Madrid

Kate 
Twichell

Dave 
McLaughlin

Robert 
Stampe

Todd Lurton Keri Kuhl Mark 
Bardwell

Dave 
McLaughlin

John Casey Phil Joffe David Ezra Jeff Faye Brett 
Kearney

Dave 
McLaughlin

Tom Hickey Earl P. Bass Keri Kuhl Mark 
Bardwell

Dave 
McLaughlin

Vivian Nail Alden 
Hawes

Thomas 
Donaldson

Mark 
Bardwell

Dave 
McLaughlin
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6
Building a Schema

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter provides a suggested procedure for building a data warehouse schema. 
The procedure entails using the Schema Generation Wizard in Relational Access 
Administrator to build a prototype star schema that supports a defined Express 
data model. The chapter details how to modify the prototype schema as necessary 
to adapt the schema to the requirements of your data warehouse.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Procedure for Building a Schema

■ Building a Prototype Schema

■ Contents of the Prototype Schema

■ Modifying a Prototype Schema

Procedure for Building a Schema

Introduction
The following is a suggested procedure for arriving at a schema for the data 
warehouse. This procedure entails using Relational Access Administrator to create 
an Express data model, and then build a prototype star schema that supports that 
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data model. For your own data warehouse, you might use other tools to develop a 
schema.

Procedure: Building a schema
To design and develop a schema for the data warehouse, follow these steps.

Building a prototype schema is recommended
In Step 2 of this procedure, you use the Schema Generation Wizard in Relational 
Access Administrator to build a prototype star schema. This schema is a working 
example of Relational Access Manager’s schema requirements as applied to your 
Express data model. You can modify the DDL that is generated by the wizard in 
order to arrive at a final schema design.

Because Relational Access Manager has specific schema requirements, Oracle 
Corporation strongly recommends that you build a prototype schema using the 
wizard. 

Building a Prototype Schema

Schema Generation Wizard
The Schema Generation Wizard in Relational Access Administrator allows you to 
automatically build a prototype schema for your data warehouse. This star schema 
supports the Express data model that is defined in your Relational Access Manager 

Step Action

1 Create your Express data model using the Data Model tab in Relational Access 
Administrator, as described in Chapter 11.

2 Use the Schema Generation Wizard in Relational Access Administrator to build 
a prototype star schema, as described separately in this chapter. Using the 
wizard, generate the DDL (Data Definition Language) for the schema and save 
the DDL to a file.

3 Make desired modifications to the DDL, as described in this chapter.

4 Create the schema in your data warehouse. For example, for an Oracle database, 
run the SQL script to create tables and indexes using SQL*Plus (a command-line 
interface that is used to enter SQL commands).
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project. Before using the Schema Generation Wizard, you must create the Express 
data model using Relational Access Administrator, as described in Chapter 11.

DDL generated by the wizard
The Schema Generation Wizard generates DDL that is used to create the star 
schema. You can preview the DDL, save the DDL to a file for modification, or 
execute the DDL to build the schema without modification.

If you save the DDL to a file, it can serve as your starting point in designing the 
final schema for your data warehouse. Before building the schema, you will most 
likely choose to modify the DDL, as described separately in this chapter.

Mapping the schema
If you execute the DDL through the wizard without modification, you have the 
option to automatically map the schema tables to the Express data model. In this 
case, the wizard fills in the Dimension Map and Variable Map tabs in Relational 
Access Administrator automatically. If you prefer to save the DDL to a file, you can 
map tables manually using the Dimension Map and Variable Map tabs.

Using the Schema Generation Wizard
To use the Schema Generation Wizard, choose Build Schema from the Project menu.

The Schema Generation Wizard consists of three steps that guide you through the 
process of building a prototype schema. When you have completed all the tasks in 
each step, choose Next to proceed to the next step, or Back to go back to the 
previous step. When you have completed the last step, choose Finish to exit from 
the wizard.

Step 1: Specifying a prefix
Through the first step in the Schema Generation Wizard you enter a prefix code of 
one, two, or three characters that is unique for this project; that is, you cannot use a 
given prefix for more than one project in the Relational Access ManagerRelational 
Access Manager repository. Relational Access AdministratorRelational Access 
Administrator will use the code that you enter as a prefix for the name of each table 
and index that the wizard creates. The prefix allows you to easily associate tables 
with a particular Relational Access Manager project.
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The following figure shows an example of the first step in the Schema Generation 
Wizard. In the example, the prefix GLB identifies the tables as belonging to the 
Global Computing data warehouse.

Step 2: Specifying summary-level fact tables
By default, the wizard creates one fact table for each data cube in the Express data 
model for data at the lowest level of each dimension in the data cube. Supporting 
indexes are also created for each fact table.

Through this step in the Schema Generation Wizard you can specify optional 
summary-level fact tables to be created for summarized data in each data cube in the 
Express data model.

The following figure shows an example of the second step in the Schema 
Generation Wizard, in which a summary-level fact table is specified for data at the 
Quarter level in the Unit Price data cube. In this example, data will be stored in two 
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fact tables: one at the Quarter and Item level, and another at the Month and Item 
level.

Specifying summary-level fact tables
In the data cube box, select the data cube that contains the level that you wish to 
include in a summary-level fact table. In the Fact Tables box, click on the field for 
that level in the Fact column, and then choose Yes; repeat this step for all other 
levels in the data cube that you want to include in summary-level fact tables.

If there are levels in additional data cubes that you want to include in 
summary-level fact tables, repeat the procedure for those levels.

Step 3: Creating the schema
Through the third step in the Schema Generation Wizard you can do any of the 
following:

■ Preview the DDL that the wizard will use to create the prototype schema.

■ Save the DDL to a file for modification.

■ Execute the DDL to build the prototype schema without modification. If you 
choose to execute the DDL, you then have the option to automatically map the 
tables in the schema to your Relational Access Manager project. In this case, 
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Relational Access Administrator fills in the Dimension Map tab and Variable 
Map tab automatically.

The following figure shows an example of the third step in the Schema Generation 
Wizard.

Contents of the Prototype Schema

Introduction
The Schema Generation Wizard generates DDL that defines the fact tables, lookup 
tables, and indexes for the prototype schema.

Example: DDL for fact tables
The following is an example of the DDL that defines the fact tables in the prototype 
schema. The following DDL defines the lowest-level fact table for Sales data (at the 
Channel, Item, Ship To, and Month levels). In this example, the prefix (specified 
through the wizard) is “GLB.”

CREATE TABLE GLB_SALES_SHI_ITE_CHA_MON (
 SHIP_TO_ID1           VARCHAR2(50)  NOT NULL,
 ITEM_ID2              VARCHAR2(50)  NOT NULL,
 CHANNEL_ID3           VARCHAR2(50)  NOT NULL,
 MONTH_ID4             VARCHAR2(50)  NOT NULL,
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 SALES_FACT            NUMBER        NULL,
 UNITS_FACT            NUMBER        NULL,
 EXTENDED_COST_FACT    NUMBER        NULL)
PCTFREE  10
PCTUSED  20
INITRANS 1
MAXTRANS 255
STORAGE(INITIAL 4K NEXT 4K MINEXTENTS 1 MAXEXTENTS 16);

Example: DDL for fact table indexes
The DDL creates single-column indexes on fact tables using CREATE INDEX 
statements, such as the following.

CREATE INDEX GLB_SALES_SHI_ITE_CHA_MON_IDX   ON GLB_SALES_SHI_ITE_CHA_MON   
(SHIP_TO_ID1, ITEM_ID2, CHANNEL_ID3, MONTH_ID4);
CREATE INDEX GLB_SALES_SHI_ITE_CHA_MON_ID1   ON GLB_SALES_SHI_ITE_CHA_MON   
(SHIP_TO_ID1);
CREATE INDEX GLB_SALES_SHI_ITE_CHA_MON_ID2   ON GLB_SALES_SHI_ITE_CHA_MON   
(ITEM_ID2);
CREATE INDEX GLB_SALES_SHI_ITE_CHA_MON_ID3   ON GLB_SALES_SHI_ITE_CHA_MON   
(CHANNEL_ID3);
CREATE INDEX GLB_SALES_SHI_ITE_CHA_MON_ID4   ON GLB_SALES_SHI_ITE_CHA_MON   
(MONTH_ID4);

DDL for fact table indexes is generic
As you will learn in Chapter 7, there are several considerations that you must 
consider when indexing fact tables. For example, bitmap indexes are recommended 
in some cases. Because some relational databases do not support bitmap indexes, 
however, the DDL that is generated by the Schema Generation Wizard does not 
define bitmap indexes. Instead, it generates one multicolumn B-tree index and one 
single-column B-tree index per key for each fact table.

Example: DDL for lookup tables
The following is an example of the DDL that defines lookup tables in the prototype 
schema. As shown in the following example, the DDL defines one lookup table per 
dimension (in this example, Product). Supporting indexes are also created for each 
fact table.

CREATE TABLE GLB_PRODUCT (
 ITEM_ID               VARCHAR2(50)      NOT NULL,
 ITEM_DSC              VARCHAR2(50)      NULL,
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 FAMILY_ID             VARCHAR2(50)      NOT NULL,
 FAMILY_DSC            VARCHAR2(50)      NULL,
 CLASS_ID              VARCHAR2(50)      NOT NULL,
 CLASS_DSC             VARCHAR2(50)      NULL,
 TOTAL_PRODUCT_ID      VARCHAR2(50)      NOT NULL,
 TOTAL_PRODUCT_DSC     VARCHAR2(50)      NULL,
 ITE_PACKAGE_ID        VARCHAR2(50)      NULL)
PCTFREE  10
PCTUSED  20
INITRANS 1
MAXTRANS 255
STORAGE(INITIAL 4K NEXT 4K MINEXTENTS 1 MAXEXTENTS 16);

Example: DDL for lookup table indexes
The following is an example of the DDL that defines lookup table indexes in the 
prototype schema. In this example, Year-level data will be summarized from 
Quarter-level data in the data warehouse. To support this, the following index will 
be created.

CREATE INDEX GLB_TIME_QUA_YEA_IDX ON GLB_TIME (QUARTER_ID,YEAR_ID);

Indexes for lookup tables are created only when runtime summarization is required. 
An index will be created for each pair of child-parent levels, where the child level is 
the level that will be joined to the fact table.

INITIAL and NEXT extents in the STORAGE parameter
The CREATE TABLE statement that is created by the Schema Generation Wizard 
includes a STORAGE parameter. The values for the INITIAL and NEXT extents in 
the STORAGE parameter define the size of a table in bytes:

■ The INITIAL extent defines how large the table will be when it is first created.

■ The NEXT extent defines how much space should be added if additional data 
needs to be added to the table. Such space is allocated when there is no 
available space left for new data being added to the data warehouse.

The wizard defines very small values for the INITIAL and NEXT extents. In this 
way, you can build empty tables for the prototype schema that do not occupy large 
amounts of space in your database.
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Modifying a Prototype Schema

Introduction
If you have saved the DDL to a file through the Schema Generation Wizard, you can 
edit the SQL script to make any modifications that might be necessary for your final 
warehouse schema. For example, you might do either of the following to 
accommodate your data warehouse environment:

■ Make minor modifications, such as changing the INITIAL and NEXT extent 
parameters only.

■ Make extensive modifications, such as changing the INITIAL and NEXT extent 
parameters, changing data types and column widths, and modifying indexes. 
This is the recommended approach.

Guidelines for modifying fact tables
You will probably decide to modify the DDL that was generated by the wizard for 
creating fact tables. The following table lists conditions where modifications to fact 
tables are appropriate and suggests specific modifications.

IF . . . THEN you should . . .

you are using bitmap 
indexes on fact tables,

keep the NOT NULL constraints in the DDL. This will allow 
compressed bitmaps to be as small as possible.

Note: You should also modify CREATE INDEX statements 
to create bitmap indexes.

you are creating fact tables 
that will be used to store 
data in a production 
environment (as opposed to 
prototyping the data 
warehouse),

change values for INITIAL and NEXT extents in the 
STORAGE clause to values that are appropriate for your 
data warehouse. In the DDL that is generated by the wizard, 
INITIAL and NEXT extent values are set very low.
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Guidelines for modifying lookup tables
You will probably decide to modify the DDL that was generated by the wizard for 
creating lookup tables. The following table lists conditions where modifications to 
lookup tables are appropriate and suggests specific modifications.

Guidelines for modifying values for INITIAL and NEXT extents
The following table reviews the function of the INITIAL and NEXT extents in the 
STORAGE parameter, and provides recommendations for modifying values to suit 
your data warehouse.

Example: Modifying values for INITIAL and NEXT extents
For example, suppose that your data warehouse will be used to store five years of 
data, and that your first data load will contain three years of historical data, which 

IF . . . THEN you should . . .

you are using bitmap indexes on 
lookup tables,

keep the NOT NULL constraints in the DDL. This 
will allow compressed bitmaps to be as small as 
possible.

the first column in the index is not the 
primary key of the lookup table,

modify CREATE INDEX statements to create 
bitmap indexes. 

you are creating tables that will be 
used to store data in a production 
environment (in other words, you are 
not prototyping the data warehouse),

set values for INITIAL and NEXT extents in the 
STORAGE clause to values that are appropriate 
for your data warehouse. In the DDL that is 
generated by the wizard, INITIAL and NEXT 
extent values are set very low.

Value Description Recommendation for Modification

INITIAL 
extent

Defines how large the table 
will be when it is first 
created.

The value should be large enough to store the 
majority of data that you expect to store in 
the table.

NEXT 
extent

Defines how much space 
should be added if 
additional data needs to be 
added to the table. Such 
space is allocated when 
there is no available space 
left for new data being 
added to the data 
warehouse.

The value should be at least large enough to 
store data that is added during each data 
load.

If you have enough space available, make the 
NEXT extent large enough to hold several 
periods of new data (for example, a year of 
data). Larger extents prevent fragmentation 
of tables, thereby improving performance.
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requires 3GB storage. You should redefine the INITIAL extent as 3.3GB, so that it 
can store all three years of data in the initial data load. If each additional year will 
require 1GB, redefine the NEXT extent as 1.1GB.

Note: In this example, 10 percent has been added to the space requirements to allow 
for some free space in each extent. For example, an Oracle database requires that 
there be some free space available when updating the table. You can adjust the 
amount that you allocate for free space using the PCTFREE parameter.

Example: Modified INITIAL and NEXT extents
The following is an example of a CREATE TABLE statement in which the INITIAL 
and NEXT extents have been modified. In the example, the first data load will be 
approximately 3GB and each additional year of data will require 1GB.

CREATE TABLE GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON (
 CHANNEL_ID      VARCHAR2(50)     NOT NULL,
 ITEM_ID         VARCHAR2(50)     NOT NULL,
 SHIP_TO_ID      VARCHAR2(50)     NOT NULL,
 MONTH_ID_ID     VARCHAR2(50)     NOT NULL,
 SALES_FACT      NUMBER           NULL)
PCTFREE  10
PCTUSED  20
INITRANS 1
MAXTRANS 255
STORAGE(INITIAL 3300M NEXT 1100M MINEXTENTS 1 MAXEXTENTS 16);
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7
Optimizing the Data Warehouse

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter describes several optimization techniques that you can use to enhance 
data warehouse performance.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Summary of Optimization Techniques

■ Creating Summary-Level Fact Tables

■ Storing Data in a Hybrid Database

■ Creating ID Codes for Keys

■ Understanding Express Queries

■ Indexing the Data Warehouse

■ Indexing Fact Tables

■ Indexing Lookup Tables

■ Calculating Data in Express
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Summary of Optimization Techniques

Overall objective: Query performance
In determining the optimum design for your data warehouse, performance should 
be a primary consideration. An inefficient design can result in such slow response 
time that users might find certain types of requests to be impractical, thus limiting 
the usefulness of the system. Although the factors of storage requirements and ease 
of maintenance must also be considered, query performance should be a top 
priority. 

Principles of optimization
The main principles that apply to optimizing the data warehouse are the following:

■ Index the warehouse appropriately.

■ Avoid runtime summarization (aggregation) of data, especially in cases where 
large numbers of records must be processed.

■ Joins should involve the smallest number of tables, which should contain the 
least number of records that are possible for a given query.

■ Joins should be as efficient as possible (for example, ID codes are more efficient 
for searches than are text-based keys).

List of optimization techniques
The following optimization techniques provide considerably improved 
performance for most data warehouses:

■ Creating summary-level fact tables

■ Storing data in a hybrid database

■ Creating ID codes for keys

■ Indexing data warehouse tables

■ Calculating data in Express
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Deciding which techniques to utilize
This chapter describes several techniques for optimizing data warehouse 
performance. In deciding whether and how to utilize a particular technique, you 
should consider your own data and the requirements of your users.

As users analyze data in the data warehouse, Relational Access Manager can gather 
statistics regarding runtime query activity. You can view these statistics in order to 
evaluate query performance and arrive at suitable optimization techniques. For 
example, you might examine level combinations to determine whether building 
summary-level fact tables or storing summarized data in a hybrid Express database 
would improve performance. For more information, see Chapter 8.

Related information
The Global Computing case study demonstrates various optimization techniques 
that are described in this chapter. To learn about techniques that are applied to the 
Global Computing data warehouse, see Chapter 9.

Creating Summary-Level Fact Tables

Summary-level fact tables and query performance
A schema with a single, base-level fact table might be sufficient if users request 
mostly base-level data, if the database is relatively small, or if queries are relatively 
small. However, since users typically request data at aggregated levels, performance 
may be adversely affected by storing only base-level data. By creating additional 
fact tables that store summarized data, you can improve query performance 
dramatically.

Example: Creating summary-level fact tables 
Suppose that your data warehouse is based on a star schema with a single, 
base-level fact table. To enhance this design, you could create summary-level fact 
tables that store aggregated product data.
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The following figure shows part of such a schema.

In this schema, the BASE_DATA table is the base-level fact table and the PROD 
table is the lookup table for the Product dimension (other lookup tables are not 
shown). In addition, there are three summary-level fact tables. 

Together, the fact tables in this schema store data for all of the product aggregation 
levels with base-level CUSTOMER and MONTH data. For example, the FA_CU_
MO_DATA table stores data for the level combination FAMILY, CUSTOMER, and 
MONTH. Thus, a request for sales data by product family, customer, and month can 
access summarized data that is already stored, instead of requiring runtime 
aggregation.

Note that there is no summary-level fact table that is related to the PACKAGE 
attribute. Since PACKAGE is an attribute that does not correspond to actual facts, 
there is no package-related fact table. 

Summarized data for multiple dimensions
You can create fact tables that store summarized data for multiple dimensions. For 
example, a fact table might store sales and units data for families, regions, and 
years, where FAMILY, REGION, and YEAR are levels that represent summarized 
data in the Product, Geography, and Time dimensions, respectively.

In fact, you can create an individual fact table for every possible combination of 
levels in all dimensions in a data warehouse. In this case, data would never have to 
be aggregated at runtime, regardless of the aggregation levels requested, because 
there would be an existing fact table for every possible level combination. 
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Fact tables at all level combinations
The following figure shows an example of a complete set of summary-level fact 
tables for two dimensions. 

The base-level fact table in this set is the MCUS fact table, which contains data for 
the levels MONTH and CUSTOMER. The table that represents the highest level of 
aggregation is the YTOT fact table, which contains data for the levels YEAR and 
TOTGEOG. 

In this example, there is a fact table for every combination of the levels in the 
Geography and Time dimensions, which means that existing data is stored for any 
combination of geography and time that users might request (at all summarization 
levels). For clarity purposes, only two dimensions are shown in this example, but 
the same principle applies regardless of the number of dimensions. 

Fact tables for certain level combinations
In practice, it is probably not necessary to create summary-level fact tables for every 
combination of levels in a warehouse. When summary-level fact tables exist at 
lower levels of summarization, there are generally far fewer records that need to be 
summarized to calculate higher levels of summarization. 
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The following figure shows a two-dimensional example of such a design. 

In addition to the base fact table (MCUS), there are summary-level tables for lower 
levels of summarization. However, there are no fact tables that represent the 
combinations of region and quarter, total geography and quarter, territory and year, 
region and year, and total geography and year. Fact tables for these upper-level 
combinations would be small (the fact table for year and total geography would 
contain only one record per year) and would be calculated from the relatively small 
summary-level tables that exist in the database. Thus, the upper-level aggregations 
could be generated quickly at runtime.

Recommended strategy for summary-level fact tables
In general, you will probably want to create a summary-level fact table for a given 
level combination where one or both of the following are true:

■ Aggregated data for the level combination would be slow to generate at 
runtime. (This is normally the case if the level combination includes at least one 
level that does not represent a relatively high level of aggregation in the 
system.)

■ Users frequently request data for the level combination. 

For level combinations that do not fall into either of the preceding categories, it 
probably makes sense to simply let the system aggregate data as required at 
runtime.
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Deciding what data to store in summary-level fact tables
You can use a Level Combination Report in Relational Access Manager - Query 
Statistics to understand what data might best be stored in summary-level fact 
tables. A Level Combination Report displays which levels are most commonly 
accessed, and the cost of accessing data at those levels.

Fact tables and storage considerations
The additional storage that is required for summary-level fact tables varies greatly 
from one database to the next. As a general rule, additional space requirements are 
as shown in the following table.

Note that, as the level of aggregation that is reflected in a fact table increases, the 
number of records in the table typically decreases. A fact table that represents the 
highest possible summarization level (total products, total organization, and so on) 
could have only a single record. Thus, the additional storage that is required for 
summary-level fact tables is not nearly as great as it might seem, if you consider the 
size of the tables as well as the number required.

Storing Data in a Hybrid Database

What is a hybrid database?
In the case of a default Express database, Relational Access Manager retrieves actual 
data values from the relational manager at runtime and stores these values on a 
temporary basis in the Express cache. Alternatively, you have the option of storing 
data in the Express database on a permanent basis.

In many situations, it is advantageous to store certain values in the Express 
database on a permanent basis, while fetching other values from the RDBMS on an 
as-needed basis. In this case, the Express database is referred to as a hybrid database.

IF summary-level data . . . THEN the additional space . . .

typically has a large number of child 
dimension values for each summary-level 
dimension value,

that is required is relatively small in 
comparison to that for the base-level fact 
table.

typically has only a few child dimension 
values for each summary-level dimension 
value,

that is required might be relatively large in 
comparison to that for the base-level fact 
table.
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Benefits of using a hybrid database
Data that is stored in Express in a hybrid database is not typically stored in the 
RDBMS. Storing data in a hybrid database provides improved performance and a 
reduced load on the RDBMS. Advantages are especially pronounced in cases where 
summary-level data is not available in the RDBMS: storing such data in Express can 
result in a very significant improvement in performance.

Deciding what data to store in a hybrid database
There are no definite rules for deciding what data should be stored permanently in 
Express. However, you might consider storing data permanently in cases where one 
or both of the following conditions are true:

■ The data is requested frequently (for example, the data is for recent time 
periods and for the most active products and geographic areas).

■ The data is slow to generate at runtime (for example, the data would otherwise 
have to be summarized to an upper level at runtime).

For example, you might create summary-level fact tables in your data warehouse 
for only the lower levels of summarization. You could then store in the Express 
database the higher-level summary data that is frequently accessed. In this way, you 
could improve performance without having to restructure your data warehouse.

You can use a Level Combination Report in Relational Access Manager - Query 
Statistics to understand what data might best be stored in a hybrid database. A 
Level Combination Report displays which levels are most commonly accessed, and 
the cost of accessing data at those levels.

Defining a hybrid database
You use the Express Database Maintenance dialog box in Relational Access 
Administrator to define periodic builds and updates of Express databases. To define 
a hybrid database, you create a hybrid maintenance procedure, which specifies the 
variables and levels to be loaded into the Express database. For more information 
about defining a hybrid database, see Chapter 16 and Chapter 17.
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Creating ID Codes for Keys

ID codes and query performance
Creating an ID code and a matching text description for each key in the data 
warehouse is another way to improve query performance. Lookups can be 
performed based on the ID codes, which can be faster than text-based lookups. The 
text values simply provide meaningful information about the ID codes.

Example: Creating ID codes for keys
The following figure shows how the Product dimension lookup tables in a 
snowflake schema might look with the use of ID codes. 

In this example, every key in the warehouse is represented by an ID code and a 
description, as follows:

■ Wherever a level is the primary key in a lookup table, both an ID code and a 
description are used in that table. For any levels that are foreign keys or for 
attributes, only the ID code is necessary in that table (providing that the 
description exists in another lookup table). However, it is permissible to include 
descriptions for all levels or attributes that use ID codes. 

For example, the ITEM table contains ITEM_ID and ITEM_DESC. However, 
only the ID code for the FAMILY level (FAMILY_ID) appears in the ITEM table; 
the description for this level (FAMILY_DESC) appears in the FAMILY table. The 
ITEM table contains both the ID and the description column for the PACKAGE 
attribute. However, it would also be possible to have only PACKAGE_ID in the 
ITEM table, with a separate lookup table that contains the description column.

■ Any level that appears in a fact table key column is represented by an ID code 
that must match the ID code that is used in the lookup tables. 
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For example, in any fact tables that store data for the ITEM level, the ITEM level 
would be represented by ITEM_ID, matching the ID code that is used in the 
ITEM lookup table.

Understanding Express Queries

Introduction
Indexing data warehouse tables is an important optimization technique. Before 
indexing your data warehouse, it is useful to understand how Express creates 
SELECT statements to fetch data from the RDBMS. 

Categories of Express queries
As shown in the following table, Express generates queries that fall into two 
categories.

Number of SELECT statements
Depending on the data warehouse schema and the user’s Express query, one or 
many SELECT statements might be needed to satisfy an Express query. There will 
be more than one SELECT statement in either of the following cases:

■ The user’s Express query requires data from multiple tables in the RDBMS. This 
can occur if the query includes multiple levels of summarization and the 
warehouse uses a schema where fact tables are partitioned by level of 
summarization.

■ The number of dimension values in status for a particular level of 
summarization exceeds the maximum number of values that are supported by 

IF . . . THEN the Express query . . .

all of the requested 
data is stored in the 
RDBMS,

selects directly from the fact tables. No data has to be aggregated at 
runtime and the query does not require a GROUP BY clause.

some or all of the 
requested data is not 
stored in the 
RDBMS,

must join the fact table and the lookup table. The data must be 
aggregated at runtime and the query requires a GROUP BY clause.

Note: Express always aggregates data from the table that contains 
the highest level of summarization that is available in the data 
warehouse.
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an in-list in your RDBMS. In this case, multiple select statements might be used 
to select from a single fact table.

Example: Express query for stored data
The following example shows a query that is generated by a request for data, where 
all the requested data is stored in the fact table GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON.

select 
 'C' || GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON.CHANNEL_ID,
 'T' || GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON.MONTH_ID,
 'C' || GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON.SHIP_TO_ID,
 'P' || GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON.ITEM_ID,
 'y' 
,SALES_FACT FROM 
SAMPLEOLAP.GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON 
where 
GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON.MONTH_ID in (19,20,21)
and GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON.SHIP_TO_ID in (100,101,102)-
and GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON.ITEM_ID in (13,14,15)
and GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON.CHANNEL_ID in (2,34)

Dimension values in the WHERE clause
The WHERE clause includes a list of values for each dimension when all values in 
the dimension are not in status. If all values are in status for a particular dimension, 
a list of values in the WHERE clause for that dimension is not required. For 
example, if all values of Time were in status, then the Time dimension would not be 
represented in the WHERE clause. In this case, the SELECT statement in our 
example of an Express query for stored data would be generated as follows:

select -
 'C' || GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON.CHANNEL_ID,
 'C' || GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON.SHIP_TO_ID,
 'P' || GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON.ITEM_ID,
 'y' 
,SALES_FACT FROM 
SAMPLEOLAP.GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON 
where 
GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON.SHIP_TO_ID in (100,101,102)-
and GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON.ITEM_ID in (13,14,15)
and GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON.CHANNEL_ID in (2,34)

Note: Depending on the nature of the Express application user’s query, any 
combination of dimensions might be included in the WHERE clause.
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Example: Express query for data aggregated at runtime
The following example shows a query that is generated by a request for data, where 
requested data is not stored in fact tables. In this example, data at the Year level is 
summarized from data at the Quarter level.

select 
'C' || GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_QUA.CHANNEL_ID,
'T' || GLB_TIME.YEAR_ID,
'C' || GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_QUA.SHIP_TO_ID,
'P' || GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_QUA.ITEM_ID,
'y' 
,SUM(SALES_FACT)
FROM
(select distinct QUARTER_ID,YEAR_ID FROM SAMPLEOLAP.GLB_TIME) GLB_TIME,
SAMPLEOLAP.GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_QUA
where
GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_QUA.QUARTER_ID = GLB_TIME.QUARTER_ID AND
GLB_TIME.YEAR_ID in (4)
and GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_QUA.SHIP_TO_ID in (100,101,102)
and GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_QUA.ITEM_ID in (13,14,15)
and GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_QUA.CHANNEL_ID in (2,3,4)
GROUP BY -
'C' || GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_QUA.CHANNEL_ID ,
'T' || GLB_TIME.YEAR_ID ,
'C' || GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_QUA.SHIP_TO_ID ,
'P' || GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_QUA.ITEM_ID

Indexing the Data Warehouse

Indexing and query performance
Indexing lookup tables and fact tables in the data warehouse can improve query 
performance dramatically. Relational Access Manager must generate queries to 
retrieve data from the RDBMS, and you can reduce the average query response time 
by providing indexes for warehouse tables. A well indexed data warehouse will 
perform well, while an incorrectly indexed data warehouse might perform very 
poorly. 

Indexing for an OLAP environment
Indexing slows the process of maintaining tables, because the RDBMS must update 
the index. However, indexing speeds the process of retrieving data from tables, 
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because the index improves accessibility to data. Thus, the indexing that you do for 
a data warehouse (OLAP) system is likely to be very different from any indexing 
that you do in a production (OLTP) system. 

The rules for indexing a data warehouse for use with Relational Access Manager, 
which are fairly straightforward, are described throughout this chapter.

Indexing strategies for Express applications
The indexing strategies that are recommended in this chapter are optimized for a 
data warehouse in which Express applications (such as Oracle Express Objects and 
Oracle Sales Analyzer) access the data, and Relational Access Manager generates 
the queries for data access.

Express applications can take advantage of the OLAP calculation engine in Express, 
instead of using SQL to perform complex OLAP calculations in the RDBMS. For this 
reason, the SQL that is generated by Relational Access Manager is very simple and 
predictable, thus allowing for a very straightforward indexing strategy.

Indexing strategies for additional applications
If users will be accessing your data warehouse using other applications in addition 
to Express applications, the indexing strategies that are recommended in this 
chapter may not be optimal for those other applications. When you are developing 
an indexing strategy, you must consider both the queries that will be generated by 
the other applications and the queries that will be generated by Express.

Understanding Express queries
Before indexing your data warehouse, you should understand how Express creates 
SELECT statements to fetch data from the RDBMS. For more information, see 
”Understanding Express Queries” on page 7-10.

Benefits of using bitmap indexes
Bitmap indexes are an important feature of some relational databases, such as 
Oracle 7.3 and later. Bitmap indexes offer distinct benefits for data warehousing 
applications, where users typically query data rather than update it.
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The structure of bitmap indexes, as well as the conditions under which they should 
be used, differ significantly from B-tree indexes. In a data warehouse environment, 
bitmap indexes provide the following advantages:

■ They can improve online performance for the type of ad hoc queries that are 
typically generated by Express applications

■ They use substantially less space than B-tree indexes

■ They are generally easier to define than B-tree indexes

Benefits for online performance
Bitmap indexes can improve online performance in the data warehouse because 
they are specifically designed for ad hoc queries, such as the following:

■ Complex queries that contain lengthy WHERE clauses

■ Aggregate queries

Complex and aggregate queries are among those typically generated by Express 
applications. In such cases, bitmap indexing can yield very significant performance 
gains, even on the smaller servers that are typical of Windows NT Server 
environments.

Benefits for storage and design
Bitmap indexes use substantially less space than B-tree indexes for two primary 
reasons:

■ The storage format for bitmap indexes is more efficient and the index itself can 
be stored in a compressed format.

■ Fewer indexes are required. In most cases, several single-column indexes can be 
efficiently combined during query execution. With B-tree indexes, many 
permutations of multiple-column indexes might be required for optimal query 
performance. Using fewer indexes saves storage space and is easier to define.

Most effective for columns with low cardinality
Bitmap indexes are most effective when the number of distinct values in a column is 
relatively small as compared to the total number of rows in a table. This condition is 
referred to as low cardinality. You can calculate cardinality by dividing the number of 
distinct values in a column by the total number of rows in the table.
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Example: Lookup table with low cardinality
The following example shows a selection of rows from the sample Time dimension 
lookup table (SAMPLE_TIME). SAMPLE_TIME is delivered with Relational Access 
Administrator, as described in Chapter 2.

SAMPLE_TIME contains a total of 64,248 rows and contains dimension values at 
the Day, Month, Quarter, and Year levels. As you will see when we calculate 
cardinality for SAMPLE_TIME, this lookup table is a good example of low 
cardinality.

Example: Calculating cardinality
We can determine the number of distinct values in the MONTH_MM_YYYY 
column in SAMPLE_TIME by using the following statement:

SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT MONTH_MM_YYYY) from SAMPLE_TIME;

DAY_MM_DD_YYYY MONTH_MM_YYYY QTR_Q_YYYY YEAR_YYYY

12-25-1997 12-1997 Q4-1997 1997

12-26-1997 12-1997 Q4-1997 1997

12-27-1997 12-1997 Q4-1997 1997

12-28-1997 12-1997 Q4-1997 1997

12-29-1997 12-1997 Q4-1997 1997

12-30-1997 12-1997 Q4-1997 1997

12-31-1997 12-1997 Q4-1997 1997

01-01-1998 01-1998 Q1-1998 1998

01-02-1998 01-1998 Q1-1998 1998

01-03-1998 01-1998 Q1-1998 1998

01-404-1998 01-1998 Q1-1998 1998

01-05-1998 01-1998 Q1-1998 1998

01-06-1998 01-1998 Q1-1998 1998

01-07-1998 01-1998 Q1-1998 1998
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We can then calculate the cardinality of the MONTH_MM_YYYY column by using 
the following formula:

 (distinct values/rows in table) * 100
(2,112/64,248) * 100 = 3.3

The following table shows the number of distinct values and cardinality for the 
month, quarter, and year columns in SAMPLE_TIME.

When to use bitmap indexes
In a data warehouse that is designed for use with Relational Access Manager, you 
should use a bitmap index when cardinality is less than or equal to 5 percent. This 
applies both to lookup tables and fact tables. In a data warehouse environment, you 
will almost always use bitmap indexes when indexing fact tables and when 
indexing columns in lookup tables that contain summary-level dimension values.

Note: Queries that are generated by Express applications allow the use of bitmap 
indexes when cardinality is as high as 5 percent. This threshold is significantly 
higher than the generally recommended threshold of .1 percent.

Generating statistics for optimization
Depending on the RDBMS, bitmap indexes can be used seamlessly in combination 
with other execution methods that are used by the RDBMS.

For example, Oracle uses a cost-based approach to optimization, which relies on 
statistics. You should generate statistics for the tables in a Relational Access 
Manager project as described in the following table.

Column Distinct Values Cardinality

MONTH_MM_YYYY 2,112 3.3%

QTR_Q_YYYY 704 1.1%

YEAR_YYYY 176 .27%

IF you are . . . THEN you should . . .

building your 
data warehouse,

generate statistics before allowing Express application users to access 
data.

updating your 
data warehouse,

generate statistics after each data load if the data load changes the size 
of the tables significantly.
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Example: Generating statistics in Oracle
The ANALYZE TABLE command is used to collect statistics about tables in Oracle. 
This command generates statistics about the specified table and all of that table’s 
indexes. To analyze the tables in your Relational Access Manager project, you 
would run the ANALYZE TABLE command for each table in the project. You can 
execute the ANALYZE TABLE command from SQL*Plus.

The following is an example of the ANALYZE TABLE command:

ANALYZE TABLE GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON COMPUTE STATISTICS;

Related information
This topic has highlighted only some of the features of bitmap indexing. For more 
detailed information about bitmap indexing in your data warehouse, refer to the 
documentation that is provided with your RDBMS.

For example, if yours is an Oracle7 database, refer to the Oracle7 Server SQL 
Reference Manual for information about the ANALYZE TABLE command, features of 
bitmap indexing, and the Oracle optimizer. For a thorough discussion about using 
bitmap indexes, refer to the Oracle7 Server Tuning Manual.

Indexing Fact Tables

When to index fact tables
The following table explains when you should index a given fact table in the data 
warehouse.

IF . . . THEN . . .

a fact table has 
less than 5,000 
rows,

you do not need to index the fact table. The relational manager can 
efficiently manage the table in memory without the use of indexes.

Note: You can index a table with fewer than 5,000 rows. However, the 
optimizer will most likely choose not to use it due to the small table 
size.

a fact table has 
5,000 rows or 
more,

you should index the fact table.
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Note: 5,000-row guideline is based on a small server
The cutoff value of 5,000 rows is based on the use of a relatively small server, such 
as a server with 128MB RAM. If your server has more than 1GB of RAM, it may be 
unnecessary to index even those tables with as many as 10,000 rows. To determine 
whether the optimizer is using a particular index, you can examine the execution 
plan. Refer to the documentation for your RDBMS for more information regarding 
execution plans. For example, the Oracle7 Server Tuning Manual provides more detail 
on this subject.

Strategy for indexing fact tables
The following table provides suggestions that you can use as a starting point for 
indexing dimension lookup and fact tables. To refine your strategy, you should 
monitor your system’s performance over time to identify high-cost queries, and 
then adjust indexes as needed.

In theory, it is permissible to mix B-tree and bitmap indexes in a single fact table. 
However, in practice, almost all columns will have cardinality of less than 5 percent 
and B-tree indexes will not be necessary.

IF a fact table . . . THEN . . .

will be used only for 
selecting stored data (in 
other words, the table’s 
data will never be used 
for runtime 
summarization of 
higher-level data),

create the following indexes:

■ A concatenated B-tree index that includes all key columns 
in the fact table.

■ A B-tree index on each single key column, except the first 
column used in the concatenated B-tree index. (In this case, 
the concatenated index can be used for the first column.)

will be used as the 
source for data that will 
be used for runtime 
summarization of 
higher-level data,

create bitmap indexes for each key column in the fact table if 
cardinality of the column is less than or equal to 5 percent.

If cardinality of a column is greater than 5 percent, create a 
single-column B-tree index and a concatenated B-tree index 
that includes all key columns in the fact table
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Example: Indexing fact tables
The following example shows the cardinality of each column in GLB_SALES_CHA_
ITE_SHI_MON, a base-level fact table in the Global Computing data warehouse. 
This fact table contains a total of 110,116 rows.

Since the cardinality of each column is less than the threshold of 5 percent, four 
bitmapped indexes should be created, as shown in the following CREATE INDEX 
statements.

CREATE BITMAP INDEX GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON_ID1 on GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON 
(CHANNEL_ID);
CREATE BITMAP INDEX GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON_ID2 on GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON 
(ITEM_ID);
CREATE BITMAP INDEX GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON_ID3 on GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON 
(SHIP_TO_ID);
CREATE BITMAP INDEX GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON_ID4 on GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON 
(MONTH_ID) ;

Column Distinct Values Cardinality

CHANNEL_ID 3 .003%

ITEM_ID 36 .03%

SHIP_TO_ID 61 .06%

MONTH_ID 48 .04%
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Indexing Lookup Tables

When to index lookup tables
The following table explains when you should index a given lookup table in the 
data warehouse.

Indexing for levels that are summarized at runtime
When indexing lookup tables, be sure to consider how data will be summarized at 
runtime for each dimension and within each hierarchy for the dimension. You 
should create a multicolumn index for each level in the dimension that will be 
summarized at runtime. The multicolumn index should include key columns at the 
child level and the parent level, where the child level is the highest level of data that 
is stored in the data warehouse, and the parent level is the level to be summarized 
at runtime.

If the child column is the primary key of the lookup table, you should use a B-tree 
index. If the child column is not the primary key and cardinality of the child column 
is 5 percent or less, you should use a bitmap index.

Note: Depending on your RDBMS, it may not be permissible to use a single-column 
index on each column of a star-style lookup table. For example, if you are using an 
Oracle7 database, you must use a multicolumn index. This is because Express 
queries use the DISTINCT keyword when selecting values from star-style lookup 
tables. If you are using an Oracle8 RDBMS, you can use several single-column 
bitmap indexes. Oracle8 can efficiently combine single-column bitmap indexes 
when the DISTINCT keyword is used.

IF . . . THEN . . .

a lookup table has less than 
5,000 rows,

you do not need to index the lookup table. The 
relational manager can efficiently process the table in 
memory without an index.

all levels of summarization are 
stored in the data warehouse,

you do not need to index the lookup table. In this case, 
Express queries never join lookup tables to fact tables.

data is summarized at runtime 
and a lookup table has 5,000 
rows or more,

you should index the lookup table.
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Example: Indexing for a particular summarization strategy
The following table shows the hierarchies and levels for the Customer dimension in 
the Global Computing data warehouse. The table notes whether data is stored in the 
data warehouse rather than summarized at runtime.

Notice that the All Customers level in the Shipments hierarchy will be summarized 
at runtime from the Region level. Also, the Total Market level will be summarized 
from the Market Segment level.

 The following indexes should be created on the Customer dimension lookup table.

CREATE BITMAP INDEX GLB_GEOGRAPHY_MAR_TOT_IDX ON
     GLB_CUSTOMER(
     MARKET_SEGMENT_ID,
     TOTAL_MARKET_ID);
CREATE BITMAP INDEX GLB_GEOGRAPHY_REG_ALL_IDX ON 
     GLB_CUSTOMER(
     REGION_ID,
     ALL_CUSTOMERS_ID);

Example: Indexing for another summarization strategy
The following table shows a different summarization strategy for the Customer 
dimension in the Global Computing data warehouse. The table shows the 

Hierarchy Level Column in Lookup Table
Stored in Data 
Warehouse?

Shipments ALL CUSTOMERS ALL_CUSTOMERS_ID No

Shipments REGION REGION_ID Yes

Shipments WAREHOUSE WAREHOUSE_ID Yes

Shipments SHIP TO SHIP_TO_ID Yes (base level)

Market Segment TOTAL MARKET TOTAL_MARKET_ID No

Market Segment MARKET SEGMENT MARKET_SEGMENT_ID Yes

Market Segment ACCOUNT ACCOUNT_ID Yes

Market Segment SHIP TO SHIP_TO_ID Yes (base level)
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hierarchies and levels for the Customer dimension and notes whether data is stored 
in the data warehouse rather than summarized at runtime.

Notice that data will now be summarized from the lowest level of each hierarchy. In 
this case, queries will be generated by Express that will join the columns 
representing the SHIP_TO level in lookup tables to fact tables. 

Because SHIP_TO is the primary key of the lookup table, B-tree indexes should be 
used instead of bitmap indexes, as follows.

CREATE INDEX ACCOUNT_IDX ON
     GLB_CUSTOMER(
     SHIP_TO_ID,
     ACCOUNT_ID);
CREATE INDEX MARKET_SEGMENT_IDX ON
     GLB_CUSTOMER(
     SHIP_TO_ID,
     MARKET_SEGMENT_ID);
CREATE INDEX TOTAL_MARKET _IDX ON
     GLB_CUSTOMER(
     SHIP_TO_ID,
     TOTAL_MARKET_ID);
CREATE INDEX WAREHOUSE_IDX ON
     GLB_CUSTOMER(
     SHIP_TO_ID,
     WAREHOUSE_ID);
CREATE INDEX REGION_IDX ON
     GLB_CUSTOMER(
     SHIP_TO_ID,

Hierarchy Level Column in Lookup Table
Stored in Data 
Warehouse?

Shipments ALL CUSTOMERS ALL_CUSTOMERS_ID No

Shipments REGION REGION_ID No

Shipments WAREHOUSE WAREHOUSE_ID No

Shipments SHIP TO SHIP_TO_ID Yes (base level)

Market Segment TOTAL MARKET TOTAL_MARKET_ID No

Market Segment MARKET SEGMENT MARKET_SEGMENT_ID No

Market Segment ACCOUNT ACCOUNT_ID No

Market Segment SHIP TO SHIP_TO_ID Yes (base level)
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     REGION_ID);
CREATE INDEX ALL_CUSTOMERS_IDX ON
     GLB_CUSTOMER(
     SHIP_TO_ID,
     ALL_CUSTOMERS_ID) ;

Calculating Data in Express

Storing facts in fact tables
An Express data model might contain few or many facts. The more facts that there 
are in the Express data model, the more fact columns will be required in supporting 
fact tables. Larger fact tables require a more complex process for data extraction and 
more disk space for data storage.

Calculating facts in Express
As you are defining analysis requirements, end users will often identify many facts 
that are required to support these requirements. Before building your data 
warehouse on the assumption that all required facts must be stored in fact tables, 
you should consider whether an application can use Express to calculate some of 
the facts instead.

Advantages of calculating facts in Express
Calculating facts in Express provides users with strong ad hoc analysis capabilities, 
while requiring that only a minimum number of facts be stored in fact tables in the 
data warehouse. Often, this can be done without any difference in query 
performance.

Storing fewer facts in the data warehouse offers the following advantages: 

■ The size of fact tables and the disk space that is required to store them are 
reduced.

■ The process of extracting data from the source system is simplified.

■ Less processing time is required when updating the data warehouse.

Using Oracle Express Objects and Oracle Sales Analyzer custom measures
Oracle Express Objects and Oracle Sales Analyzer use Express to calculate facts as 
custom measures. The DBA can define custom measures and provide them to users, 
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or users can define their own custom measures. Custom measures appear to users 
exactly the same as stored facts and they are just as easy to use. Since Express can 
calculate custom measures extremely quickly, there is usually no noticeable 
difference in query performance between storing facts and using custom measures.

Types of custom measures
The following table, which describes various custom measures that are available in 
Oracle Express Objects and Oracle Sales Analyzer, will give you an idea of your 
opportunities for using an Express application to calculate facts.

Measure 
Type Description

Change Allows you to view changes in a particular measure from period to 
period.

Example: You might define a Change measure that shows the amount by 
which a product’s sales have changed over the last year.

Difference Allows you to subtract one existing measure from another.

Example: You might create a Sales Less Discount measure by subtracting 
Discount from Dollar Sales.

Fiscal 
Year-to-Date

Allows you to add a measure’s values through the fiscal year-to-date. 

Example: You might define a Fiscal Year-to-Date measure that allows you 
to compare current Dollar Sales against Quota.

Index Allows you to calculate the ratio of a measure for a certain dimension 
value with the same measure in a comparison or reference dimension.

Example: You might create an Index measure that compares a measure’s 
value in the selected geographic area to the value in North America.

Lag Allows you to see the value of a measure for a previous time period. 

Example: You might create a Lag measure that compares product Sales for 
the first three months of the current year with Sales for the corresponding 
months of the previous year.

Lead Allows you to see the value of a measure for a future time period. 

Example: You might create a Lead measure that compares product Sales 
for the first six months of the current year with the planned Sales for the 
corresponding months of the upcoming year.

Moving 
Average

Allows you to average, or “smooth,” data over time. 

Example: You might create a measure that calculates the moving average 
of base volume over the most recent 12 months.
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Moving 
Maximum

Allows you to view the maximum value for a specific measure for a 
specified number of time periods prior to the current time period. 

Example: You might create a measure that shows the maximum value of 
Units Sold for the prior three quarters.

Moving 
Minimum

Allows you to view the minimum value for a specific measure for a 
specified number of time periods prior to the current time period. 

Example: You might create a measure that shows the minimum value of 
Units Sold for the prior three quarters.

Moving Total Allows you to sum up the values of a measure over a specified number of 
periods. 

Example: You might define a measure that sums up Units Sold over a 
certain number of weeks.

Multiplication Allows you to multiply existing measures by another measure or by a 
constant. 

Example: You might create a Dollar Sales measure by multiplying Price 
Per Unit by Units.

Nested Allows you to perform simple nested formula calculations. These 
formulas take the form (A ? B) ? (C ? D) where you can replace each letter 
with a measure and each question mark with an arithmetic operator.

Example: You might create a Per Capita Revenue measure by subtracting 
Costs from Sales and dividing the difference by Population.

Percent 
Change

Allows you to view percent changes in measures from period to period or 
from year to year. 

Example: You might define a measure for Percent Change in Dollar Sales 
from the previous period.

Ratio Allows you to divide two existing measures. For example, you might 
divide Sales Less Discount by Population to create a Per Capita Revenue 
measure.

Share Allows you to compare a measure’s value for the reported product to the 
same measure’s value for a specified share reference point, such as a 
category or a specific product. Share measures are calculated as 
percentages.

Example: You might calculate the share that “Portable PCs” contributed to 
the totals for “Hardware.”

Measure 
Type Description
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Sum Allows you to add existing measures and a constant. 

Example: You might add Incremental Sales and Base Sales to get Total 
Sales.

Variance Allows you to calculate the difference between a measure for a certain 
dimension value and the same measure for a comparison or reference 
dimension value. 

Example: You might create a Variance measure that shows the difference 
in the measure’s values at the Item level and the Family level.

Year-to-Date Allows you to sum up measures through the current period of the 
calendar year. 

Example: If you are in the third quarter of the calendar year, you might 
create a Year-to-Date measure that shows cumulative units sold for the 
first, second, and third quarters of the current year. 

Measure 
Type Description
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8
Analyzing Query Statistics

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter describes how to use Relational Access Manager - Query Statistics to 
evaluate the performance of your Relational Access Manager system and determine 
suitable optimization techniques. The chapter explains how to gather, report, and 
maintain query statistics.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Basic Concepts

■ Gathering Statistics

■ Defining Reports

■ Running Reports

■ Maintaining Statistics

Basic Concepts

Overview of analyzing query statistics
As Express application users query data in the data warehouse, Relational Access 
Manager can gather statistics regarding query activity. You can view these statistics 
from a variety of perspectives by defining and running reports using Relational 
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Access Manager - Query Statistics. By examining reported statistics, you can 
evaluate performance of your Relational Access Manager system and determine 
which optimization techniques will be most effective.

Gathering statistics
When you enable statistics gathering, Relational Access Manager captures statistics 
such as the following:

Time to initialize an Express query
Time to evaluate the Express/ Relational Access Manager cache
Time to generate a SELECT statement
Time to execute a SELECT statement in the RDBMS
Time to read data into Express
User running the Express query
Start and end times and total elapsed time for query execution
 Levels in the Express data model that are included in the Express query
Fact tables from which data is selected
Number of rows returned by a SELECT statement
Number of rows returned for an Express query

Reporting statistics
By using Relational Access Manager - Query Statistics to report statistics, you can 
reveal performance characteristics and optimize the data warehouse appropriately, 
or identify performance problems and take corrective action. For example, you 
might identify any of the following:

■ Performance bottlenecks in the RDBMS. For example, you might identify SQL 
SELECT statements that took abnormally long to run, and then tune the 
RDBMS appropriately.

■ Level combinations that should be aggregated in the RDBMS or stored in a 
hybrid Express database.

■ How system resources would best be allocated between Express and the 
RDBMS.

■ Trends in system usage. Having identified usage trends, you might change the 
database update schedule to avoid peak periods.
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Maintaining statistics
You use Relational Access Manager - Query Statistics to maintain your query 
statistics tables by deleting old statistical data. You can delete all statistics that were 
gathered prior to a specified time period (such as “June 1, 1998” or “this week”). 

Related information
For detailed information about analyzing query statistics, see the Relational Access 
Manager - Query Statistics Help system.

Gathering Statistics

Overview
Before you can define and run reports in Relational Access Manager - Query 
Statistics, you must enable Relational Access Manager to gather statistics. You can 
enable statistics gathering for all projects or for a given project or Express database.

Methods for gathering statistics
By default, Relational Access Manager does not gather statistics. You can use either 
of the following methods to enable statistics gathering:

■ The Relational Access Manager - Query Statistics application

or

■ Express commands

Procedure: Using the application to gather statistics
To use the Relational Access Manager - Query Statistics application to enable 
statistics gathering, follow these steps.

Step Action

1 Start Relational Access Manager - Query Statistics from its icon and connect the 
application to the RDBMS.

2 From the Options menu, choose Query Statistics Generation.

Result: The Query Statistics Generation dialog box is displayed. 
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Example: Query Statistics Generation dialog box
The following is an example of the Query Statistics Generation dialog box. In this 
example, statistics will be gathered for all projects and for every Express query.

3 From the drop-down list in the Project Name box, select a project for which you 
want to enable statistics gathering. Or, select All Projects to enable statistics 
gathering for all projects.

4 From the drop-down list in the Database Name box, select the fully qualified 
name of the database for which you want to enable statistics gathering. Or, 
select All Databases to enable statistics gathering for all databases in the current 
project.

5 Select an option in the Gather Statistics box to enable statistics gathering for the 
selected projects and databases. (If an option is currently in effect for all selected 
projects and databases, then that option is selected by default.) Options include 
the following:

■ Enabled — Select this option to gather statistics. By default, Relational 
Access Manager captures statistics for every Express query. If you want to 
gather statistics on an intermittent basis (for example, every third query), 
set the sampling frequency in the accompanying box.

■ Disabled — Select this option to disable statistics gathering.

6 To apply the options that you have selected to the selected projects and 
databases, choose the Apply button.

Result: A confirmation dialog box is displayed. Choose the OK button to 
dismiss the dialog box.

Step Action
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Procedure: Using Express commands to gather statistics
You can use Express commands to enable statistics gathering for all users of the 
database. You can also enable statistics gathering for a specific session only.

Enabling statistics gathering for all users
To enable statistics gathering for all users, follow these steps.

Enabling statistics gathering for a specific session
To enable statistics gathering for a specific session, open the database, and then set 
RAM.STATS.FLAG=YES as follows:

■ In Oracle Express Objects, use any control that can issue an Express command.

■ In Oracle Sales Analyzer, use the Express Command Window or a custom menu 
command. 

Defining Reports

Overview
Once you have enabled Relational Access Manager to gather statistics, you can 
define reports that reveal query statistics from various perspectives. You use the 
Define Report dialog box in Relational Access Manager - Query Statistics to define 
and run any desired report. 

Step Action

1 Attach the server database with read/write access.

2 Set the variable RAM.STATS.FLAG=YES in the server database. (The default 
setting is NO.) 

3 Set the sampling frequency using the variable RAM.STATS.FREQ in the server 
database. The default sampling frequency is 1 (every query is logged).

4 Save these changes to the server database using the UPDATE command.
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Procedure: Defining a report
To define a report, follow these steps.

Selecting a report type
You designate the type of report that you want to run by selecting one of the 
following in the Report Type box:

■ Express Query — Lists Express queries and displays key performance 
characteristics. An Express Query Report identifies the date, time, user name, 
and number of SQL statements for each Express query. The report displays the 
total time that was spent in the RDBMS generating and executing SQL 
statements, and requesting, initializing, and reading Express queries. It also 
displays the total time that was spent in the Express cache. By double-clicking 
on the row for a given Express query, you can drill down to a report of all SQL 
statements that were included in that query.

■ Express Query Trend — Identifies query and performance trends by date. An 
Express Query Trend Report identifies the number of Express queries and SQL 
statements for each date. The report displays the average time that was spent in 
the RDBMS generating and executing Express queries, as well as the average 
time that was spent managing the Express cache. By double-clicking on the row 
for a given date, you can drill down to a report of all Express queries that were 
executed on that date.

Step Action

1 Start Relational Access Manager - Query Statistics from its icon and connect the 
application to the RDBMS.

Result: The Define Report dialog box is displayed.

2 Select a report type, and then specify additional criteria for sorting and limiting 
reported items.

Note: This step is described in detail following this procedure.

3 Save or run the defined report as follows.

IF you want to . . . THEN . . .

save the report definition for 
future use,

choose Save As or Save from the 
File menu.

run the report to view query 
statistics,

choose the Run Report button in 
the Define Report dialog box.
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■ Fact Table — Displays statistics with regard to fact tables in the data 
warehouse. A Fact Table Report identifies the date, time, and total and average 
times for SQL statement execution. It also identifies the number of base-level 
and aggregated SQL statements, as well as the total number of SQL statements 
that were issued against the table. By double-clicking on the row for a given fact 
table, you can drill down to a report of all SQL statements that were issued 
against that fact table.

■ Level Combination — Displays statistics with regard to level combinations in 
the Express data model. A Level Combination Report identifies the fact table to 
which each level combination belongs, and number of SQL statements that 
accessed each level combination. The report also displays the total and average 
elapsed times for SQL statement execution, and identifies whether dynamic 
aggregation was used. By double-clicking on the row for a given level 
combination, you can drill down to a report of all SQL statements that included 
that level combination.

■ SQL Statement — Lists SQL statements that were issued and displays key 
performance characteristics with regard to the generation, execution, and read 
of these statements. A SQL Statement Report identifies the date, time, elapsed 
time, parent Express query, and user who issued the statement. The report also 
identifies whether dynamic aggregation was used. By double-clicking on the 
row for a given SQL statement, you can drill down to the SQL statement itself.

■ User — Displays statistics with regard to users who analyze data in the data 
warehouse. A User Report identifies the number of Express queries and SQL 
statements that were generated by each user, and displays the total and average 
times for Express query execution. By double-clicking on the row for a given 
user, you can drill down to a report of all Express queries that were executed by 
that user.

Specifying additional criteria
After you have selected a report type, such as Fact Table, you can specify additional 
criteria for sorting and limiting reported items, as follows:

■ Select a project to which to confine the report. As described in Chapter 1, you 
have the flexibility of basing multiple Relational Access Manager projects on a 
single RDBMS. By selecting a specific project, you can focus statistical analysis 
on that project.

■ Select a database to which to confine the report. As described in Chapter 1, you 
can build multiple Express databases from a single Relational Access Manager 
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project. By selecting a specific database, you can focus statistical analysis on that 
database.

■ Specify a date range to which to confine the report. You can enter a fixed date 
range, such as “April 1 to May 6 1998,” or you can select a rolling date range, 
such as “this month.” Using a fixed date range allows you to save a “snapshot” 
of the data from a given time period. Using a rolling date range allows you to 
run a given report against varying data.

■ Select a criterion by which to filter items according to an exception cutoff point. 
For example, you might limit tables to those where the number of SQL 
statements was greater than 100.

■ Rank and limit items, based on a specified criterion. For example, you might 
rank the top five or the bottom six tables, based on the average time for SQL 
statement execution.

Example: Define Report dialog box
The following is an example of the Define Report dialog box with a definition for an 
Express Query Report. The resulting report will display the 20 Express queries that 
had the longest elapsed time this month. 
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You might run this report to identify which Express queries were the most 
time-consuming to run. By double-clicking on a particular query, you could drill 
down to a SQL Statement Report to view the SQL SELECT statements that were 
related to that query. You might then run a Query Trend Report to determine 
whether a time-consuming query was generated during a peak usage period. In this 
way, you could identify performance problems in the RDBMS.

Examples: Report definitions
The following table presents some typical questions that are related to query 
activity. For each question, the table shows the report definition that would display 
appropriate statistics from the RDBMS.

Question Corresponding Report Definition

What were the top ten Express 
queries this month, based on 
elapsed time, which accessed 
Sales data?

Report Type: Express Query
Date Range: This Month
Filter: Variable Name = SALES
Limit Report To: Top 10
Based On: Elapsed Time of Express Query

Which Express queries this week 
exceeded three seconds to 
execute?

Report Type: Express Query
Date Range: This Week
Filter: Elapsed Time of Express Query > 00:00:03 
Limit Report To: Top All
Based On: Date/Time

What were the busiest five days 
between August 10 and 
September 5, 1998, based on the 
number of SQL statements 
executed?

Report Type: Express Query Trend
Date Range: 8/10/98  9/5/98
Filter: None
Limit Report To: Top 5
Based On: Number of SQL Statements

On what days this month were 
more than 200 Express queries 
generated?

Report Type: Express Query Trend
Date Range: This Month
Filter: Number of Express Queries > 200
Limit Report To: Top All
Based On: Date/Time

Which level combinations had 
the highest average time for SQL 
statement execution this week?

Report Type: Level Combination
Date Range: This Week
Filter: None
Limit Report To: Top All
Based On: Average SQL Statement Execution Time
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What was the average time that 
was required this quarter to 
execute SQL statements against 
level combinations in the table 
MONTHLY_PROD_SALES?

Report Type: Level Combination
Date Range: This Quarter
Filter: Fact Table Name = MONTHLY_PROD_SALES
Limit Report To: Top All
Based On: Average SQL Statement Execution Time

What were the top 100 SQL 
statements this month, based on 
elapsed time, which accessed 
Unit Cost data?

Report Type: SQL Statement
Date Range: This Month
Filter: Variable Name = UNIT COST
Limit Report To: Top 100
Based On: Elapsed Time of SQL Statement

What SQL statements were 
executed against the table 
MONTHLY_PROD_SALES from 
July 1-15, 1998? 

Report Type: SQL Statement
Date Range: 7/1/98  7/15/98
Filter: Fact Table Name = MONTHLY_PROD_SALES
Limit Report To: Top All
Based On: Date/Time

For which tables did the average 
time for SQL statement execution 
exceed two seconds this week?

Report Type: Fact Table
Date Range: This Week
Filter: Average Execution Time > 00:00:02
Limit Report To: Top All
Based On: Average SQL Execution Time

During this week, what was the 
total SQL statement execution 
time accessing Sales data?

Report Type: Fact Table
Date Range: This Week
Filter: Variable Name = SALES
Limit Report To: Top All
Based On: Total SQL Execution Time

What five users generated the 
fewest Express queries between 
July 1 and September 1, 1998?

Report Type: User
Date Range: 7/1/98 9/1/98
Filter: None 
Limit Report To: Bottom 5
Based On: Number of Express Queries

What users generated the most 
Express queries during the past 7 
days? Limit the report to those 
users who generated more than 
50 Express queries.

Report Type: User
Date Range: The Past 7 Days
Filter: Number of Express Queries > 50
Limit Report To: Top All
Based On: Number of Express Queries

Question Corresponding Report Definition
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Important: Understanding SQL Execution Time and Express Read Time
One of the most important tools that you need to tune a Relational Access Manager 
installation is an understanding of how long it takes for a SQL statement to execute. 
When SQL statement execution times are long, either of the following is indicated:

■ There is a tuning problem in the RDBMS.

■ Summary-level data should be stored in summary-level fact tables or in a 
hybrid Express database.

To understand how long it takes for a SQL statement to execute, you should 
examine two statistics:

■ SQL Statement Execution Time — Measures the amount of time from when 
Express issues the SQL statement to the RDBMS to when the RDBMS returns 
the first row to Express.

■ Express Read Time — Measures the amount of time from when the first row is 
returned to Express to when Express stops storing data into its cache. Express 
Read Time includes the amount of time that is spent in the RDBMS completing 
the processing of the SQL statement and reading data into Express, as well as 
the amount of time that is spent managing the Express cache (if necessary).

In most cases, SQL Statement Execution Time represents only a fraction of the time 
that is spent processing the SQL statement: the remaining SQL processing time is 
included in Express Read Time. When looking for SQL statements that take a long 
time to execute, be sure to examine both SQL Execution Time and Express Read 
Time. It is usually most effective to first look for long-running Express queries (by 
using an Express Query Report), and then examine the SELECT statements that 
were used for that query (by drilling down to a SQL Statement Report, and then to 
each SQL statement itself).

Running Reports

Overview
When you choose Run Report from the Define Report dialog box, the requested 
report is displayed in the Report screen in a spreadsheet format. Each type of report 
has a unique set of columns that are displayed by default, and additional columns 
that available for display. To add or remove columns, choose the Select Columns 
button from the Report screen to open the Select Columns dialog box. In the dialog 
box, add or remove a given column by clicking on the check box next to the column 
name.
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To view column values or columns that extend beyond the Report screen, use the 
vertical or horizontal scroll bar, respectively. To change the width of any column, 
use the mouse to drag the column border at the column heading.

Base and calculated columns
A report column can be described as either of the following: 

■ Base column — A primary column that displays captured statistics. The values 
in a base column might be used to derive values in secondary, calculated 
columns. For example, in a SQL Statement Report, the SQL Statement ID and 
Read Time columns are among the base columns. The columns Percentage of 
Total, Cumulative Total, and Cumulative Percentage of Total are calculated 
columns, whose values are derived from the values in the Read Time column.

The order of values in a base column is indicated by a down-arrow or an 
up-arrow next to the column heading. For example, a down-arrow indicates 
that numeric values are displayed in descending order or text values are 
displayed in alphabetical order. You can click on the arrow to sort column 
values in the reverse order.

■ Calculated column — A secondary column, whose values are derived from the 
values in a base column. For example, in a SQL Statement Report, calculated 
columns are available for the Read Time column. 

Calculated columns include the following:

■ Percentage of Total — Calculates each line in the base column as a 
percentage of the total.

■ Cumulative Total — Calculates a running total of the lines in the base 
column, including the current row.

■ Cumulative Percentage of Total — Calculates the cumulative total in the 
base column, divided by the absolute total in the base column.

The heading for a calculated column is designated by the summation symbol, 
and the column shares the background shading of its base column. (You cannot 
display a calculated column without its base column.)
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Refreshing report data
As you view a report in the Report screen, you can refresh the data in the report, 
either manually or automatically, for a realtime display of system performance:

■ To refresh data manually, choose the Refresh button. For example, you might 
choose this button every ten minutes or on an hourly basis to monitor runtime 
query activity.

■ To refresh data automatically, choose the Auto Refresh button. If you wish, use 
the arrow next to the button to adjust the amount of time between each 
automatic refresh. By default, automatic refresh will occur every 10 seconds.

Printing a report
You can print any report from the Report screen by choosing the Print button. The 
orientation of a report is landscape. If column values extend vertically beyond the 
screen, printed pages are numbered 1, 2, 3, and so on. If columns extend 
horizontally beyond the screen, printed pages are numbered 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and so on.

Example: Report
The following is an example of a Level Combination Report. The report displays the 
top five level combinations in the Express data model, based on total SQL Statement 
Execution Time.

This Level Combination Report shows that the top level combination accounted for 
only 12.9 percent of all SQL statements, but it accounted for 43.8 percent of the total 
SQL Statement Execution Time. The report also shows that this level combination 
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must be aggregated “on the fly.” System performance could be improved 
substantially if this level combination were either pre-summarized and stored in a 
fact table, or stored in a hybrid Express database.

Maintaining Statistics

Overview
You use Relational Access Manager - Query Statistics to maintain query statistics 
tables by deleting statistical data that is no longer of interest. You can delete 
statistics that were gathered prior to a specified date (such as “September 1, 1998”) 
or a rolling time period (such as “today”). You can delete statistics that were 
gathered for all projects or for a given project or Express database.

Procedure: Maintaining statistics
To maintain statistical data, follow these steps.

Step Action

1 Start Relational Access Manager - Query Statistics from its icon and connect the 
application to the RDBMS.

2 From the Options menu, choose Query Statistics Maintenance.

Result: The Query Statistics Maintenance dialog box is displayed.

3 To delete data that was gathered before a rolling time period, such as the most 
recent two weeks, select the Rolling option. To delete data that was gathered 
before a fixed time period, such as “September 1, 1998,” select the Fixed option.

If you have selected the Rolling option, select the desired time period (for 
example, This Month or The Past 7 Days) from the drop-down list in the Delete 
Statistics Older Than box. If you have selected the Fixed option, enter the date 
using the standard date format. (For example, using the United States English 
date format, you would enter October 1, 1998 as 10/1/98.  )

4 From the drop-down list in the Project Name box, select a project for which you 
want to delete query statistics. Or, select All Projects to delete statistics that 
were gathered for all projects.
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Example: Query Statistics Maintenance dialog box
The following is an example of the Query Statistics Maintenance dialog box. In this 
example, all statistics that have been gathered for all projects will be deleted. 

5 From the drop-down list in the Project Name box, select the fully qualified name 
of the database for which you want to delete statistics. Or, select All Databases 
to delete statistics for all databases that belong to the current project.

6 To delete the data that you have designated from your query statistics tables, 
choose the Delete button.

Result: A confirmation dialog box is displayed, which shows the percentage of 
data that will be deleted from the tables as the result of your selections. Choose 
the Delete button to delete the data.

Step Action
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9
Case Study: Designing a Schema

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter presents the Global Computing case study, which was introduced in 
Chapter 4. The case study illustrates the design of a schema that supports a defined 
Express data model. For the purpose of the case study, you have assumed the role of 
data warehouse developer at Global Computing.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ General Procedure for Schema Design

■ Step 1: Design Lookup Tables

■ Step 2: Design Fact Tables

General Procedure for Schema Design

Introduction
In Chapter 4, you derived the Express data model for the Global Computing data 
warehouse. In this chapter, you will design a star schema in the RDBMS that will 
support your Express data model and store data efficiently. 
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Arriving at a schema design
This chapter provides an example of schema structure and data, rather than 
focusing on the specific process that was used to arrive at a schema design. For your 
own data warehouse, you can build a schema by following either of two paths:

■ Using Relational Access Administrator to create the Express data model, and 
then using the Schema Generation Wizard in Relational Access Administrator 
to build a supporting prototype schema

or

■ Using other tools for schema design

Procedure: Designing a schema
The following table describes the sequence of steps that you will take to design the 
schema for Global Computing. Each step is detailed separately in this chapter.

Step 1: Design Lookup Tables

Dimensions in the Express data model
The Express data model that you derived in Chapter 4 includes the following 
dimensions:

Time 
Customer
Product
Channel

Based on these dimensions, you will create corresponding lookup tables in the data 
warehouse schema.

Step Action

1 Design lookup tables.

2 Design fact tables.
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Defining the Time dimension lookup table
In Chapter 4, you defined the Time dimension in the Express data model for Global 
Computing as follows.

The following table shows the design of a lookup table that supports the Time 
dimension for Global Computing.

Column Null? Data Type

MONTH_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

MONTH_DSC VARCHAR2(50)

QUARTER_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

QUARTER_DSC VARCHAR2(50)

YEAR_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

YEAR_DSC VARCHAR2(50)

MON_DATE_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

QUA_DATE_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

YEA_DATE_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

MON_TIMESPAN_ID NOT NULL NUMBER

QUA_TIMESPAN_ID NOT NULL NUMBER

YEA_TIMESPAN_ID NOT NULL NUMBER
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Notes: Defining the Time dimension lookup table
Depending on the values in your own data warehouse, you might define different 
data types for key columns than those used by Global Computing. Columns 
representing the DATE attribute should be defined as DATE or TEXT; columns 
representing the TIMESPAN attribute should be defined as NUMBER.

Notice that there are columns for the DATE and TIMESPAN attributes at each level 
to which the attribute applies.

Example: Time dimension lookup table
The following is an excerpt of the Time dimension lookup table in the Global 
Computing data warehouse.

MON
TH_
ID

MONT
H_DSC

QUA
RTE
R_ID

QUAR
TER_
DSC

YEA
R_ID

YEA
R_

DSC
MONTH_

DATE
QUARTE
R_DATE

YEAR_
DATE

MON
TH_
TIME
PSA

N

QUA
RTE
R_

TIME
SPA

N

YEA
R_

TIME
PSA

N

52 Oct-95 16 Q4-95 3 1995 31-Oct-95 31-Dec-95 31-Dec-95 31 92 365

53 Nov-95 16 Q4-95 3 1995 30-Nov-9
5

31-Dec-95 31-Dec-95 30 92 365

54 Dec-95 16 Q4-95 3 1995 31-Dec-95 31-Dec-95 31-Dec-95 31 92 365

55 Jan-96 17 Q1-96 4 1996 31-Jan-96 30-Mar-9
6

31-Dec-96 31 90 366

56 Feb-96 17 Q1-96 4 1996 29-Feb-96 30-Mar-9
6

31-Dec-96 29 90 366

57 Mar-96 17 Q1-96 4 1996 30-Mar-9
6

30-Mar-9
6

31-Dec-96 30 90 366

58 Apr-96 18 Q2-96 4 19999
6

29-Apr-9
6

29-Jun-96 31-Dec-96 30 91 366

59 May-96 18 Q2-96 4 1996 30-May-9
6

29-Jun-96 31-Dec-96 31 91 366

60 Jun-96 18 Q2-96 4 1996 29-Jun-96 29-Jun-96 31-Dec-96 30 91 366

61 Jul-96 67 Q3-96 4 1996 31-Jul-96 30-Sep-96 31-Dec-96 31 92 366

62 Aug-96 67 Q3-96 4 1996 31-Aug-9
6

30-Sep-96 31-Dec-96 31 92 366

63 Sep-96 67 Q3-96 4 1996 30-Sep-96 30-Sep-96 31-Dec-96 30 92 366

64 Oct-96 68 Q4-96 4 1996 31-Oct-96 31-Dec-96 31-Dec-96 31 92 366

65 Nov-96 68 Q4-96 4 1996 30-Nov-9
6

31-Dec-96 31-Dec-96 30 92 366

66 Dec-96 68 Q4-96 4 1996 31-Dec-96 31-Dec-96 31-Dec-96 31 92 366
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Defining the Customer dimension lookup table
In Chapter 4, you defined the Customer dimension in the Express data model for 
Global Computing as follows.

The following table shows the design of a lookup table that supports the Customer 
dimension for Global Computing.

Column Null? Data Type

SHIP_TO_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

SHIP_TO_DSC VARCHAR2(50)

ACCOUNT_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

ACCOUNT_DSC VARCHAR2(50)

MARKET_SEGMENT_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

MARKET_SEGMENT_DSC VARCHAR2(50)

TOTAL_MARKET_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

TOTAL_MARKET_DSC VARCHAR2(50)

WAREHOUSE_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

WAREHOUSE_DSC VARCHAR2(50)

REGION_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

REGION_DSC VARCHAR2(50)

ALL_CUSTOMERS_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

ALL_CUSTOMERS_DSC VARCHAR2(50)
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Example: Customer dimension lookup table
The following is an excerpt of the Customer dimension lookup table in the Global 
Computing data warehouse.

SHI
P_
TO
_ID

SHIP_
TO_
DSC

AC
CO
UN
T_
ID

ACC
OUN
T_

DSC

MAR
KET_
SEG
MEN
T_ID

MAR
KET_
SEG
MEN
T_

TOT
AL_
MAR
KET
_ID

TOTA
L_

MAR
KET_
DSC

WA
REH
OUS
E_ID

WAR
EHO
USE

_
DSC

RE
GI
ON
_ID

RE
GIO
N_
DS
C

ALL_
CUS
TOM
ERS
_ID

ALL_
CUSTO
MERS_

DSC

46 Bavaria
n 
Indust, 
GmbH 
Irvine

22 Bavar
ian 
Indus
tries

5 Man
ufact
uring

1 Total 
Mark
et

21 Unit
ed 
State
s

10 Nor
th 
Am
eric
a

7 All 
Custom
ers

47 Bavaria
n 
Indust, 
GmbH 
Munich

22 Bavar
ian 
Indus
tries

5 Man
ufact
uring

1 Total 
Mark
et

14 Ger
man
y

9 Eur
ope

7 All 
Custom
ers

48 Bavaria
n 
Indust, 
GmbH 
Bonn

22 Bavar
ian 
Indus
tries

5 Man
ufact
uring

1 Total 
Mark
et

14 Ger
man
y

9 Eur
ope

7 All 
Custom
ers

49 Bavaria
n 
Indust, 
GmbH 
Rome

22 Bavar
ian 
Indus
tries

5 Man
ufact
uring

1 Total 
Mark
et

16 Italy 9 Eur
ope

7 All 
Custom
ers

50 Bavaria
n 
Indust, 
GmbH 
Londo
n

22 Bavar
ian 
Indus
tries

5 Man
ufact
uring

1 Total 
Mark
et

20 Unit
ed 
King
dom

9 Eur
ope

7 All 
Custom
ers

51 Busines
s World 
Hambu
rg

23 Busin
ess 
Worl
d

6 Resel
ler

1 Total 
Mark
et

14 Ger
man
y

9 Eur
ope

7 All 
Custom
ers

52 Busines
s World 
San 
Jose

23 Busin
ess 
Worl
d

6 Resel
ler

1 Total 
Mark
et

21 Unit
ed 
State
s

10 Nor
th 
Am
eric
a

7 All 
Custom
ers

53 Busines
s World 
New 
York

23 Busin
ess 
Worl
d

6 Resel
ler

1 Total 
Mark
et

21 Unit
ed 
State
s

10 Nor
th 
Am
eric
a

7 All 
Custom
ers

54 Busines
s World 
Nanter
re

23 Busin
ess 
Worl
d

6 Resel
ler

1 Total 
Mark
et

13 Fran
ce

9 Eur
ope

7 All 
Custom
ers
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Note: For illustrative purposes only, the GLB_CUSTOMER lookup table is indexed 
in the Global Computing sample database.

Defining the Product dimension lookup table
In Chapter 4, you defined the Product dimension in the Express data model for 
Global Computing as follows.

55 CiCi 
Dougla
s 
Chatta
nooga

24 CiCi 
Doug
las

5 Man
ufact
uring

1 Total 
Mark
et

21 Unit
ed 
State
s

10 Nor
th 
Am
eric
a

7 All 
Custom
ers

56 Compu
ter 
Service
s 
Toronto

25 Com
puter 
Servic
es

2 Cons
ultin
g

1 Total 
Mark
et

12 Cana
da

10 Nor
th 
Am
eric
a

7 All 
Custom
ers

SHI
P_
TO
_ID

SHIP_
TO_
DSC

AC
CO
UN
T_
ID

ACC
OUN
T_

DSC

MAR
KET_
SEG
MEN
T_ID

MAR
KET_
SEG
MEN
T_

TOT
AL_
MAR
KET
_ID

TOTA
L_

MAR
KET_
DSC

WA
REH
OUS
E_ID

WAR
EHO
USE

_
DSC

RE
GI
ON
_ID

RE
GIO
N_
DS
C

ALL_
CUS
TOM
ERS
_ID

ALL_
CUSTO
MERS_

DSC
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The following table shows the design of a lookup table that supports the Product 
dimension for Global Computing.

Notes: Defining the Product dimension lookup table:
The Package attribute applies only to the Item level; therefore, only one column is 
required for the Package attribute. This column, ITE_PACKAGE_ID, contains 
attribute values related to ITEM_ID.

Null values are allowed in attribute columns. Notice that in Global Computing’s 
Product dimension lookup table, there are attribute values for some values at the 
Item level, but not for others.

Example: Product dimension lookup table
The following is an excerpt of the Product dimension lookup table in the Global 
Computing data warehouse.

Column Null? Data Type

ITEM_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

ITEM_DSC VARCHAR2(50)

FAMILY_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

FAMILY_DSC VARCHAR2(50)

CLASS_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

CLASS_DSC VARCHAR2(50)

TOTAL_PRODUCT_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

TOTAL_PRODUCT_DSC VARCHAR2(50)

ITE_PACKAGE_ID VARCHAR2(50)

ITEM
_ID ITEM_DSC

FAMIL
Y_ID

FAMILY
_DSC

CLAS
S_ID

CLASS_
DSC

TOTAL_
PRODUCT_

ID

TOTAL_
PRODUCT_

DSC

ITE_
PACKAGE

_ID

13 Envoy Standard 4 Portable 
PCs

2 Hardwa
re

1 All Products Laptop 
Value Pack

14 Envoy Executive 4 Portable 
PCs

2 Hardwa
re

1 All Products Executive

15 Envoy 
Ambassador

4 Portable 
PCs

2 Hardwa
re

1 All Products
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Note: For illustrative purposes only, the GLB_PRODUCT lookup table is indexed in 
the Global Computing sample database.

Defining the Channel dimension lookup table
In Chapter 4, you defined the Channel dimension in the Express data model for 
Global Computing as follows.

16 Sentinel Standard 5 Desktop 
PCs

2 Hardwa
re

1 All Products

17 Sentinel Financial 5 Desktop 
PCs

2 Hardwa
re

1 All Products

18 Sentinel 
Multimedia

5 Desktop 
PCs

2 Hardwa
re

1 All Products Multimedi
a

19 Laptop carrying 
case

7 Accesso
ries

3 Software
/Other

1 All Products Laptop 
Value Pack

20 Monitor- 15 Super 
VGA

8 Monitor
s

2 Hardwa
re

1 All Products Executive

21 Monitor- 19 Super 
VGA

8 Monitor
s

2 Hardwa
re

1 All Products Multimedi
a

22 Envoy External 
Keyboard

7 Accesso
ries

3 Software
/Other

1 All Products Executive

23 External 101-key 
keyboard

7 Accesso
ries

3 Software
/Other

1 All Products Multimedi
a

24 PCMCIA 
modem/fax 28800 
baud

9 Modem
s/Fax

2 Hardwa
re

1 All Products Executive

25 SIMM- 8MB 
PCMCIAII card

10 Memory 2 Hardwa
re

1 All Products

26 SIMM- 16MB 
PCMCIAII card

10 Memory 2 Hardwa
re

1 All Products

27 Multimedia 
speakers- 3 cones

7 Accesso
ries

3 Software
/Other

1 All Products Executive

ITEM
_ID ITEM_DSC

FAMIL
Y_ID

FAMILY
_DSC

CLAS
S_ID

CLASS_
DSC

TOTAL_
PRODUCT_

ID

TOTAL_
PRODUCT_

DSC

ITE_
PACKAGE

_ID
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The following table shows the design of a lookup table that supports the Channel 
dimension for Global Computing.

Example: Channel dimension lookup table
The following is the Channel dimension lookup table in the Global Computing data 
warehouse.

Step 2: Design Fact Tables

Variables in the Express data model
The Express data model that you derived in Chapter 4 includes the following five 
variables:

■ Sales, dimensioned by Time, Customer, Product, and Channel

■ Units, dimensioned by Time, Customer, Product, and Channel

■ Extended Cost, dimensioned by Time, Customer, Product, and Channel

■ Unit Cost, dimensioned by Time and Product

■ Unit Price, dimensioned by Time and Product

Based on these variables, you will create corresponding fact tables in the data 
warehouse schema.

Column Null? Data Type

CHANNEL_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

CHANNEL_DSC VARCHAR2(50)

ALL_CHANNELS_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)

ALL_CHANNELS_DSC VARCHAR2(50)

CHANNEL_ID CHANNEL_DSC ALL_CHANNELS_ID ALL_CHANNELS_DSC

2 Sales 1 All Channels

3 Catalog 1 All Channels

4 Internet 1 All Channels
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Summarization strategy
You have chosen to use a schema with fact tables that are partitioned by level of 
summarization. The levels that will be summarized and stored in the data 
warehouse are combinations of levels in the Express data model. 

The following table lists which levels will be summarized.

Notes: Summarization strategy
For Global Computing, you have chosen to store summary data at each 
combination of levels. In your own schema, you might choose to store data at any 
particular combination of levels. Query patterns in your application should govern 
which data you decide to summarize and store in your data warehouse. You can use 
the Level Combination Report in Relational Access Manager - Query Statistics to 
understand which levels of summarization are most frequently accessed by your 
users.

Dimension Level Summarized?

TIME YEAR No

TIME QUARTER Yes

TIME MONTH Yes

CUSTOMER ALL CUSTOMERS No

CUSTOMER REGION Yes

CUSTOMER WAREHOUSE Yes

CUSTOMER TOTAL MARKET No

CUSTOMER MARKET SEGMENT Yes

CUSTOMER ACCOUNT Yes

CUSTOMER SHIP TO Yes

PRODUCT TOTAL PRODUCT No

PRODUCT CLASS Yes

PRODUCT FAMILY Yes

PRODUCT ITEM Yes

CHANNEL ALL CHANNELS No

CHANNEL CHANNEL Yes
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For Global Computing, you have chosen not to summarize data at the highest levels 
of the Express data model. Instead, Express will summarize this data at runtime. To 
improve query performance in the future, it is likely that you will eventually add 
summary-level tables at all or some of the highest levels in the Express data model.

Storage strategy
Because the dimensionality is not identical for each variable, all of the variables 
cannot be stored in the same fact tables. Furthermore, summarization is appropriate 
for some variables, but not for others. With these considerations in mind, you 
decide on the following storage strategy:

■ Sales, Units, and Extended Cost share the same dimensionality; therefore, they 
will be stored in the same fact tables. Sales, Units, and Extended Cost will also 
be summarized.

■ Unit Price and Unit Cost share the same dimensionality; therefore, they will be 
stored in the same fact table. It is not appropriate to summarize Unit Price and 
Unit Cost; therefore, these variables will only be stored at the Month and Item 
level.

Defining fact tables
The following table shows how Global Computing will store data for Sales, Units, 
and Extended Cost in fact tables.

Table
Time 
Level

Customer 
Level

Product 
Level

Channel 
Level

GLB_SALES_CHA_CLA_ACC_MON Month Account Class Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_FAM_ACC_MON Month Account Family Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_ACC_MON Month Account Item Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_CLA_MAR_MON Month Market 
Segment

Class Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_FAM_MAR_MON Month Market 
Segment

Family Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_MAR_MON Month Market 
Segment

Item Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_CLA_REG_MON Month Region Class Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_FAM_REG_MON Month Region Family Channel
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GLB_SALES_CHA_ITEM_REG_MON Month Region Item Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_CLA_SHI_MON Month Ship To Class Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_FAM_SHI_MON Month Ship To Family Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON Month Ship To Item Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_CLA_WAR_MON Month Warehouse Class Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_FAM_WAR_MON Month Warehouse Family Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_WAR_MON Month Warehouse Item Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_CLA_ACC_QUA Quarter Account Class Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_FAM_ACC_QUA Quarter Account Family Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_ACC_QUA Quarter Account Item Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_CLA_MAR_QUA Quarter Market 
Segment

Class Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_FAM_MAR_QUA Quarter Market 
Segment

Family Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_MAR_QUA Quarter Market 
Segment

Item Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_CLA_REG_QUA Quarter Region Class Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_FAM_REG_QUA Quarter Region Family Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_ITEM_REG_QUA Quarter Region Item Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_CLA_SHI_QUA Quarter Ship To Class Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_FAM_SHI_QUA Quarter Ship To Family Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_QUA Quarter Ship To Item Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_CLA_WAR_QUA Quarter Warehouse Class Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_FAM_WAR_QUA Quarter Warehouse Family Channel

GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_WAR_QUA Quarter Warehouse Item Channel

Table
Time 
Level

Customer 
Level

Product 
Level

Channel 
Level
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Notes: Defining fact tables
Data for Sales, Units, and Extended Cost at the base (lowest) level in the Express 
data model is stored in table GLB_SALES_CHA_ITE_SHI_MON. All other tables 
contain summary-level data. 

Because it is not appropriate to summarize Unit Price and Unit Cost data, there will 
be only one fact table containing Unit Price and Unit Cost. The fact table is named 
GLB_UNIT_PRICE_ITE_MON and stores data at the Month and Item levels.

Example: Fact table definition
The following example shows the design of a fact table in the Global Computing 
data warehouse.

Column Null? Data Type Type

MONTH_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50) Key

SHIP_TO_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50) Key

ITEM_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50) Key

CHANNEL_ID NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50) Key

UNITS_FACT NUMBER Fact

SALES_FACT NUMBER Fact

EXTENDED_COST_FACT NUMBER Fact



Part IV
  Creating a Relational Access Manager

Project

Part IV describes how to use Oracle Express Relational Access Administrator to 
create a Relational Access Manager project that identifies a defined Express data 
model and maps it to the relational schema. In conclusion, Part IV presents the case 
study to demonstrate related tasks.

This part contains the following chapters:

■ Chapter 10, ”Understanding Relational Access Manager Projects”

■ Chapter 11, ”Creating an Express Data Model”

■ Chapter 12, ”Selecting Data Warehouse Tables”

■ Chapter 13, ”Mapping an Express Data Model”

■ Chapter 14, ”Setting Express Database Options”

■ Chapter 15, ”Case Study: Creating a Relational Access Manager Project”
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10
Understanding Relational Access Manager

Projects

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter describes concepts that pertain to Relational Access Manager projects 
and provides an overview of the procedure for creating a project. The chapter also 
introduces Relational Access Administrator as the tool for performing related tasks.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Basic Concepts

■ Procedure for Creating a Project

■ Using Relational Access Administrator

Basic Concepts

Contents of the Relational Access Manager project
A Relational Access Manager project contains the complete definition of an Express 
data model and the mapping of that data model to the tables and columns in the 
RDBMS. The project also includes settings that define characteristics of the Express 
database that will correspond to the project. 
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Multiple views of a data warehouse
You can base any number of projects on a single RDBMS, and each project can 
contain a different Express data model. Thus, you can define several unique views 
of a single data warehouse to accommodate multiple business models.

How projects are stored
Relational Access Administrator constructs a set of metadata for each project. The 
metadata for all projects is stored in the Relational Access Manager repository, 
which resides in the RDBMS. Chapter 2 describes how to build the Relational 
Access Manager repository. 

Related information
The Global Computing case study illustrates concepts that are related to creating a 
project. To learn more about the Global Computing project, see Chapter 16.

Procedure for Creating a Project

Procedure: Creating a project
To create a Relational Access Manager project, follow these steps.

Step Action

1 Start Relational Access Administrator from its icon and connect the application 
to the RDBMS. If this is the first project for this data warehouse, build or 
upgrade the Relational Access Manager repository in the RDBMS. (See 
Chapter 2.)

2 Create your Express data model using the Data Model tab in Relational Access 
Administrator. (See Chapter 11.)

3 Select the data warehouse tables that you want to include in your project using 
the Tables tab in Relational Access Administrator. (See Chapter 12.)
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Order of Steps 2 and 3
This procedure assumes that you are using the Schema Generation Wizard in 
Relational Access Administrator to build a prototype schema, as described in 
Chapter 6. For this reason, you are instructed to create the Express data model 
(Step 2) before selecting data warehouse tables (Step 3). If you are not building a 
prototype schema, you can select data warehouse tables before creating the Express 
data model.

Note: Regardless of the order in which you choose to create the data model and 
select tables (Steps 2 and 3), you must perform both steps before you can map the 
Express objects to the tables and columns in the RDBMS (Step 4).

Using Relational Access Administrator

Overview of Relational Access Administrator
You access Relational Access Administrator from its icon in the Express Server 
program group. You use Relational Access Administrator to create a project, which 
includes the following tasks:

■ Creating the Express data model for the project.

■ Selecting data warehouse tables to be included in the project.

Note: If you later revise warehouse tables, you can remove outdated tables from 
project metadata, and then select updated tables.

4 Map the Express data model to the data warehouse schema using the 
Dimension Map tab and the Variable Map tab in Relational Access 
Administrator. (See Chapter 13.)

Step Action

1 Map the dimensions, levels, and attributes in your Express 
data model to lookup tables in the RDBMS.

2 Map the variables in your Express data model to fact tables 
in the RDBMS.

5 Set a few options for the Express database using the Database tab in Relational 
Access Administrator. (See Chapter 14.)

Step Action
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■ Mapping the Express data model to the selected tables.

■ Defining various characteristics of the Express database.

You also use Relational Access Administrator to perform other tasks that are related 
to a project:

■ Building a prototype schema for the data warehouse that supports the Express 
data model for the project. (See Chapter 6.)

■ Defining maintenance procedures for building and updating one or more 
Express databases that correspond to the project. (See Chapter 17.)

Project tabs
Relational Access Administrator provides the following tabs, which you use to 
create projects:

■ Tables tab — Allows you to select the data warehouse tables that you want to 
include in a project. Chapter 12 describes how to use the Tables tab. 

■ Data Model tab — Allows you to create the Express data model for a project. 
Chapter 11 describes how to use the Data Model tab. 

■ Dimension Map tab — Allows you to map columns in the lookup tables to 
database objects in your Express data model. Chapter 13 describes how to use 
the Dimension Map tab. 

■ Variable Map tab— Allows you to map the variables and levels in your Express 
data model to the appropriate columns in the fact tables. Chapter 13 describes 
how to use the Variable Map tab. 

■ Database tab — Allows you to set various options that are related to the Express 
database. Chapter 14 describes how to use the Database tab.

The Remove Table Wizard
The Remove Table Wizard, which you access from the Tables tab, allows you to 
easily reconcile an updated warehouse table with any defined projects that use that 
table. You use the wizard to remove outdated table definitions from the Relational 
Access Manager repository. Chapter 12 describes how to use the Remove Table 
Wizard.

After you have removed the table definitions, you use the Tables tab to select new 
tables for the current project. You then use the Dimension Map and Variable Map 
tabs to map Express data model objects to the updated tables.
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The Project menu
The Project menu provides commands that you use to manage projects and 
maintain corresponding Express databases. You use the Project menu to perform the 
following tasks:

■ Open a new or existing project.

■ Close an open project.

■ Save, rename, copy, or delete a project.

■ Build a prototype star schema in the data warehouse that supports the Express 
data model for a given project. (See Chapter 6.)

■ Maintain Express databases. (See Chapter 17.)

■ Specify printer settings and print various types of reports.

■ Set options for Relational Access Administrator.

■ Exit Relational Access Administrator.

Related information
This guide does not document every possible method for performing a given task 
using Relational Access Administrator. For complete information about all of the 
functions that are available in the user interface, see the Relational Access 
Administrator Help system.
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11
Creating an Express Data Model

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter describes how to use Relational Access Administrator to create the 
Express data model for a Relational Access Manager project.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Using the Data Model Tab

■ Creating and Editing Dimensions

■ Managing Dimensions

■ Creating and Editing Levels

■ Sorting Levels

■ Managing Levels

■ Creating and Editing Hierarchies

■ Managing Hierarchies

■ How Multiple Hierarchies Affect Summarization

■ Creating and Editing Attributes

■ Managing Attributes

■ Creating and Editing Variables
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■ Managing Variables

■ Deleting Objects from a Data Model

Using the Data Model Tab

Introduction
Relational Access Administrator allows you to create the Express data model for the 
current Relational Access Manager project.

The Data Model tab
Through the functions on the Data Model tab, you can create, edit, and delete 
dimensions, levels, attributes, hierarchies, and variables. You can also sort the order 
of the levels in each dimension.

The Data Model tab includes the following components:

■ Data Model box — Displays the current structure of your data model and lists 
any existing database objects. In the case of a new project, the only entries in the 
Data Model box are the name of the active project (a default name if you have 
not yet saved the project) and two headings: Dimensions and Variables. 

■ Properties box — Presents information about the database object that is 
currently selected in the Data Model box.
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Example: Data Model tab
The following is an example of the Data Model tab.

Data model requirements
The following requirements apply to any Express data model that you create:

■ There must be at least one dimension.

■ Each dimension must contain at least one hierarchy.

■ Each hierarchy must contain at least one level.

■ There must be at least one variable.

■ Each variable must be dimensioned by at least one and no more than ten 
dimensions (different variables may be dimensioned by different sets of 
dimensions).

Note: There are no limits on any of the following: 

■ The number of dimensions or variables in an Express data model.

■ The number of hierarchies in a dimension.

■ The number of levels in a hierarchy.
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■ The number of attributes in a dimension. (Attributes are not required.)

Related information
The Global Computing case study illustrates concepts that are related to creating an 
Express data model. To learn about the Global Computing project, see Chapter 15.

Creating and Editing Dimensions

Procedure: Creating a dimension
To create a dimension using the Data Model tab in Relational Access Administrator, 
follow these steps.

Step Action

1 In the Data Model box, select Dimensions, and then choose Create.

Result: The Create Dimension dialog box is displayed.

2 In the Name box, enter the name for the dimension. In the Plural Name box, 
enter a plural version of the name. These are the names that will be displayed to 
Express application users.

Note: Relational Access Manager automatically generates a different dimension 
name from the name that is displayed to users. This name is used for the actual 
Express dimension object in the Express database and remains the same 
throughout the life of the project.

3 If the dimension represents time periods, select the Time Dimension check box.

Note: If you have selected the Time Dimension check box for a dimension, you 
cannot change this setting unless you re-run the maintenance procedure to build 
the database. Do not change this setting for an existing Express database. 

4 To create the dimension, choose Create. 
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Example: Create Dimension dialog box
The following is an example of the completed Create Dimension dialog box for a 
Product dimension.

Important: DATE and TIMESPAN attributes
If you identify a dimension in your data model as a Time dimension, you must 
include the following attributes in the lookup tables for that dimension:

■ DATE — Indicates the last day of the time period

■ TIMESPAN — Indicates the number of days in the time period

For example, the values for the DATE and TIMESPAN attributes for the time period 
January 1997 would be 31JAN97 and 31, respectively. (The format of the DATE 
attribute may vary.)

You must supply both DATE and TIMESPAN attributes for each level in a 
dimension representing time periods. 

For examples of values for the DATE and TIMESPAN attributes, see the Time 
dimension lookup table, GLB_TIME, in the Global Computing case study or the 
sample Time dimension lookup table, SAMPLE_TIME.

Editing dimensions
You use the Edit Dimension dialog box to edit a dimension that you have created 
previously. To edit a dimension, select the dimension that you want to edit in the 
Data Model box on the Data Model tab. Then, choose Edit in the Data Model tab to 
open the Edit Dimension dialog box. 
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Using the Edit Dimension dialog box is very similar to using the Create Dimension 
dialog box. The contents of the Edit Dimension dialog box are the same as those of 
the Create Dimension dialog box, except that the Edit Dimension dialog box does 
not have a Create button. Make any changes that are necessary, and then choose 
Close to save the changes for that dimension.

Managing Dimensions

Introduction
In managing the dimensions in your data model, it is important to understand 
which actions are allowable and which are not between database updates (running 
a maintenance procedure for an existing Express database). 

What you can do between updates
The following table lists various actions that pertain to dimensions and indicates 
whether you can perform those actions between updates.

Deleting dimensions
If you want to delete one or more dimensions or toggle the Time Dimension check 
box for a dimension, you must re-run the maintenance procedure to build a new 
Express database; you cannot delete dimensions or toggle the Time Dimension 
check box when updating an existing database. If you must delete a dimension, 
enter a new database name on the Database tab and save the project using a new 
name before building the new database.

Action OK Between Updates? Considerations

Add dimensions Yes None

Rename dimensions Yes None

Delete dimensions No None

Toggle the Time Dimension 
check box on or off

No None
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Creating and Editing Levels

Understanding level prefixes
In your Express database, all dimension values (or keys) within a dimension must be 
unique. However, this may not be the case in the RDBMS. For example, the RDBMS 
might have a Time dimension in which keys are not unique within the dimension: 
JAN-97 might be represented by month key “1;” Q1-97 might be represented by 
quarter key “1;” and 1997 might be represented by year key “1.” You can use a level 
prefix to create unique dimension values in your Express database when 
corresponding keys in the RDBMS are not unique across levels. 

It is not required that all prefixes in your Express database be unique. For example, 
you could use M for the Month level in the Time dimension and for the Market 
Segment level in the Customer dimension.

Guidelines for assigning level prefixes
The following table presents guidelines that you should observe when assigning 
level prefixes.

IF . . . THEN . . .

the RDBMS contains non-unique 
keys within a dimension,

you must use unique level prefixes within that 
dimension.

you are unsure whether the 
RDBMS contains unique keys 
within a dimension,

you should use unique level prefixes within the 
dimension.

the RDBMS contains unique keys 
within a dimension,

you should use the same level prefix for all levels 
(for example, T for all levels in the Time dimension). 
Using the same level prefix will provide a minor 
performance improvement.

you have the option of creating the 
RDBMS with unique keys within a 
dimension,

you should do so. Using the same level prefix will 
provide a minor performance improvement.
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Procedure: Creating a level
To create a level using the Data Model tab in Relational Access Administrator, 
follow these steps.

Example: Create Level dialog box
The following is an example of the completed Create Level dialog box for an Item 
level in a Product dimension.

Editing levels
You use the Edit Level dialog box to edit a level that you have created previously. To 
edit a level, select the level that you want to edit in the Data Model box on the Data 
Model tab. Then, choose Edit on the Data Model tab to open the Edit Level dialog 
box. 

Using the Edit Level dialog box is very similar to using the Create Level dialog box. 
The contents of the Edit Level dialog box are the same as those of the Create Level 
dialog box, except that the Edit Level dialog box does not have a Create button. 

Step Action

1 In the Data Model box, under the desired dimension, select Levels. Then, choose 
Create.

Result: The Create Level dialog box is displayed.

2 In the Name box, enter the name that you want to use for the level. This is the 
level name that will be displayed to Express application users. 

3 In the Prefix box, assign a prefix for the level.

4 To create the level, choose Create. 
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Make any changes that are necessary, and then choose Close to save the changes for 
that level.

Sorting Levels

Level order in Express
Levels must be defined in the Express data model from the highest to the lowest 
level of summarization. This is how Express understands the order of levels in 
hierarchies. You can specify the order of levels in your Express data model by 
sorting them.

Determining level order
When there is a single hierarchy within a dimension, the order in which levels 
should be specified is obvious. When there are multiple hierarchies within a 
dimension, the only requirement is that the absolute order values for the levels 
within each hierarchy be in the proper order. Since many different sets of absolute 
order values might be possible, the order in which levels should be specified may 
be less obvious.

Example: Determining level order for a single hierarchy
The following example shows the levels in Global Computing’s Time dimension, 
which has a single hierarchy.
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The order of levels in Global Computing’s Time dimension is shown in the 
following table.

Example: Determining level order for multiple hierarchies
The following example shows the levels in Global Computing’s Customer 
Dimension, which has two hierarchies.

The order of levels in Global Computing’s Customer Dimension could be specified 
as shown in the following table.

Level Order

Year 1

Quarter 2

Month 3

Level Order

ALL CUSTOMERS 1

REGION 2

WAREHOUSE 3

TOTAL MARKET 4

MARKET SEGMENT 5

ACCOUNT 6

SHIP TO 7
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Determining level order in your own data model
If you are unsure how to order the levels in your data model, you should simply 
take your best guess. As you define hierarchies, you will discover whether your 
order of levels allows for your hierarchies. If it does not, you can sort the levels and 
your hierarchies will be updated automatically. You can then check your level order 
in the context of your hierarchies.

Procedure: Sorting levels
To sort levels using the Data Model tab in Relational Access Administrator, follow 
these steps.

Step Action

1 In the Data Model box, under the desired dimension, select Levels. Then, choose 
Sort Levels.

Result: The Sort Levels dialog box is displayed. The order in which the levels 
are listed in the Level Order box determines the absolute order of the levels:

■ The level at the top of the list represents the highest level of aggregation.

■ The level at the bottom of the list is the base level, which represents the 
lowest level of aggregation. 

2 Change the order of levels by dragging a level to a different position in the list. 
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Example: Sort Levels dialog box
The following is an example of the Sort Levels dialog box for a Time dimension.

Managing Levels

Introduction
In managing the levels in your data model, it is important to understand which 
actions are allowable and which are not between database updates. It is also 
important to be aware of any related considerations. 
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What you can do between updates
The following table lists various actions that pertain to levels, indicates whether you 
can perform those actions between updates, and notes any related considerations.

Creating and Editing Hierarchies

Procedure: Creating hierarchies
To create hierarchies using the Data Model tab in Relational Access Administrator, 
follow these steps.

Action OK Between Updates? Considerations

Add levels Yes Requires update of dimension mapping; 
might invalidate user-defined objects 
(saved reports, selections, etc.)

Rename levels Yes None

Delete levels Yes Requires update of dimension mapping; 
might invalidate user-defined objects

Change prefix Yes (not recommended) Invalidates any saved object that references 
a specific dimension value

Change order of 
levels

Yes Requires update of dimension mapping; 
might affect user-defined objects

Step Action

1 In the Data Model box, under the desired dimension, select Hierarchies. Then, 
choose Create.

Result: The Create Hierarchy dialog box is displayed.

2 In the Name box, enter the name that you want to use for the hierarchy you are 
creating.

Note: You can enter any name that provides a suitable description for the 
hierarchy. If there is only one hierarchy in a dimension, the hierarchy is often 
named “Standard” or “Default.”
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Example: Create Hierarchy dialog box
The following is an example of the completed Create Hierarchy dialog box for a 
Standard hierarchy in a Time dimension.

Specifying the order of levels in a hierarchy
The order of levels in any hierarchy that you create is determined by the absolute 
order of the levels in the dimension, which you specify using the Sort Levels dialog 
box. In the Create Hierarchy dialog box, you can specify which levels to include in a 
hierarchy, but you cannot specify the order of the levels.

3 In the Available Levels and Selected Levels boxes, specify which levels you want 
to add to or remove from a hierarchy as follows.

IF you want to . . . THEN . . .

add one or more levels to the 
Selected Levels box,

select the level or levels in the 
Available Levels box, and then 
choose >>.

remove one or more levels that 
you have already added to the 
Selected Levels box,

select the level or levels in the 
Selected Levels box, and then choose 
<<. 

4 To create the hierarchy, choose Create. 

Step Action
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If the levels in the Create Hierarchy dialog box are not in the correct order, use the 
Sort Levels dialog box to specify the proper order. For more information, see 
“Sorting Levels” in this chapter.

Editing hierarchies
You use the Edit Hierarchy dialog box to edit a hierarchy that you have created 
previously. To edit a hierarchy, select the hierarchy that you want to edit in the Data 
Model box on the Data Model tab. Then, choose Edit on the Data Model tab to open 
the Edit Hierarchy dialog box. 

Using the Edit Hierarchy dialog box is very similar to using the Create Hierarchy 
dialog box. The contents of the Edit Hierarchy dialog box are the same as those of 
the Create Hierarchy dialog box, except that the Edit Hierarchy dialog box does not 
have a Create button. Make any changes that are necessary, and then choose Close 
to save the changes for that hierarchy.

Managing Hierarchies

Introduction
In managing the hierarchies in your data model, it is important to understand 
which actions are allowable and which are not between database updates (running 
a maintenance procedure for an existing Express database). It is also important to be 
aware of any related considerations.

What you can do between updates
The following table lists various actions that pertain to hierarchies, indicates 
whether you can perform those actions between updates, and notes any related 
considerations.

Action OK Between Updates? Considerations

Add hierarchies Yes None

Rename hierarchies Yes None

Delete hierarchies Yes Might invalidate user-defined objects 
or change how users can select data

Change levels in 
hierarchies

Yes Might invalidate user-defined objects 
or change how users can select data
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How Multiple Hierarchies Affect Summarization

Introduction
The use of multiple hierarchies can affect the results of data summarization at 
runtime. By understanding the relationship between hierarchical structure and 
runtime data summarization, you can ensure that Express application users do not 
receive unexpected or misleading results when they request data.

As a starting point, consider the example in the following figure.

In this example, there is only a single hierarchy in the Geography dimension. Sales 
and Cost data is stored at the Store level, and is summarized at the Region and All 
Stores levels. As the arrows in the diagram indicate, there is only one possible path 
for summarizing upper-level data when there is only a single hierarchy in a 
dimension.

Data summarization with multiple hierarchies
When you define multiple hierarchies in a dimension, there are related 
considerations. The use of multiple hierarchies requires careful planning of your 
data model because data is always summarized along the first hierarchy when multiple 
summarization paths are possible. The first hierarchy is defined as the hierarchy 
created first; that is, the one at the top of the list of hierarchies within a given 
dimension.

Multiple hierarchies with common levels
Suppose that we add a Demographic hierarchy with a Demographic level 
(containing the dimension values City and Suburb). Relational Access Manager will 
summarize Sales and Cost to Total Geography, based on the first hierarchy (the 
Geographic hierarchy).
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This is shown in the example in the following figure.

In this example, the value of Total Geography would be as expected, regardless of 
which hierarchy is used, because Total Geography is derived from the 
summarization of all Store level data. The Express application user could request 
data at the Total Geography level using either the Geographic or the Demographic 
hierarchy and receive the expected values for Total Geography. 

Multiple hierarchies with no common levels
Next, consider an example in which there are multiple hierarchies but there are no 
common levels between the hierarchies, as in the following figure.

In this example, summarization would occur independently along each hierarchy. 
The Express application user would receive the expected data, regardless of the 
hierarchy used. As long as there are no common levels, multiple hierarchies can 
exist without having any unexpected effects on runtime data summarization.
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Unexpected results with multiple hierarchies
In some circumstances, unexpected summarization results can occur when using 
multiple hierarchies within a dimension. In particular, you must consider the 
following two cases:

■ If there are partitioned dimension values in the same level across different 
hierarchies.

■ If data in different hierarchies is stored in different base-level fact tables, but the 
hierarchies share common levels of summarization.

Case 1: Partitioned dimension values
Data is said to be partitioned across hierarchies when the same levels exist in more 
than one hierarchy, but some of the dimension values differ from one hierarchy to 
the next. 

The following figure shows an example in which there are two hierarchies: Eastern 
and Western. 

In this example, both hierarchies contain the same levels and share a common 
top-level dimension value (Total Geography) at the All Stores level. Stores 100, 101, 
102, 200, 201, and 202 are summarized at the North and South regions, and the 
North and South regions are summarized at the Total Geography level. Stores 300, 
301, 302, 400, 401, and 402 are summarized at the Central and West regions, but 
these regions are not summarized at the Total Geography level. 

Because only stores 101 through 202 are in the first (Eastern) hierarchy, only those 
values are included in Total Geography. Thus, the data for Total Geography might not 
be what the Express application user expects, because this data does not include 
values from stores 301 through 402.
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Case 2: Using different base-level data sources
An Express data model can include hierarchies that share common summary levels 
even when they do not share common base levels. In this case, summarization may 
or may not produce expected results, depending on the data.

Consider the example in the following figure.

In this example, both the Shipments and the Market Segment hierarchies share a 
common top level (All Geographies). Because the Shipments hierarchy is the first 
hierarchy, data will be summarized along that hierarchy: Ship To data is 
summarized at the Warehouse level, and Warehouse data is summarized at the All 
Geographies level. Data at the Account level is summarized at the Market Segment 
level.

If the sum of Sales and Cost for the Ship To level is the same as the sum of Sales and 
Cost for the Account level, the Express application user will see the expected data at 
the All Geographies level when using either hierarchy. However, if the sums are 
different, the data at the All Geographies level will be as expected only when using 
the Shipments hierarchy.

Creating and Editing Attributes

Applying attributes to levels
Each attribute must be applied (or related) to one or more levels in the dimension in 
which you are creating the attribute. For example, suppose you are creating an 
attribute named PACKAGE. The values for the PACKAGE attribute are the types of 
packages (for example, “laptop” and “desktop”) in which various computer models 
are sold. Since the dimension values that represent these computer models are at the 
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Item level, Item would be the level at which the PACKAGE attribute would be 
applied.

Enabling time series analysis
If you want to enable time-series analysis, you must include the following two 
attributes in your Express data model for the dimension that represents time 
periods:

■ DATE — Indicates the last day of the time period

■ TIMESPAN — Indicates the number of days in the time period

Note: You must apply both the DATE and TIMESPAN attributes to all levels in the 
dimension for which you want to enable time-series analysis.

Installing attributes as variables
When you create an attribute, you have the option to install it as a variable in the 
Express database that you build from this project. If you select this option, the 
attribute will appear as a dimension value in the Measure dimension in the Express 
database. (The Measure dimension contains the names of all the variables in the 
database.) Selecting this option does not cause the attribute to appear as a variable 
in Relational Access Administrator.

Example: Installing attributes as variables
Suppose that the attribute PACKAGE applies to a set of products (for example, 
computers at Global Computing). If you select the Install Attribute as a Variable 
check box for the PACKAGE attribute, PACKAGE will be available as a dimension 
value in the Measure dimension. A user could create a report, such as the following, 
that includes PACKAGE along with other measures (such as UNIT PRICE and 
UNIT COST).

Product               Unit Price       Unit Cost       Package
Sentinel Financial    1774.15          1726.36
Sentinel Multimedia   1891.69          1851.17         Multimedia
Sentinel Standard     1751.06          1682.72
Envoy Ambassador      2734.77          2600.48
Envoy Executive       3080.50          2888.73         Executive
Envoy Standard        2313.76          2255.42         Laptop Value Pack
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Deciding whether to install an attribute as a variable
If you are not sure about whether to install an attribute as a variable, you should 
install it. Installing attributes as variables offers Express application users additional 
reporting capabilities. Installing attributes as variables does not require any 
modifications to the data warehouse and will not enlarge the Express database.

Procedure: Creating attributes
To create attributes using the Data Model tab of Relational Access Administrator, 
follow these steps.

Step Action

1 In the Data Model box, under the desired dimension, select Attributes. Then, 
choose Create. 

Result: The Create Attribute dialog box is displayed.

2 In the Name box, enter the name that you want to use for the attribute.

3 In the Available Levels and Selected Levels boxes, specify the level or levels at 
which the attribute is applied.

Note: Each attribute must be applied (or related) to one or more levels in the 
dimension in which you are creating the attribute.

4 If you wish to install the attribute as a variable in the Express database that you 
build from this project, select the Install Attribute as a Variable check box.

5 To create the attribute, choose Create. 
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Example: Create Attribute dialog box
The following is an example of the Create Attribute dialog box for a PACKAGE 
attribute in a Product dimension.

Editing attributes
You use the Edit Attribute dialog box to edit an attribute that you have created 
previously. To edit an attribute, select the attribute that you want to edit in the Data 
Model box on the Data Model tab. Then, choose Edit on the Data Model tab to open 
the Edit Attribute dialog box. 

Using the Edit Attribute dialog box is similar to using the Create Attribute dialog 
box. The contents of the Edit Attribute dialog box are the same as those of the 
Create Attribute dialog box, except that the Edit Attribute dialog box does not have 
a Create button. Make any changes that are necessary, and then choose Close to 
save the changes for that attribute.

Managing Attributes

Introduction
In managing the attributes in your data model, it is important to understand which 
actions are allowable and which are not between database updates. It is also 
important to be aware of any related considerations.
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What you can do between updates
The following table lists various actions that pertain to attributes, indicates whether 
you can perform those actions between updates, and notes any related 
considerations.

Creating and Editing Variables

Handling null data values in custom aggregates
To specify how Express is to handle null data (NA) values in an Oracle Sales 
Analyzer custom aggregate for a particular variable, you use the Handle Null Data 
As box. Select NA to treat null values as NA in calculations for the variable. Select 
Zero to treat null values as zero (0) for the variable. 

This option allows you distinguish between data that is not present and data whose 
actual value is zero in custom aggregates. For example, consider the average for a 
set of three data values: 5, 7, and NA. When you select the NA option, Express 
calculates the average of these values as 6 (the average of 5 and 7, because the NA is 
not included). When you select Zero, Express calculates the average of these values 
as 4 (the average of 5, 7, and 0). 

Note: This option applies to null values in custom aggregates only. Null values that 
are retrieved directly from the data warehouse are treated as NA.

Action OK Between Updates? Considerations

Add attributes Yes None

Rename attributes Yes, except for DATE and 
TIMESPAN

None

Delete attributes Yes Might invalidate user-defined objects

Change level or 
levels applied at

Yes Adding levels applied at requires 
additional mapping; removing levels 
applied at might invalidate user-defined 
objects

Change whether 
attribute is 
installed as a 
variable

Yes Deselecting this option for an attribute 
that was installed previously as a 
variable might invalidate user-defined 
objects
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Procedure: Creating a variable
To create a variable using the Data Model tab in Relational Access Administrator, 
follow these steps.

Step Action

1 In the Data Model box, select Variables, and then choose Create.

Result: The Create Variable dialog box is displayed.

2 In the Name box, enter the name that you want to use for the variable. This is 
the “short name” that is displayed to Express application users.

3 In the Long Name box, enter a long name for the variable. This is the “long 
name” that is displayed to Express application users.

4 In the Datatype box, select the data type for the variable. You can select a data 
type of Numeric or Text.

Note: If the data type in the RDBMS (for example, Oracle7) is Date, choose Text.

5 In the Handle Null Data As box, specify how Express is to handle null data 
(NA) values in custom aggregates as follows. 

 (This step applies to null values in custom aggregates only. Null values that are 
retrieved directly from the data warehouse are treated as NA.)

IF you want to treat null 
values as . . . THEN . . .

NA in calculations for the 
variable,

select NA.

Tip: If you are unsure about which 
option to select, select this option.

zero (0) for the variable, select zero.

6 In the Available Dimensions and Selected Dimensions boxes, specify the 
dimensions by which the variable is to be dimensioned as follows.

IF you want to . . . THEN . . .

add one or more 
dimensions to the 
Selected Dimensions box,

select the dimension or dimensions in 
the Available Dimensions box, and then 
choose >>.

remove one or more 
dimensions that you have 
already added to the 
Selected Dimensions box, 

select the dimension or dimensions in 
the Selected Dimensions box, and then 
choose <<..
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Example: Create Variable dialog box
The following is an example of the Create Variable dialog box for a “Sales” variable.

7 Through the Aggregation Method column in the Selected Dimensions box, you 
can specify the aggregation method that will be used for custom aggregates for 
each dimension that you have selected. The default aggregation method for each 
dimension is TOTAL. 

To use an aggregation method other than TOTAL for a dimension, click on the 
value in the Aggregation Method column for that dimension, and then choose a 
different value from the list that is displayed.

Note: Settings in the Aggregation Method column apply to custom aggregates 
only, and do not apply to runtime aggregation of summary-level data. (The 
method used for all runtime aggregation of summary-level data in the RDBMS 
is SUM.)

8 You can determine the default display format characteristics for the variable by 
choosing the Format button to open the Format dialog box.

9 To create the variable, choose Create. 

Step Action
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Setting the default display format for all variables 
Through the Format dialog box, you can specify whether to display leading zeros, 
set the number of decimal digits to be displayed, and define the separator 
characters to be used. You can also specify how positive and negative numbers are 
displayed, and set various parameters relating to currency and percentages in the 
display.

The Set Default button in the Format dialog box establishes the current settings in 
the box as the default for all variables in the project. These settings then appear as 
the default settings for any variables that you create or edit, and are applied when 
you choose the Use Default button for the current variable in the Create Variable or 
Edit Variable dialog box. (Changing the default settings does not affect variables 
that you have already created unless you choose Use Default for a specific 
variable.) For example, suppose you choose Set Default and then modify some of 
the settings in the Format dialog box. You can return to the default settings simply 
by choosing Use Default. 

Overriding the default display format
You can override these default settings for a particular variable at any time by 
specifying new display format settings for that variable.

Note: In Express applications, users typically have the option to change the number 
format. If this capability is available in an Express application, then the setting in 
the application overrides the default setting.
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Example: Format dialog box
The following is an example of the Format dialog box.

Understanding Oracle Sales Analyzer custom aggregates
Oracle Sales Analyzer allows users to create objects called custom aggregates. A 
custom aggregate is a user-defined dimension value that represents a set of other 
dimension values as a custom grouping. For example, a user might create a custom 
aggregate of “Last Four Months,” where the members are the last four months 
before the current date.

When you create a variable, you can specify how Express will aggregate data, as 
well as handle null data for custom aggregates.

Editing variables
You use the Edit Variable dialog box to edit a variable that you have created 
previously. To edit a variable, select the variable that you want to edit in the Data 
Model box on the Data Model tab. Then, choose Edit on the Data Model tab to open 
the Edit Variable dialog box. 

Using the Edit Variable dialog box is similar to using the Create Variable dialog box. 
The contents of the Edit Variable dialog box are the same as those of the Create 
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Variable dialog box, except that the Edit Variable dialog box does not have a Create 
button. Make any changes that are necessary, and then choose Close to save the 
changes for that variable.

Related information
For more information about aggregation methods for custom aggregates, see the 
Oracle Sales Analyzer Administrator’s Guide.

Managing Variables

Introduction
In managing the variables in your data model, it is important to understand which 
actions are allowable and which are not between database updates (running a 
maintenance procedure for an existing Express database). It is also important to be 
aware of any related considerations.

What you can do between updates
The following table lists various actions that pertain to variables, indicates whether 
you can perform those actions between updates, and notes any related 
considerations.

Action OK Between Updates? Considerations

Add variables Yes None

Rename variables Yes None

Delete variables Yes Might invalidate user-defined 
objects that reference deleted 
variables

Change dimensionality No None

Change how null values are 
handled

Yes Might cause Oracle Sales 
Analyzer to return a different 
value for a custom aggregate

Change display format 
values

Yes None
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Deleting Objects from a Data Model

How to delete an object
Through the Data Model tab, you can delete objects from a data model. To delete an 
object, select the dimension, level, attribute, hierarchy, or variable that you want to 
delete in the Data Model box, then choose Delete.

Important
You cannot delete dimensions between updates (running a maintenance procedure 
for an existing Express database). Furthermore, certain considerations apply to 
deleting other types of data model objects. For more information, see the topics in 
this chapter that discuss managing the various types of data model objects.
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12
Selecting Data Warehouse Tables

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter explains how to use the Tables tab in Relational Access Administrator 
to select the data warehouse tables to include in a Relational Access Manager 
project. The chapter also describes how to remove outdated data warehouse tables 
from any projects that use the tables.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Using the Tables Tab

■ Selecting Tables

■ Specifying Table Types

■ Removing Tables

Using the Tables Tab

Introduction
Relational Access Administrator allows you to select the data warehouse tables that 
you want to include in the current Relational Access Manager project.
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The Tables tab
You use the Tables tab to select the appropriate tables and views.

The Tables tab includes the following components:

■ Data Warehouse Table Filter box — Supplies a default SELECT statement whose 
purpose is to make tables and views available for inclusion in a project. You can 
edit this statement as necessary.

■ Available Tables box — Shows which tables have been provided by the SELECT 
statement.

■ Selected Tables box — Shows which tables you have selected for your project. 
For each table that you select, you will specify whether the table is a lookup 
table or a fact table. The default table type is lookup.

Example: Tables tab
The following is an example of the Tables tab.

Related information
The Global Computing case study illustrates concepts that are related to selecting 
tables. To learn about the Global Computing project, see Chapter 15.
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Selecting Tables

When to select tables
You can select data warehouse tables either before or after you create the Express 
data model. However, you must select tables (as well as create the data model) 
before you can map the Express objects to the tables in the RDBMS.

Procedure: Editing the SELECT statement
To change the SELECT statement (for example, to select tables that are owned by a 
different user), edit the SELECT statement and choose Requery. When you save the 
project, Relational Access Administrator saves the last SELECT statement that you 
entered.

Note: All lookup and fact tables must be owned by the same RDBMS user.

Procedure: Selecting tables
From the Available Tables box, select the tables that you want to use in your project, 
and then choose >>.

Specifying Table Types

Introduction
The Selected Tables box lists the tables that have been selected for use in the project. 
The default table type for each table in the Selected Tables box is Lookup. 

Procedure: Specifying table types
You must change the table type for any tables that serve as fact tables. To change the 
table type for a given table, click in the Type column for that table and select Fact 
from the list that appears. You must do this for all tables that are fact tables. 
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Tips for specifying table types
Use the following tips to simplify the process of specifying table types:

■ It is a good idea to choose all lookup tables first, and then choose all fact tables. 
Grouping the tables will make them easier to select when you are defining them 
as either lookup tables or fact tables.

■ To simplify changing the table type for multiple tables, you can select the tables 
and change the type in a single operation by selecting the tables and clicking 
the right mouse button. A popup menu allows you to specify the table type 
(lookup or fact) for multiple tables in one step. (See the Relational Access 
Administrator Help system for details.)

Removing Tables

Table definitions are stored in projects
When a Relational Access Manager project is saved, the definition of each table that 
was selected for use with the project is saved in the Relational Access Manager 
repository. From that point forward, Relational Access Manager will read the table 
definition from the Relational Access Manager repository instead of from the 
RDBMS system catalogs.

Updating table definitions in the RDBMS
If the definition of a data warehouse table changes (for example, a column is added 
or a data type is changed), you must update the definition of the table in the 
Relational Access Manager repository. If you do not, the table definition in the 
repository will not match the current definition of the table. If this occurs, errors can 
result when you edit the Relational Access Manager project or maintain the Express 
database.

Updating affected projects
You use the Remove Table Wizard in Relational Access Administrator to remove 
outdated table definitions from the Relational Access Manager repository and, thus, 
from all affected projects. After removing table definitions, you use the Tables tab to 
select updated tables for the current project. You then use the Dimension Map and 
Variable Map tabs to re-map Express data model objects to the updated tables. 
(Chapter 13 describes how to map the Express data model to the tables in the 
RDBMS.)
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Note: If a table is used in more than one Relational Access Manager project, you 
must re-map the table in each project.

Using the Remove Table Wizard
To use the Remove Table Wizard, choose Remove Tables on the Tables tab.

The Remove Table Wizard consists of two steps that guide you through the process 
of removing tables from the Relational Access Manager repository. When you have 
completed the tasks in Step 1, choose Next to proceed to Step 2. Note that you can 
also choose Back in Step 2 to go back to the previous step. When you have 
completed Step 2, choose Finish to exit from the wizard.

Step 1: Selecting tables for removal
The first step in the Remove Table Wizard displays a list of warehouse tables that 
are referenced in the current project. Through this step, you select any tables that 
you want to remove from Relational Access Manager repository. To select any table 
for removal, click on the check box next to the table name.

You can also use this step as a query tool. Click on a given table name to highlight it, 
and then choose Columns to display the Columns dialog box. This dialog box 
displays the highlighted table’s definition, both as it is stored in the RDBMS and as 
it is stored in the Relational Access Manager repository. You can view table 
definitions to compare them for discrepancies. When you have finished viewing the 
two definitions, choose OK to return to the wizard.
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The following figure shows an example of the first step in the Remove Table 
Wizard.

The following figure shows an example of the Columns dialog box.

Step 2: Confirming the removal of tables
The second step in the Remove Table Wizard lists the tables that you selected for 
removal in the first step. Below each table is a list of projects that will be affected by 
the removed table. By choosing Finish, you confirm that you want to remove the 
outdated table definitions from project metadata.
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You may want to make a note of the projects that are affected by the removed tables. 
You can then refer to your notes to determine which projects require re-mapping.

The following figure shows an example of the second step in the Remove Table 
Wizard.
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13
Mapping an Express Data Model

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter explains how to use Relational Access Administrator to map the 
objects in the Express data model to the appropriate columns in the data warehouse 
tables.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Using the Dimension Map Tab

■ Mapping Dimensions

■ Mapping Levels

■ Mapping Attributes

■ Using the Variable Map Tab

■ Mapping Variables

Using the Dimension Map Tab

Introduction
Relational Access Manager requires a set of relationships (maps) for the dimensions 
in your Express data model. These maps associate the database objects in each 
dimension in the Express data model with the corresponding lookup tables in the 
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RDBMS. Relational Access Administrator allows you to map the dimensions in the 
data model for the current project to the lookup tables in the RDBMS.

The Dimension Map tab
The Dimension Map tab allows you to map columns in the lookup tables to 
database objects in the data model that you have created. In a star or snowflake 
schema, each column in a lookup table represents keys, descriptions, or attribute 
values. On the Dimension Map tab, you will match columns in the lookup tables to 
keys, descriptions, and attribute values for each dimension at each level.

Example: Dimension Map tab
The following is an example of the Dimension Map tab.

Related information
The Global Computing case study demonstrates concepts and procedures that are 
related to mapping dimensions. To learn how dimensions, levels, and attributes are 
mapped to tables for Global Computing, see Chapter 15.
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Mapping Dimensions

Procedure: Mapping dimensions
To map dimensions, levels, and attributes, use the Dimension Map tab in Relational 
Access Administrator. Match columns in the lookup tables to keys, descriptions, 
and attribute values for each dimension at each level.

Tips: Using the Dimension Map tab
When you first select the Dimension Map tab, note the following: 

■ Tables that were identified as Lookup tables are listed in the Lookup Tables list 
box.

■ A subset of the Express data model is contained in the Data Model list box.

This is shown in the following example.

The following tips are helpful to remember when you are mapping dimensions:

■ You can fully expand tree controls on the tab by pressing Ctrl, while clicking on 
the + icon.
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■ You might find it easier to work with the list boxes if you limit the objects in the 
tree controls to subsets only. Use the + and - icons to expand and collapse the 
tree control.

■ You can re-size the Table/Columns column in the Data Model list box by 
clicking on the bar between the Objects and the Tables/Columns headings and 
dragging left or right.

■ If you incorrectly map a table column to an Express database object, you can 
select the column name in the Data Model list box and press Delete to remove 
the mapping.

■ Unless you have separate columns in the lookup table for long, medium, and 
short dimension value names, use the same description column for all three 
names in the Express data model. If you map the long name first, the medium 
and short names will default to the long name.

Mapping levels and attributes
Procedures for mapping levels and attributes are described in separately in this 
chapter.

Mapping Levels

Procedure: Mapping levels
To map levels, use the Dimension Map tab in Relational Access Administrator. Map 
columns that represent levels in lookup tables to the appropriate fields in the 
Table/Columns column in the Data Model box.
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Rules for mapping levels
The following table lists each field that appears for a level in the Data Model box, 
shows which RDBMS object must be mapped to each field, and notes any related 
requirements.

Tip: Mapping levels
Viewing RDBMS keys as labels in an Express application can often help you 
validate data or diagnose problems in your data warehouse. For example, you can 
view an RDBMS key in Oracle Sales Analyzer by mapping the key to the medium 
label object using the Dimension Map tab in Relational Access Administrator.

When you want to view the RDBMS key in Express Objects, map the key to the 
short label. When you want to view the RDBMS key in Oracle Sales Analyzer, 
display the medium label instead of the long label. The medium label is 
recommended because it is rarely used by Oracle Sales Analyzer.

Note: If you need to use short or medium labels in your Express application to 
display text labels instead of RDBMS keys, you might consider using this technique 
only for test versions of your database.

Level Field in Data 
Model Box

RDBMS Object to Map from 
Lookup Tables Box Required?

Key Column that represents the 
key of the level

Yes.

Parent Key Column that represents the 
key of the level’s parent level

Yes, except when the level is the 
highest level in a hierarchy (i.e., 
when no parent exists).

Long Name Column that contains a long 
text description for dimension 
values at the level

No. If not provided, defaults to the 
column mapped to the Key field. If 
keys contain data that will not be 
descriptive to Express application 
users, the use of a label is highly 
recommended.

Medium Name Column that contains a 
medium-length text 
description for dimension 
values at the level

No. If not provided, defaults to the 
column mapped to (or used by 
default for) the Long Name field.

Short Name Column that contains a short 
text description for dimension 
values at the level

No. If not provided, defaults to the 
column mapped to (or used by 
default for) the Medium Name 
field.
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Mapping levels represented by multicolumn keys
If a level is represented by a multicolumn (compound) key, drag all of the necessary 
key columns, one after the other, to the Key field for that level in the Table Columns 
column. When you drag a column to a Key field for which there is already a column 
listed, Relational Access Administrator prompts you to make sure you want to 
define a multicolumn key. Choose Yes in response to the prompt to add the column 
as part of a multicolumn key.

When you map the second column for a multicolumn key, Relational Access 
Administrator changes the field label Key to Key1 and adds a new field label, Key2. 
If you map n columns for a multicolumn key, the fields Key1 through Keyn will be 
displayed. The same procedures apply for multicolumn parent keys.

Note: Multicolumn key usage
If you use multicolumn keys in lookup tables, you must also use multicolumn keys 
as primary keys in any fact tables that contain the keys. In addition, the key 
columns must be mapped in the same order in the lookup table and any fact tables. 
For example, if the primary key for the MONTH level in a Time dimension lookup 
table consists of the columns MONTH and YEAR, any fact tables that refer to the 
MONTH level must also use columns that represent MONTH and YEAR.

Mapping Attributes

Procedure: Mapping attributes
To map attributes, use the Dimension Map tab in Relational Access Administrator. 
Map columns that represent attributes in the lookup tables to the appropriate fields 
in the Table/Columns column in the Data Model box.
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Rules for mapping attributes
The following table lists each field that appears for an attribute in the Data Model 
box, shows which RDBMS object must be mapped to each field, and notes any 
related requirements.

Mapping Date and Timespan attributes
When mapping Date and Timespan attributes to the tables in your data warehouse 
schema, you cannot use attribute lookup tables. You must include the actual values 
of the Date and Timespan attributes in the dimension lookup tables, as shown in the 
examples in Chapter 5.

Using the Variable Map Tab

Introduction
Relational Access Manager requires a set of relationships (maps) that associate the 
fact tables in the RDBMS with the variables and levels in your data model. 

Level Field in Data 
Model Box

RDBMS Object to Map from 
Lookup Tables Box Required?

Foreign Key Column that represents the 
foreign key value of the 
attribute

Yes. 

Lookup Key Column that represents the 
primary key value of the 
attribute 

Yes, if there is an attribute lookup 
table in which the attribute is the 
primary key; otherwise, not used. 

Long Name Column that contains long text 
descriptions of the attribute’s 
values 

No. Used only if there is an 
attribute lookup table in which the 
attribute is the primary key.

If no long name is provided, 
defaults to the short name if one is 
provided, otherwise defaults to the 
lookup key value. 

Short Name Column that contains short 
text descriptions of the 
attribute’s values

No. Used only If there is an 
attribute lookup table in which the 
attribute is the primary key. If no 
short name is provided, defaults to 
the lookup key value.
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Relational Access Administrator allows you to map the variables and levels for the 
current project to corresponding fact tables in the RDBMS.

The Variable Map tab
You use the Variable Map tab to map the variables and levels in the Express data 
model to the appropriate columns in the fact tables. The Data Model box lists the 
variables and the levels in each dimension in your data model. The Fact Tables box 
includes two columns:

■ Table/Column column — Lists the columns in each fact table

■ Objects column — Displays the objects that you map to the fact table columns

Example: Variable Map tab
The following is an example of the Variable Map tab.

Related information
The Global Computing case study demonstrates concepts and procedures that are 
related to mapping variables. To learn how variables are mapped to tables for 
Global Computing, see Chapter 15.
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Mapping Variables

Procedure: Mapping variables
To map variables using the Variable Map tab in Relational Access Administrator, 
follow these steps.

Step Action

1 To map levels to the fact tables, select levels from the Data Model box and drag 
them to the appropriate fact table columns in the Table/Column column in the 
Fact Tables box. In doing so, you indicate the levels of summarization that exist 
in the fact tables.

2 Select variables from the Data Model box and drag them to the Fact Tables box. 
In doing so, you indicate the facts that exist in that table and column.

3 For any column in the Table/Column column that is a key column, drag the 
corresponding level or levels from the Data Model box to that key column as 
follows.

Note: When you map a level from the data model to a key column, the name of 
the dimension for that level, followed by the word “Key” (dimension name 
Key), is displayed in the Objects column. The level is displayed in the following 
row.

IF a fact table contains . . . THEN map . . .

contains only a single level of 
summarization,

the appropriate level from the 
data model to the key column.

a fact table contains multiple 
levels of summarization,

multiple levels in the Express data 
model to the fact table.

4 For any column in the Table/Column column that is a fact column, drag the 
corresponding variable from the Data Model box to that fact column.
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Example: Mapping variables
The following example shows how you would map levels, such as Month and 
Class, to corresponding key columns in the fact tables.

Tips: Mapping variables
The following tips are helpful to remember when you are mapping variables:

■ To view all of the fact tables and columns in the project, expand the tree in the 
fact tables list box by pressing Ctrl, while clicking on the + icon.

■ When key columns are named after level names in all of the fact tables, you can 
use Relational Access Administrator’s automatic mapping feature to complete 
mapping tasks very quickly. With automatic mapping, Relational Access 
Administrator will map the level in the Express data model to every table that 
contains the same column name. For example, if Month is mapped to the 
MONTH_ID column as shown in the Global Computing case study, the 
MONTH_ID column is automatically mapped in every fact table.
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How level mapping affects runtime summarization
When you map a level to a column in a fact table, you are providing two important 
pieces of information to Express:

■ What dimension in the Express data model is represented by the key column in 
the fact table.

■ What levels of summarization are stored in the fact table.

For example, if you map the levels Quarter (Time dimension), Account (Customer 
dimension), Class (Product dimension), and Channel (Channel dimension) to 
columns QUARTER_ID, ACCOUNT_ID, CLASS_ID, and CHANNEL_ID in the fact 
table GLB_SALES_QUA_ACC_CLA_CHA, you are indicating that summary data at 
the Quarter, Account, Class, and Channel levels is stored in that table. When an 
Express application requires data at that level of summarization, Express will fetch 
it from that table.

How Express summarizes data at runtime
In the RDBMS, data might not be available at all levels of summarization. In that 
case, Express will summarize the data at runtime from a lower level table. Express 
will “know” that summary level data is not available in a fact table, because the 
required combinations of levels in the Express model will not have been mapped to 
any table.

Preventing summarization at runtime
You may want to prevent runtime summarization of data. For example, in the 
Global Computing data model, it is not appropriate to summarize Unit Price and 
Unit Cost data to levels beyond Month and Item. If the data were to be 
summarized, it would be meaningless. The Global Computing case study contains 
an example of preventing runtime summarization.

You can prevent runtime summarization by mapping the levels in the Express data 
model to a fact table that does not contain any data at that level. In this case, 
Relational Access Manager will “think” that data is stored at a particular level in the 
fact table. But, when data cannot be found in the fact table at that level at runtime, 
Relational Access Manager will return a null value. As a result, summarization will 
be prevented.
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Fact tables with multiple summarization levels 
If a fact table contains multiple levels of summarization, you need to map multiple 
levels to the same fact table column. Drag any additional levels to the dimension 
name Key field for that fact table column. 

Example: Fact table with multiple summarization levels
The following figure shows an example of the Variable Map tab for a fact table that 
contains multiple levels of summarization.

The DATA_TABLE1 fact table contains data at the base level and all summary levels 
for each dimension in the data model. To map the data model to the DATA_TABLE1 
fact table, you might first select the TOTGEOG level and drag it to the 
GEOGRAPHY column in the Table/Column column. The GEOGRAPHY Key field 
would then appear in the Objects column. At that point, you would select the 
REGION level and drag it to the GEOGRAPHY Key field; REGION would then be 
listed under TOTGEOG in the Objects column. Following the same procedure, you 
would map the TERRITORY and CUSTOMER levels to the GEOGRAPHY column 
as well.

The process for mapping the levels in the PRODUCT and TIME dimensions would 
be the same as for the levels in the GEOGRAPHY dimension. All of the PRODUCT 
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dimension levels would map to the PRODUCT column, and all of the TIME 
dimension levels would map to the TIME column.

Fact tables with multicolumn keys
If a fact table uses multicolumn keys, map individual data model objects to each 
column that is part of a multicolumn key. You start by mapping a given level to one 
of the columns in the multicolumn key. When you map that same level to an 
additional column, Relational Access Administrator issues a prompt to make sure 
that you want to add the new column as a member of a composite (multicolumn) 
key. Choose Yes to map the level to the new column.

Example: Fact table with multicolumn keys
The following figure shows an example of the Variable Map tab for a fact table that 
uses multicolumn keys. 

The DATA_TABLE2 fact table uses a multicolumn key, which consists of the 
CUSTOMER_KEY1 and CUSTOMER_KEY2 columns, to represent individual 
customers. Thus, you would need to map the CUSTOMER level in the data model 
to both the CUSTOMER_KEY1 column and the CUSTOMER_KEY2 column. Note 
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that the ITEM and MONTH columns in the fact table use single-column keys, and 
are mapped accordingly.
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14
Setting Express Database Options

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter explains how to use the Database tab in Relational Access 
Administrator to set options that are related to the Express database.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Using the Database Tab

■ Defining Data Sparsity

■ Setting Current Year Begin Dates

■ Setting Relational System Date Parameters

Using the Database Tab

Introduction
Relational Access Administrator allows you to set various options that are related to 
the Express database that corresponds to the current project.
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The Database tab
You use the Database tab to define the following options:

■ Sparsity — Affect how data is stored in Express, which affects database 
performance. A variable that is defined as sparse will require less disk space to 
store the data; however, the process of storing and retrieving the data will 
require more time.

■ Current year begin date — Specify beginning dates for fiscal and Julian years. 
Beginning dates are needed for application users to perform time-series 
analysis.

■ Relational system date parameters — Tell Express the format with which dates 
are stored in the relational data warehouse. This option is used when reading 
the DATE attribute, which is required to enable application users to perform 
time-series analysis.

These options are detailed separately in this chapter.

Example: Database tab
The following is an example of the Database tab. 
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Related information
The Global Computing case study demonstrates the concepts and procedures that 
are described in this chapter. To learn how options are set for the Global Computing 
Express database, see Chapter 15.

Defining Data Sparsity

Definition: Sparsity
As related to the data in your data warehouse, the term sparsity refers to the number 
of data values that are actually stored in comparison with the maximum number of 
data values that could possibly be stored. For example, suppose that a database 
contains the variable Units Sold, and that Units Sold is dimensioned by Product, 
Geography, and Time. It is quite possible that not all products have actually been 
sold, and that there have been no sales in certain geographic areas, for a given time 
period. In this case, Units Sold is considered to be sparse along the dimensions of 
Product and Geography.

Sparsity is a relative, rather than an absolute, concept. If, in the preceding example, 
a product has been sold in 80 percent of the possible geographic areas, Units Sold is 
relatively dense along the Geography dimension. If the product has been sold in 
only 2 percent of the possible geographic areas, Units Sold is relatively sparse along 
Geography. 

Evaluating the sparsity of your data
You can evaluate the sparsity of your data by comparing the potential number of 
cells in the Express database to the actual number of rows in your RDBMS. The 
potential number of cells in the Express database is equal to the product of the 
number of dimension values (at all levels) in each dimension. For example, if your 
database has 1,500 Geography dimension values, 130 Product dimension values, 
and 51 time periods, the potential number of cells is 9,945,000. If the fact tables have 
a total of 2,500,000 rows, the Express database is approximately 75 percent sparse.

How Express stores data
The concept of sparsity is important because the Express multidimensional 
database creates (by default) a cell for each unique combination of dimension 
values. When a particular cell does not store any data, Express stores a value of NA. 
Many types of data are naturally sparse; that is, a relatively large portion of the cells 
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contain NAs. In such cases, a great deal of disk storage space might be used 
unnecessarily to store NA values.

As a solution to the problem of storing NA values, Express can use conjoint 
dimensions to store data. A conjoint dimension stores combinations of the 
dimension values from two or more dimensions for only those cells that actually 
contain data; in this sense, a conjoint dimension appears more like a relational fact 
table than a multidimensional array. In effect, the conjoint collapses two or more 
dimensions into one to eliminate the storage of NA values (conjoint dimensions are 
transparent to users). 

Purpose of the Sparsity box
Through the Sparsity box on the Database tab, Relational Access Administrator 
allows you to specify which dimensions are considered as sparse and are therefore 
to be included in a conjoint dimension. The Sparsity box contains two components, 
the Data Cube box and the Dimensionality box. 

Definition: Data cube
Relational Access Administrator automatically defines objects known as data cubes. 
There is a separate data cube for each unique set of dimensions that is used in 
defining the variables in the Express data model. For example, suppose that you 
have defined two variables: Unit Sales and Population. Further, suppose that Unit 
Sales is dimensioned by Product, Geography, and Time, while Population is 
dimensioned by Geography and Time. Relational Access Administrator would 
define two data cubes, as shown in the following example. 

Cube1
---------
Product
Geography
Time
Cube2
---------
Geography
Time

Using the Sparsity box
Use the Data Cube box to select a particular data cube from the set of data cubes 
that Relational Access Administrator has defined for your project.
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You can then use the Sparse column in the Dimensionality box to specify which of 
the base dimensions in that data cube are to be included in a conjoint dimension. If 
the value in the Sparse column is Yes, Express includes that base dimension in the 
conjoint dimension. If the value in the Sparse column is No, Express does not 
include that base dimension in the conjoint dimension. If you want to change the 
value in the Sparse column, click on the value to toggle it.

Note: Relational Access Manager creates a conjoint dimension in Express only if 
you identify more than one dimension as sparse.

Additional considerations and recommendations
While conjoint dimensions make more efficient use of storage than the default 
multidimensional array in Express, conjoints are less efficient to process. Thus, there 
is a compromise between storage efficiency and system performance to consider 
when deciding whether to define dimensions as sparse. As a general rule, you need 
to be concerned about the sparsity characteristics of your database only if you plan 
to store data in a hybrid database or you plan to create PC stand-alone (or “slice”) 
databases. If you do not plan to store data in the Express database or create a PC 
stand-alone database, you can simply leave the sparsity settings at the default value 
of Yes.

You cannot change the sparsity characteristics of a data cube without clearing data 
in the Express database. Therefore, you may want to experiment with different 
sparsity settings before committing to a final selection.

Setting Current Year Begin Dates

Beginning date for fiscal year
Using the Project Current Year Begin Dates box, you can set the beginning date for 
the fiscal year. The beginning date for the fiscal year is used for time-series analysis 
with Fiscal Year to Date custom measures in Express applications such as Oracle 
Sales Analyzer.

Beginning date for Julian year
Using the Project Current Year Begin Dates box, you can set the beginning date for 
the Julian (calendar) year. The beginning date for the Julian year is used for 
time-series analysis with Year to Date custom measures in Express applications such 
as Oracle Sales Analyzer.
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Setting Relational System Date Parameters

Date order
Use the Date Order box to specify the order in which dates are stored in the 
relational database. For example, if the date February 13, 1998 is stored as 13FEB98, 
choose DMY (day-month-year) for the date order. 

Date format
Use the Month Format, Day Format, and Year Format boxes to specify the format in 
which months, days, and years are stored in the relational database. For example, if 
February 13, 1998 is stored as 13FEB98 (where days are always stored as two-digit 
values), choose MTXT for the month format, DD for the day format, and YY for the 
year format. See the Relational Access Administrator Help system for further 
information about date formats.
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15
Case Study: Creating a Relational Access

Manager Project

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter presents the Global Computing case study, which was last presented in 
Chapter 9. The case study illustrates how to use Relational Access Administrator to 
create an Express data model and map the data model to the tables in the RDBMS. 
For the purpose of the case study, you have assumed the role of data warehouse 
developer at Global Computing.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ General Procedure for Creating the Project

■ Step 1: Select Data Warehouse Tables

■ Step 2: Create the Express Data Model

■ Step 3: Map Dimensions to Lookup Tables

■ Step 4: Map Variables to Fact Tables

■ Step 5: Set Express Database Options
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General Procedure for Creating the Project

Introduction
In Chapter 4, you derived an Express data model for the Global Computing data 
warehouse. In Chapter 9, you designed a supporting schema. In this chapter, you 
will create a Relational Access Manager project that identifies your Express data 
model and maps it to the relational schema.

Procedure: Creating a Relational Access Manager project
The following table describes the sequence of steps that you will take to create the 
Relational Access Manager project for Global Computing. Each step is described 
separately in this chapter.

Note: If you had used Relational Access Administrator’s Schema Generation 
Wizard to build a prototype schema in Chapter 9, you would have already created 
the Express data model. (In other words, Steps 1 and 2 in the above procedure 
would be reversed.)

Step 1: Select Data Warehouse Tables

Using the Tables tab
Using the Tables tab in Relational Access Administrator, you select the data 
warehouse tables that will be used for the Global Computing project.

Step Action

1 Select data warehouse tables for the project.

2 Create the Express data model.

3 Map dimensions to lookup tables.

4 Map variables to fact tables.

5 Set Express database options.
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Selecting lookup tables
You select the following lookup tables for inclusion in the project:

GLB_TIME
GLB_CUSTOMER
GLB_PRODUCT
GLB_CHANNEL

Selecting fact tables
You select the following fact tables for inclusion in the project:

All tables beginning with GLB_SALES
The table GLB_UNIT_PRICE_ITE_MON

Example: Tables tab with selected tables
The following example shows the Tables tab as it might appear for the Global 
Computing project.
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Step 2: Create the Express Data Model

Using the Data Model tab
Using the Data Model tab in Relational Access Administrator, you create the 
Express data model for Global Computing.

Creating dimensions
You create the following dimensions:

Time
Customer
Product
Channel

Note: In order to enable time series analysis in Oracle Sales Analyzer, you select the 
Time Dimension check box when creating the Time dimension.

Example: Data Model tab with dimensions
The following example shows the Data Model tab as it might appear with 
dimensions for Global Computing.
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Creating levels
The following table shows the levels that you create within each dimension.

Using level prefixes
In the Global Computing data warehouse, dimension keys are unique across levels. 
This allows Global Computing to gain a slight performance advantage at runtime 
by using the same level prefix for all levels within a dimension.

Notice that the prefix “C” is used both in the Customer dimension and in the 
Channel dimension. It is allowable to use the same level prefix for different 
dimensions.

Dimension Levels

Time Year (Prefix T)
Quarter (Prefix T)
Month (Prefix T)

Customer All Customers (Prefix C) 
Region (Prefix C) 
Warehouse (Prefix C)
 Total Market (Prefix C) 
Market Segment (Prefix C)
 Account (Prefix C) 
Ship To (Prefix C)

Product Total Product (Prefix P) 
Class (Prefix P)
 Family (Prefix P)
 Item (Prefix P)

Channel All Channels (Prefix C)
 Channel (Prefix C)
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Example: Data Model tab with levels
The following example shows the Data Model tab as it might appear with levels for 
Global Computing.
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Creating hierarchies
In Chapter 4, you structured the hierarchies in the Global Computing data model as 
follows.

The following table shows the hierarchies that you create within each dimension.

Dimension Hierarchy Levels

Time Standard Year
Quarter
Month

Customer Shipments All Customers
Region
Warehouse
Ship To

Market Segment Total Market
Market Segment
Account
Ship To
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Example: Data Model tab with hierarchies
The following example shows the Data Model tab as it might appear with 
hierarchies for Global Computing.

Product Standard Total Product
Class
Family
Item

Channel Standard All Channels
Channel

Dimension Hierarchy Levels
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Creating attributes
The following table shows the dimension attributes that you create and the levels at 
which each attribute applies.

Example: Data Model tab with attributes
The following example shows the Data Model tab as it might appear with attributes 
for Global Computing.

Dimension Attribute Levels

Time DATE All levels

TIMESPAN All levels

Product PACKAGE Item level only
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Creating variables
The following table lists the variables that you create and describes the properties 
that you assign to each.

Variable
Dimensioned 

By
Aggregation 

Method
Handle Null 
Values As Format

Unit Price Time
Product

Non-Additive NA 2 decimal places

Unit Cost Time
Product

Non-Additive NA 2 decimal places

Sales Time
Customer
Product
Channel

Total NA 0 decimal places

Units Time
Customer
Product
Channel

Total NA 0 decimal places

Currency/Percent is 
not applied.

Extended 
Cost

Time
Customer
Product
Channel

Total NA 0 decimal places
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Example: Data Model tab with variables
The following example shows the Data Model tab as it might appear with variables 
for Global Computing.

Step 3: Map Dimensions to Lookup Tables

Using the Dimension Map tab
Using the Dimension Map tab in Relational Access Administrator, you map 
dimensions to the lookup tables in the Global Computing data warehouse.
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Mapping the Time dimension
The following table shows how you map the Time dimension. The table lists each 
column in the GLB_TIME lookup table and identifies the corresponding object in 
the Time dimension.

Mapping the Customer dimension
The following table shows how you map the Customer dimension. The table lists 
each column in the GLB_CUSTOMER lookup table and identifies the corresponding 
object in the Customer dimension.

Column Hierarchy Level Data Model Object

MONTH_ID Standard Month Key

MONTH_DSC Standard Month Long, Medium, Short Name

QUARTER_ID Standard Month Parent Key

QUARTER_ID Standard Quarter Key

QUARTER_DSC Standard Quarter Long, Medium, Short Name

YEAR_ID Standard Quarter Parent Key

YEAR_ID Standard Year Key

YEAR_DSC Standard Quarter Long, Medium, Short Name

MON_DATE_ID Standard Month Date Attribute Foreign Key

QUA_DATE_ID Standard Quarter Date Attribute Foreign Key

YEA_DATE_ID Standard Year Date Attribute Foreign Key

MON_TIMESPAN_ID Standard Month Timespan Attribute Foreign Key

QUA_TIMESPAN_ID Standard Quarter Timespan Attribute Foreign Key

YEA_TIMESPAN_ID Standard Year Timespan Attribute Foreign Key

Table Column Hierarchy Level Data Model Object

SHIP_TO_ID             Shipments Ship To Key

SHIP_TO_DSC            Shipments Ship To Long, Medium, Short Name

WAREHOUSE_ID             Shipments Ship To Parent Key

WAREHOUSE_ID Shipments Warehouse Key
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WAREHOUSE_DSC Shipments Warehouse Long, Medium, Short Name

REGION_ID Shipments Warehouse Parent Key

REGION_ID Shipments Region Key

REGION_DSC Shipments Region Long, Medium, Short Name

TOTAL_CUSTOMER_ID Shipments Region Parent Key

TOTAL_CUSTOMER_ID Shipments Total 
Customer

Key

TOTAL_CUSTOMER_ID Shipments Total 
Customer

Long, Medium, Short Name

SHIP_TO_ID             Market 
Segment

Ship to Key

SHIP_TO_DSC            Market 
Segment

Ship to Long, Medium, Short Name

ACCOUNT_ID Market 
Segment

Ship to Parent Key

ACCOUNT_ID Market 
Segment

Account Key

ACCOUNT_DSC Market 
Segment

Account Long, Medium, Short Name

MARKET_SEGMENT_ID Market 
Segment

Account Parent Key

MARKET_SEGMENT_ID Market 
Segment

Market 
Segment

Key

MARKET_SEGMENT_DSC Market 
Segment

Market 
Segment

Long, Medium, Short Name

TOTAL_MARKET_ID Market 
Segment

Market 
Segment

Parent Key

TOTAL_MARKET_ID Market 
Segment

Total Market Key

TOTAL_MARKET_DSC Market 
Segment

Total Market Long, Medium, Short Name

Table Column Hierarchy Level Data Model Object
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Mapping the Product dimension
The following table shows how you map the Product dimension. The table lists 
each column in the GLB_PRODUCT lookup table and identifies the corresponding 
object in the Product dimension.

Mapping the Channel dimension
The following table shows how you map the Channel dimension. The table lists 
each column in the GLB_CHANNEL lookup table and identifies the corresponding 
object in the Channel dimension.

Table Column Hierarchy Level Data Model Object

ITEM_ID      Standard Item Key

ITEM_DSC Standard Item Long, Medium, Short Name

FAMILY_ID Standard Item Parent Key

FAMILY_ID Standard Family Key

FAMILY_DSC Standard Family Long, Medium, Short Name

CLASS_ID Standard Family Parent Key

CLASS_ID Standard Class Key

CLASS_DSC Standard Class Long, Medium, Short Name

TOTAL_PRODUCT_ID Standard Class Parent Key

TOTAL_PRODUCT_ID Standard Total Product Key

TOTAL_PRODUCT_DSC Standard Total Product Long, Medium, Short Name

ITE_PACKAGE_ID Standard Item Package Attribute Foreign 
Key

Table Column Hierarchy Level Data Model Object

CHANNEL_ID Standard Channel Key

CHANNEL_DSC Standard Channel Long, Medium, Short Name

ALL_CHANNELS_ID Standard Channel Parent Key

ALL_CHANNELS_ID Standard All Channels Key

ALL_CHANNELS_DSC Standard All Channels Long, Medium, Short Name

CLASS_ID Standard All Channels Parent Key
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Example: Completed Dimension Map tab
The following example shows the Dimension Map tab as it might appear with 
mapped dimensions for Global Computing.

Note: The Lookup Key, Long Name, and Short Name for attributes are not mapped 
in the Data Model. This is because the Global Computing data warehouse does not 
use stand-alone attribute lookup tables.

Step 4: Map Variables to Fact Tables

Using the Variable Map tab
Using the Variable Map tab, you map levels in the Global Computing Express data 
model to key columns in fact tables. You also map variables in the data model to 
fact columns in fact tables.

Using automatic mapping
In the Global Computing data warehouse, the names of key columns match level 
names in all of the fact tables. This naming convention allows you to simplify the 
mapping process by using Relational Access Administrator’s automatic mapping 
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feature. When you select the option Default Like Named Columns for Variable 
Mapping, Relational Access Administrator automatically maps the level in the 
Express data model to every table that contains the same column name. For 
example, when you map Month to the MONTH_ID column, the MONTH_ID 
column is automatically mapped in every fact table.

Mapping to prevent runtime summarization
The variables Unit Price and Unit Cost represent a special case: they are 
non-additive and, thus, should not be summarized to higher levels at runtime. To 
prevent runtime summarization, you map the summary levels in the Express data 
model to columns in the fact table GLB_UNIT_PRICE_ITE_MON, as shown in the 
following table.

Note: You would turn off the automatic mapping feature before mapping summary 
levels to the columns in GLB_UNIT_PRICE_ITE_MON. By doing so, you would 
prevent summary levels from being inadvertently mapped to the GLB_SALES fact 
tables.

Dimension Level Column

Time Quarter MONTH_ID

Year MONTH_ID

Product Family ITEM_ID

Class ITEM_ID

Total Product ITEM_ID
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Example: Mapping to prevent runtime summarization
The following example shows how the completed mapping to fact table GLB_
UNIT_PRICE_ITE_MON might appear on the Variable Map tab.

Step 5: Set Express Database Options

Using the Database tab
Using the Database tab in Relational Access Administrator, you set options for the 
Express database that will correspond to the Global Computing project.

Specifying date settings
For the current-year date settings and the relational-system date parameters, you 
accept the default values that are provided in the tab.
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Specifying sparsity settings
You specify sparsity for two data cubes as shown in the following table.

Example: Completed Database tab
The following example shows the Database tab as it might appear with Express 
database options for Global Computing.

Data Cube Sparsity

1 Time = No
Product = No

2 Time = No
Customer = Yes
Product = Yes
Channel = Yes



Part V
Maintaining an Express Database

Part V describes how to define the build and update of an Express database by 
defining maintenance procedures that are associated with a Relational Access 
Manager project. Part V also explains how to build and update an Express database 
by running maintenance procedures through Oracle Express Batch Manager or at 
the Express command line.

This part contains the following chapters:

■ Chapter 16, ”Understanding Database Maintenance”

■ Chapter 17, ”Defining Maintenance Procedures”

■ Chapter 18, ”Running Maintenance Procedures”
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16
Understanding Database Maintenance

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter provides an overview of the process for maintaining an Express 
database that corresponds to a Relational Access Manager project.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Basic Concepts

■ Overview of the Maintenance Process

■ When to Run a Maintenance Procedure

■ Dimension Processing

■ Hybrid Processing

■ Minimizing Processing Time

■ Using Synonyms

Basic Concepts

Defining maintenance procedures
To build or update an Express database that corresponds to a Relational Access 
Manager project, you use Relational Access Administrator to create a maintenance 
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procedure. A maintenance procedure contains settings that identify the location of a 
database and the type of processing that will be performed in a build or update. 
Chapter 17 describes how to define maintenance procedures.

Maintenance procedure activities
When you define a maintenance procedure, you designate that it will perform one 
or both of the following activities:

■ General maintenance — A general maintenance procedure builds a new 
database or updates an existing database to accommodate new data or changes 
in the data warehouse.

■ Hybrid maintenance — A hybrid maintenance procedure loads data into the 
hybrid Express database or clears data from the database. The maintenance 
procedure designates the selection of data that will be loaded or cleared. 
Chapter 7 discusses strategies for using a hybrid database to enhance data 
warehouse performance.

Using multiple maintenance procedures
You can associate multiple maintenance procedures with a single project in order to 
partition the process of database maintenance. For example, consider the following:

■ You might use one maintenance procedure to perform an abbreviated update of 
the database on a weekly basis, and a second maintenance procedure to 
perform more thorough maintenance on a monthly basis. Weekly maintenance 
might be limited to processing a subset of dimension values, while monthly 
maintenance might include full dimension and hybrid processing.

■ You might create one maintenance procedure for dimension processing, and 
another for hybrid processing, using each maintenance procedure on an 
alternate day. 

■ You might create several maintenance procedures in order to divide the process 
of building a hybrid database into distinct steps.

Running a maintenance procedure
To build or update an Express database, you run a maintenance procedure through 
Batch Manager or at the Express command line. When you run a maintenance 
procedure, Relational Access Manager Server reads the maintenance procedure, 
along with the associated project, from the RDBMS. The resulting Express database 
corresponds to the data model and mappings that are defined in the project, and to 
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the location and processing that are defined in the maintenance procedure. 
Chapter 18 describes how to run a maintenance procedure.

Data files created by Relational Access Manager Server
When you run a general maintenance procedure, Relational Access Manager Server 
maintains three separate Express data files: the catalog database, the server database, 
and the public database. These data files are referred to collectively as the “Express 
database.” When a user runs an Express application, these data files are attached 
automatically, presenting a unified view that appears as a single database to the 
user.

Server database
The server database contains Express data structures that represent the 
multidimensional Express data model. These structures include dimensions, levels, 
hierarchies, attributes, and variables. The server database also contains pointers to 
the RDBMS.

Relational Access Manager Server names the server database by appending the file 
extension .db to the name of the Express database. For example, if you used global 
as the Express database name in the maintenance procedure, the name of the server 
database would be global.db.

Catalog database
The catalog database contains DBA- and user-defined objects, such as user, group, 
and scope catalogs, as well as data cubes, public object libraries, and custom 
measures.

Relational Access Manager Server names the catalog database by appending the 
prefix d and the file extension .db to the name of the Express database. For example, 
if you used global as the Express database name in the maintenance procedure, the 
name of the catalog database would be dglobal.db.

Public database
The public database contains additional DBA- and user-defined objects, such as 
reports, graphs, custom measures, and custom aggregates.

Relational Access Manager Server names the public database by appending the 
prefix m and the file extension .db to the name of the Express database. For 
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example, if you used global as the Express database name in the maintenance 
procedure, the name of the public database would be mglobal.db.

Data files created by Express applications
In addition to the three data files that are created by Relational Access Manager 
Server, an Express application may create other Express data files during an 
application session. For example, Oracle Sales Analyzer creates a personal database 
for the storage of user-defined objects during a user session.

Overview of the Maintenance Process

Introduction
When you run a maintenance procedure, the process that Relational Access 
Manager Server uses for building a new Express database is slightly different than 
the process for updating an existing Express database. This is primarily due to the 
effect that the options for dimension processing and hybrid processing have on the 
update process.

Initial build process
The following table describes each of the tasks that Relational Access Manager 
Server performs when you run a general maintenance procedure to build a new 
Express database.

Stage Description

1 Reading maintenance procedure and project from RDBMS — Includes the 
following:

■ Reading the maintenance procedure and the associated project from the 
RDBMS.

■ Evaluating the Express data model, RDBMS mapping, and database options 
that are defined in the project.

■ Using the settings that are defined in the maintenance procedure to 
determine the location of the database and the processing that will be 
performed.

2 Creating server database in Express — Creating a new server database in 
Express.
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3 Defining Express dimensions and supporting database objects — Creating 
Express database objects in the server database that store the Express data 
model, dimension values, and attribute and parent relations.

4 Reading dimension values from RDBMS lookup tables — Includes the 
following:

■ Reading dimension values from the lookup tables in the RDBMS and 
adding the dimension values to Express dimension objects.

■ Populating Express relation objects with parentage and attribute data from 
the lookup tables.

■ Populating Express variables that store descriptive labels for dimension 
values (keys) from the lookup tables.

5 Defining variables in server database — Includes the following:

■ Installing variables (as defined in the project) in the server database and 
defining the Express formula objects that are required for the variables.

■ Defining the Express cache and the Express variable objects that are used to 
store cache data.

6 Building fact table properties — Includes the following:

Calculating what data is stored and what data needs to be summarized.

For data that needs to be summarized, determining what table joins are needed 
to produce the summarized data. 

Note: The time that is required for this stage is proportional to the number of 
fact tables in the project and the number of hierarchies in the Express data 
model.

7 Creating catalog and public databases in Express — Creating the catalog and 
public databases in Express. These databases store data for system-, DBA-, and 
user-defined objects.

8 Performing final initialization of Express databases — Performing some final 
tasks, such as validating custom aggregates and other user-defined objects.

9 If necessary, loading data in server database — If this maintenance procedure is 
also a hybrid maintenance procedure, selecting specified data from the RDBMS 
and storing it in the server database.

Stage Description
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Update process
The following table describes each of the tasks that Relational Access Manager 
Server performs when you run a maintenance procedure to update an existing 
Express database.

Stage Description

1 Reading maintenance procedure and project from RDBMS — Includes the 
following:

■ Reading the maintenance procedure and the associated project from the 
RDBMS.

■ Evaluating the Express data model, RDBMS mapping, and database options 
that are defined in the project.

■ Using the settings that are defined in the maintenance procedure to 
determine the location of the database and the processing that will be 
performed.

2 Attaching server database — Attaching the server database that is to be 
updated.

3 Processing dimensions — Processing each dimension according to the option 
that you selected for the dimension in the maintenance procedure.

IF you specified 
that . . .

THEN Relational Access Manager 
Server . . .

a dimension is not to 
be processed,

skips to the next dimension.

a dimension is to be 
processed,

proceeds to Stage 4 for that dimension.

4 If necessary, processing dimension values — Processing values for each 
dimension for which you selected either of the following options: 

Additions.

Additions and Deletions. If you selected this option, then Relational Access 
Manager Server clears from the database all dimension values and values in 
Express objects that are used to store parentage, attributes, and labels.

Important: If the database that is being maintained is a hybrid database, then 
any Express variables that are dimensioned by the dimension that is being 
processed with Additions and Deletions are cleared of data.

Note: For a detailed discussion of dimension processing options, see 
”Dimension Processing” on page 16-10.
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5 Updating Express dimensions and supporting database objects —Includes the 
following:

■ Creating or updating objects in the Express database that are needed to 
store the Express database model, dimension values, and attribute and 
parent relations.

■ Deleting Express database objects from the Express database that are no 
longer required.

6 Reading dimension values from RDBMS lookup tables — Includes the 
following:

■ Reading dimension values from the RDBMS lookup tables and adding the 
dimension values to Express dimension objects.

■ Populating Express relation objects with parentage and attribute data from 
the lookup tables.

■ Populating Express variables that store descriptive labels for dimension 
values (keys) from the lookup tables.

7 Updating variables in server database — Includes the following:

■ Installing new variables (as defined in the project) in the server database, 
updating existing variables as required, and defining or updating the 
Express formula objects that are required for these variables.

■ Updating the Express variable objects that are used to store data. If a 
variable is updated, it is possible that data will be cleared from the hybrid 
Express database.

8 Updating fact table properties — Includes the following:

■ Calculating what data is stored and what data needs to be summarized. 

■ For data that needs to be summarized, determining what table joins are 
needed to produce the summarized data.

9 Updating catalog and public databases in Express — Updating the catalog and 
public databases in Express, as required.

10 Performing final initialization of Express databases — Performing some final 
tasks, such as validating custom aggregates and other user-defined objects.

Stage Description
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Related information
For detailed information about setting options that affect the update of an existing 
Express database, see the following topics:

■ ”Dimension Processing” on page 16-10

■ ”Hybrid Processing” on page 16-13

■ ”Minimizing Processing Time” on page 16-16

When to Run a Maintenance Procedure

Building a new database
After creating a new project, you define the initial build of the corresponding 
Express database by creating a maintenance procedure, as described in Chapter 17. 
(You can define builds for multiple databases from a single project by creating a 
separate maintenance procedure for each database.) 

To build the Express database, you run the maintenance procedure through Batch 
Manager or at the Express command line, as described in Chapter 18. Once the 
Express database has been built, Express applications can access data.

11 If necessary, loading data into or clearing data from the server database — If this 
maintenance procedure is a hybrid maintenance procedure, this stage includes 
processing the Express hybrid database according to the hybrid processing 
option that you selected.

IF you selected the 
option . . .

THEN Relational Access Manager 
Server . . .

to load hybrid data, first clears specified data from the server 
database, and then selects data from the 
RDBMS and stores it in the server 
database.

to clear hybrid data, clears specified data from the server 
database.

Stage Description
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Updating an existing database
If all data is stored in the RDBMS (in other words, you are not using a hybrid 
Express database) and there have been no changes to the RDBMS except for the 
data values (facts) in fact tables, then you do not have to re-run the maintenance 
procedure. However, other categories of changes might require that you run a 
maintenance procedure to update the Express database.

Changes that require running a maintenance procedure
The following table describes categories of changes for which you must run a 
maintenance procedure in order to update an existing Express database.

Category Examples Note

Changes to 
the project

■ Altering the Express data model (adding 
or deleting dimensions, levels, 
hierarchies, attributes, or variables)

■ Changing the mapping of the Express 
data model to the RDBMS 

■ Using different database options (for 
example, changing the sparsity 
characteristics of the data)

You must run the 
maintenance procedure 
only if you want these 
changes in the project to 
be reflected in the Express 
database.

Changes to 
hybrid or 
dimension 
processing

■ Changing the levels at which data will 
be stored in a hybrid database

■ Changing how a particular dimension 
will be processed

You must run the 
maintenance procedure if 
you want these changes to 
be reflected in the Express 
database.

Changes to 
dimension or 
attribute 
lookup tables 
in the RDBMS

■ Adding or deleting dimension values 

■ Changing descriptions that are 
associated with dimension values

■ Changing parentage or attribute 
relations

You must run the 
maintenance procedure if 
any changes have been 
made to dimension or 
attribute lookup tables in 
the RDBMS.

Changes to 
data in fact 
tables in the 
RDBMS

■ Adding new data to a fact table

■ Updating existing rows in a fact table 
with revised values

If you are maintaining a 
hybrid database, then you 
must run the related 
hybrid maintenance 
procedure. Otherwise, the 
new data will not be 
displayed to users.
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Dimension Processing

Defining dimension processing
You define dimension processing by selecting a processing option for each 
dimension in a general maintenance procedure. Defining dimension processing is 
described in Chapter 17.
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Dimension processing options
The following table describes the dimension processing that will occur as a result of 
the option that you select.

IF you 
select . . .

THEN Relational Access 
Manager Server will . . . Note . . .

the Additions 
option,

add new dimension values in 
lookup tables to the Express 
database and update dimension 
value labels (long and short text 
descriptions), parentage, and 
attribute values. If any dimension 
values have been deleted from the 
dimension lookup tables, these 
dimension values will remain in the 
Express database.

This option is selected by default. 

You should select this option if you 
want to retain dimension values in 
the Express database that have been 
deleted from the dimension lookup 
tables. Retaining values in the 
Express database will prevent any 
saved objects (such as reports and 
graphs) that reference the deleted 
dimension values from being 
invalidated.

the Additions 
and 
Deletions 
option,

add new dimension values to the 
Express database, update 
dimension value labels, parentage, 
and attribute values, and delete 
dimension values that are no 
longer stored in the dimension 
lookup tables. 

User-defined objects (such as 
reports and graphs) that reference 
the deleted dimension values will 
be invalid. For example, if a report 
uses a data selection that references 
a particular dimension value, that 
data selection will be invalid.

The data in a hybrid Express 
database will be cleared for any 
variable that is dimensioned by the 
selected dimension.

You should select this option if you 
want to delete dimension values 
from the Express database that are 
no longer stored in the dimension 
lookup tables.

It is important to understand that 
data in a hybrid Express database 
will be cleared only for variables that 
are dimensioned by the selected 
dimension. For example, suppose 
the variable “Sales” is dimensioned 
by Product, Geography, and Time, 
while the variable “Price” is 
dimensioned only by Geography 
and Time. If you select the 
Additions and Deletions option for 
the Product dimension, only the 
data for the “Sales” variable will be 
cleared.

the No 
Processing 
option,

not process the selected dimension. 
Any changes in the dimension will 
be ignored.
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Processing: Additions option
In Express terms, choosing Additions does the following:

■ Reads dimension values from the RDBMS.

■ Merges new dimension values into the selected dimension.

■ Updates Express relation objects that are used for parent and attribute relations.

■ Updates variables, such as those used to store short, medium, and long names.

Processing: Additions and Deletions option
In Express terms, choosing Additions and Deletions does the following:

■ Deletes all dimension values from the Express database for the selected 
dimension (the MAINTAIN dimension DELETE ALL command in Express). As a 
result, the hybrid Express database is cleared for any variable that is 
dimensioned by the selected dimension.

■ Reads dimension values from the RDBMS.

■ Adds dimension values from the RDBMS to the selected dimension and 
populates associated database objects (such as NAME.x).

■ Populates Express relation objects that are used for parent and attribute 
relations.

■ Populates variables such as those used to store short, medium, and long names.
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When to perform dimension processing
The following table describes when you should run the general maintenance 
procedure to process a particular dimension.

Hybrid Processing

Defining hybrid processing
In a hybrid maintenance procedure, you designate how data in the hybrid Express 
database will be managed by selecting an option for hybrid processing. You then 
define the data that will be loaded into or cleared from the Express database by 
selecting variables and levels. Defining hybrid processing is described in 
Chapter 17.

IF . . .  THEN . . . Note . . .

changes have 
been made to the 
lookup tables for 
the specified 
dimension,

you must 
process the 
dimension.

Examples of changes to lookup tables in the RDBMS 
include the following: 

Adding new dimension values, for example, adding 
a new month in a Time dimension or a new 
salesperson in an Organization dimension

Changing parentage, for example, changing the 
reporting structure for a salesperson in an 
Organization dimension

Changing attribute relationships, for example, 
changing the office location for a salesperson in an 
Organization dimension

If such changes have been made in a dimension 
lookup table and you do not process that dimension, 
it is possible that an Express application will return 
incorrect data.

no changes have 
been made to the 
dimension 
lookup tables for 
the specified 
dimension,

you can choose 
not to process 
the dimension.

Choosing not to process a dimension can reduce the 
time that is required to update the Express database. 
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Hybrid processing options
The following table describes the processing that will be applied to your hybrid 
definition, as a result of the option that you select.

When to perform hybrid processing
If you maintain a hybrid database, you can run the hybrid maintenance procedure 
any time that you want to clear, add, or replace data in the Express database. 

It is important that you run the hybrid maintenance procedure whenever the 
Express data model or data in the RDBMS is updated. Failure to do so can cause 
discrepancies between data in the Express database and the RDBMS.

IF you 
select . . .

THEN Relational Access 
Manager Server will . . . Note . . .

the Load 
Hybrid 
option,

clear all data in the Express 
database for each variable that is 
specified in the hybrid definition, 
for the specified levels.

Relational Access Manager Server 
will then select data from the 
RDBMS and store it in the Express 
database. Data will be selected for 
each variable that is specified in 
the hybrid definition, for the 
specified levels.

Variables and levels that are not 
included in the hybrid definition 
will not be affected. 

Select this option to add or replace data 
in the Express database for the specified 
variables and levels. (For example, 
select this option if you are building a 
new hybrid database, adding a new 
variable, adding a month of data, or 
loading changed data.)

Relational Access Manager Server will 
aggregate data at all levels that are 
included in your hybrid definition. (For 
example, to add a new month of data 
and summarize data at the Quarter and 
Year levels, you must ensure that your 
hybrid definition includes the Month, 
Quarter, and Year levels.)

In a hybrid maintenance procedure, the 
Load Hybrid option is selected by 
default.

the Clear 
Hybrid 
option,

clear all data in the Express 
database for each variable that is 
specified in the hybrid definition, 
for the specified levels. 

Variables and levels that are not 
included in the hybrid definition 
are not affected.

Select this option to remove the 
specified variables and levels from the 
Express database. (For example, select 
this option if you are removing a 
variable or a month of data, or you are 
updating a database that you no longer 
want to be hybrid.)
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You should run the hybrid maintenance procedure in any of the following cases:

■ You are updating a hybrid Express database with new dimension values, and 
these values are at a level that is included in the hybrid definition. For example, 
if you are adding a new quarter to a Time dimension, and data at the Quarter 
level is included in the hybrid definition, then you must run the hybrid 
maintenance procedure that is used to load Quarter-level data. If you do not 
run the hybrid maintenance procedure, data for the new dimension values will 
be returned as NA (NULL).

■ You are updating a hybrid Express database with new dimension values, and 
these values are children of dimension values that are included in the hybrid 
definition. For example, if data is stored at the Quarter level in the hybrid 
Express database, and a new month is added to the database, then you must 
run the hybrid maintenance procedure that is used to load Quarter level data. If 
you do not run the hybrid maintenance procedure, then the new month’s data 
will not be summarized to its parent dimension value at the Quarter level.

■ You are updating a hybrid Express database, and there have been changes in 
parentage in the dimension lookup tables. If you do not run the hybrid 
maintenance procedure, then summary-level dimension values will contain 
data that is based on the old parentage.

■ Fact tables in the RDBMS have been updated with new or updated rows, and 
these rows are at levels that are included in the hybrid definition. If you do not 
run the hybrid maintenance procedure, then new data in the RDBMS will not be 
recognized: if the row is new, the data will be returned as NA (NULL); if the 
row has been updated, the old data values will be returned.

■ A new variable has been added to the Express data model, and other variables 
in the same data cube are included in the hybrid definition. (In other words, 
variables that share the same dimensionality are included in the hybrid 
definition.) If you do not run the hybrid maintenance procedure, then data for 
the new variable will be returned as NA (NULL).

■ The hybrid definition in your hybrid maintenance procedure has changed, such 
that certain variables or levels are no longer included. In this case, you should 
run the hybrid maintenance procedure in which the Clear Hybrid option is 
selected.
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Minimizing Processing Time

Introduction
The amount of time that is required for database maintenance can be a concern, 
especially if you update a database frequently or if a database is very large.

When Relational Access Manager Server updates an Express database, most of the 
stages in the process have a fixed “cost”: the amount of time that is required for the 
stage is the same for any database, regardless of its size. Reading the maintenance 
procedure and project or clearing data from the Express database are examples of 
such stages.

For other stages, the cost is variable: the processing time increases as the size of the 
database increases. Examples of such stages include defining variables or validating 
custom aggregates and custom measures. Even for a very large database, however, 
these costs usually represent only a small percentage of the time that is required to 
update the database.

How dimension processing affects database maintenance
The number of dimension values in the database has a direct impact on the length 
of time that is required to maintain the Express database. Processing dimension 
values generally consumes most of the time for updating a database (more than 95 
percent in most cases). Thus, the most effective way to reduce database 
maintenance time is to minimize the number of dimension values that Relational 
Access Manager Server must process.

Note: The number of rows in the fact tables does not affect the time that is required 
to update a database.

Minimizing dimension processing
You can use the following techniques to minimize the number of dimension values 
that are processed in a database update:

■ Turning off dimension processing

■ Processing a subset of dimension values
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Turning off dimension processing
You can turn off dimension processing for a particular dimension by selecting the 
No Processing option for that dimension, as described in Chapter 17. 

By processing only the dimensions whose values have changed since the last 
update, you can reduce the time that is required to update a database. This 
technique of saving changes to slowly changing dimensions on a less frequent basis 
is a good way to reduce the time for typical database maintenance.

Example: Turning off dimension processing
For example, suppose that you do daily updates of a database with variables that 
are dimensioned by Product, Geography, and Time. It is likely that, on a typical day, 
the only addition to the database will be one new time period. If so, you can select 
the No Processing option for the Product and Geography dimensions. 

Processing a subset of dimension values
In many cases, it is not possible to turn off dimension processing for a dimension 
because of the frequency with which new values are added to the dimension or 
changes to parent relations or attribute relations occur. 

For example, suppose that you do daily maintenance of a database with variables 
that are dimensioned by Product, Geography, and Time, and that the Geography 
dimension contains customers. It is likely that, on a typical day, you not only need 
to add a new day to the Time dimension, but you also need to add new customers. 
In this case, you need to process both the Geography and Time dimensions during 
the update. 

A typical situation
In many databases, the number of time periods in the database is not large, but the 
number of customers is very large. For example, a mail order catalog might have 
hundreds of thousands of customers. It might add a few thousand customers per 
day and update several hundred or a few thousand customers per day. Thus, new 
and updated customers represent only a small percentage of all customers in this 
database. To minimize the amount of time that is required to update the database, 
you could process only the new and changed customers in the Geography 
dimension.
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How to process a subset of dimension values
You can process a subset of dimension values by creating a view that selects rows 
from a lookup table, based on some useful criterion (for example, the date on which 
the row was last updated). Using synonyms in the RDBMS, you can then run the 
update using the view instead of the entire lookup table. This technique offers the 
potential for greatly reducing the time that is required to update a database.

Example: Processing a subset of dimension values
In the typical situation that was just presented, suppose that there is a Geography 
dimension lookup table named GEOGRAPHY, as shown in the following figure.

GEOGRAPHY
-----------------------
CUSTOMER_ID
CUSTOMER_NAME
CUSTOMER_TYPE_ID
CUSTOM_TYPE_DESCRIPTION
ALL_CUSTOMERS_ID
ALL_CUSTOMERS_DESC
DATE_LAST_UPDATED

Each time a row in the GEOGRAPHY table is added or updated, DATE_LAST_
UPDATED is filled with today’s date. First, you could create a view that represents 
the Geography dimension during the database update process. You could define the 
view as follows.

CREATE VIEW GEOGRAPHY_VIEW as select * from  GEOGRAPHY_LOOKUP where DATE_LAST_
UPDATED = '03-10-98';

Next, you could define a synonym that represents the lookup table for the 
Geography dimension. During normal runtime operation, the synonym would 
point to the GEOGRAPHY table. During the database process, the synonym would 
point to GEOGRAPHY_VIEW.

If there are 500,000 customers, but there are only 1,000 customers whose records are 
new or updated, Relational Access Manager Server would process only 1,000 
dimension values by using GEOGRAHY_VIEW instead of the GEOGRAPHY 
lookup table. This would represent a savings of 99.8 percent in the time that is 
required to process dimension values in the Geography dimension.
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Using Synonyms

Introduction
By default, Relational Access Manager fully qualifies table names with the name of 
the owner during runtime. For example, if you have created a table named DATA 
and your ID is DBA, the qualified name of the table would be DBA.DATA. By 
qualifying the table names, Relational Access Manager allows users who log in 
using their own account to use data tables that are under a different account.

Generating unqualified table names 
To use synonyms, select the Generate Unqualified Selects at Runtime (Use 
Synonyms) option in the maintenance procedure. Selecting this option is described 
in Chapter 17.

Example: Using synonyms
One common use for synonyms is to allow separate test and production systems. 
For example, you might have two separate tables: TEST.DATA and 
PRODUCTION.DATA. By selecting the Generate Unqualified Selects at Runtime 
(Use Synonyms) option, you can use the unqualified name DATA as the name for 
the table that contains data in your project. Then, by using a CREATE statement to 
specify DATA as a synonym for either TEST.DATA or PRODUCTION.DATA, you 
can switch between test and production environments without having to revise 
your project and re-run the maintenance procedure. 
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17
Defining Maintenance Procedures

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter explains how to define maintenance procedures in order to maintain 
Express databases. 

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Overview of Defining Maintenance Procedures

■ Setting Up Connections

■ Creating New Maintenance Procedures

■ Editing Existing Maintenance Procedures

Overview of Defining Maintenance Procedures

Introduction
You use the Express Database Maintenance dialog box in Relational Access 
Administrator to create, edit, and delete maintenance procedures. As Chapter 16 
explains, you can associate any number of maintenance procedures with a single 
project.
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Maintenance procedure contents
A maintenance procedure specifies the following:

■ The name and location of the Express database

■ The name and location of the log file that will record the commands and output 
of the job

■ The processing that will be performed by Relational Access Manager Server

Such processing includes one or both of the following activities:

■ General maintenance — A general maintenance procedure builds a new 
database or updates an existing database to accommodate new data or changes 
in the data warehouse. The maintenance procedure specifies options for 
RDBMS login and processing, as well as for dimension processing and sorting.

■ Hybrid maintenance — A hybrid maintenance procedure loads data into a 
hybrid Express database or clears data from the database. The maintenance 
procedure designates the selection of data that will be loaded or cleared, and 
specifies options for hybrid processing.

Procedure: Defining maintenance procedures
To define maintenance procedures, follow these steps.

Step Action

1 From the Project menu in Relational Access Administrator, choose Express 
Database Maintenance.

Result: The Connection Wizard is started, through which you set up 
connections to Express Server and the RDBMS. (If you choose the Cancel button 
from the Connection Wizard, you can restart the wizard by choosing the 
Connect button from the Express Database Maintenance dialog box.)

2 Set up connections to the appropriate service of Express Server and the RDBMS 
through the Connection Wizard, as described in the topic ”Setting Up 
Connections” on page 17-4. 

Result: The Express Database Maintenance dialog box is displayed. The status 
bar shows the connections that you have made to Express Server and the 
RDBMS. The Maintenance Procedures box displays a tree control that lists each 
project (in bold text), followed by any maintenance procedures that are 
associated with that project. If necessary, expand the tree to show associated 
maintenance procedures by double-clicking on the icon next to a project name.
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3 Create a new maintenance procedure or work with an existing maintenance 
procedure, as follows.

IF you want to . . . THEN . . .

create a new 
maintenance 
procedure,

in the Maintenance Procedures box, select the 
project for which you want to create a new 
maintenance procedure. Then, choose Create.

Result: The Maintenance Procedure Wizard 
is started. Create the new maintenance 
procedure, as described in the topic 
”Creating New Maintenance Procedures” on 
page 17-6. When you have finished, the name 
of the new maintenance procedure is listed 
below its associated project name in the 
Maintenance Procedures box.

edit an existing 
maintenance 
procedure,

in the Maintenance Procedures box, select the 
maintenance procedure that you want to edit. 
Then, choose Edit. 

Result: The Edit Maintenance Procedure 
dialog box is displayed. Use the tabs in the 
dialog box to edit the maintenance 
procedure, as described in the topic ”Editing 
Existing Maintenance Procedures” on page 
17-16.

delete an existing 
maintenance 
procedure,

in the Maintenance Procedures box, select the 
maintenance procedure that you want to 
delete. Then, choose Delete. 

Result: Relational Access Administrator 
displays a confirmation message. Choose Yes 
to return to the Express Database 
Maintenance dialog box, where the deleted 
maintenance procedure has been removed 
from the list in the Maintenance Procedures 
box.

4 When you have finished defining maintenance procedures, choose Close to exit 
the Express Database Maintenance dialog box. 

Step Action
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Related information
Refer to Chapter 16 for a detailed discussion of the following concepts:

Dimension processing
Hybrid processing
Using unqualified table names as synonyms

Setting Up Connections

Connection Wizard
You use the Connection Wizard to set up connections to the appropriate service of 
Express and the RDBMS. Relational Access Administrator starts the Connection 
Wizard automatically when you choose Express Database Maintenance from the 
Project menu. You can also access the Connection Wizard by choosing Connect in 
the Express Database Maintenance dialog box.

The Connection Wizard consists of two steps that guide you through the process of 
setting up connections. When you have completed the tasks in the first step, choose 
Next to proceed to the next step. Note that you can also choose Back in Step 2 to go 
back to the previous step. When you have completed Step 2, choose Finish to exit 
from the wizard and return to the Express Database Maintenance dialog box.

Note: Once you have set up connections, the Express Database Maintenance dialog 
box includes a Reconnect button. You can replace existing connections by choosing 
this button.

Step 1: Setting up a connection to Express 
Through the first step in the Connection Wizard, you set up a connection to the 
appropriate service of Express Server. You can connect directly to the server or you 
can authenticate using a domain server. Set up a connection by specifying the 
following information:

■ The service of Express Server.

■ Your user ID and password, and, if applicable, your domain server. If you do 
not specify a domain server, the default domain server will be used.
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The following figure shows an example of the first step in the Connection Wizard.

Step 2: Setting up a connection to the RDBMS
Through the second step in the Connection Wizard, you set up a connection from 
Express Server to the appropriate service of the RDBMS by specifying the following 
information:

■ The type of connection: OCI (Oracle Call Interface) or ODBC. You can use either 
ODBC or OCI to connect to Oracle. You must use ODBC if you are connecting to 
a RDBMS other than Oracle.

■ If connection is through OCI, the database service. If you do not specify a 
service, the default database service will be used.

■ If connection is through ODBC, the ODBC data source.

■ Your user ID and password for the relational system.

Note that this connection is from Express Server to the RDBMS, rather than from 
your workstation to the RDBMS. If you are using ODBC to connect to the RDBMS, 
ODBC must be installed and configured on the server on which Express Server is 
running.
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The following figure shows an example of the second step in the Connection 
Wizard.

Creating New Maintenance Procedures

Maintenance Procedure Wizard
You use the Maintenance Procedure Wizard to create new maintenance procedures. 
You access the Maintenance Procedure Wizard from the Express Database 
Maintenance dialog box by selecting the project for which you want to create a new 
maintenance procedure in the Maintenance Procedures box, and then choosing 
Create. 
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The following is an example of the Express Database Maintenance dialog box, in 
which the Global Computing project is selected.

The Maintenance Procedure Wizard consists of five steps that guide you through 
the process of creating a new maintenance procedure. When you have completed 
the tasks in a particular step, choose Next to proceed to the next step, or Back to go 
back to the previous step. When you have completed the last step, choose Finish to 
exit from the wizard and return to the Express Database Maintenance dialog box.

Defining the procedure name and activities
Through the first step in the Maintenance Procedure Wizard, you identify the 
maintenance procedure by entering a name and description. The name must be in 
uppercase characters and must not exceed 30 characters. (Lowercase characters are 
converted to uppercase automatically.) The name must also be unique among any 
maintenance procedures that are associated with the same project.

You also select one or both of the following to identify the activities that the 
maintenance procedure will perform:

■ General Maintenance — A general maintenance procedure builds a new 
database or updates a database to accommodate new data or changes in the 
data warehouse. (If you select this box, the wizard will include additional steps, 
in which you will specify options for RDBMS and dimension processing.)

■ Hybrid Maintenance — A hybrid maintenance procedure loads data into the 
hybrid Express database or clears data from the database. (If you select this box, 
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the wizard will include an additional step, in which you will specify the data to 
be loaded or cleared.)

The following figure shows an example of this step in the Maintenance Procedure 
Wizard.

Defining RDBMS login and processing
If this a general maintenance procedure, this is the second step in the Maintenance 
Procedure Wizard. (If this is exclusively a hybrid maintenance procedure, this step 
is not displayed.) Through this step, you define the following default IDs and 
passwords for connection to the RDBMS:

■ Procedure — Used for login to the relational manager when running this 
maintenance procedure. The default procedure ID and password are required. 
(If you do not enter a procedure ID and password in this step, the ID and 
password that you entered through the Connection Wizard will be used.)

■ Online — Used for runtime access to the relational manager. The default online 
ID and password are optional. For example, they might be used to prevent Web 
client users from having to provide IDs and passwords for connection to the 
RDBMS.
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You also specify whether table names in the RDBMS will be qualified with the 
owner name at runtime, by selecting one of the following options:

■ Generate Qualified Selects at Runtime — Select this option if you want table 
names to be qualified with the owner name. This option is selected by default.

■ Generate Unqualified Selects at Runtime (Use Synonyms) — Select this 
option if you do not want to use owner-specified table names (for example, you 
plan to use public synonyms, as described in Chapter 16).

The following figure shows an example of this step in the Maintenance Procedure 
Wizard. 

Defining dimension processing
If this is a general maintenance procedure, this is the third step in the Maintenance 
Procedure Wizard. (If this is exclusively a hybrid maintenance procedure, this step 
is not displayed.)

Using three tabs, you define how dimension values will be processed in the Express 
database. You also define the order in which dimension values will be displayed to 
users of Express applications. You can designate your selections on all three tabs as 
the default values for all dimensions by choosing the Set As Default button. (You 
can override default settings manually for a given dimension.)
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Using the Processing Options tab
For the selected dimension, select one of the following options on the Processing 
Options tab:

■ Additions — The maintenance procedure will add new dimension values to the 
Express database and will update dimension value labels, parentage, and 
attribute values. If any dimension values have been deleted from the lookup 
tables for the dimension, these dimension values will remain in the Express 
database. This option is selected by default.

■ Additions and Deletions — The maintenance procedure will add new 
dimension values to the Express database, update dimension value labels, 
parentage, and attribute values, and delete dimension values that are no longer 
stored in the lookup tables.

If you select this option, user-defined objects (such as reports and graphs) that 
reference the deleted dimension values will be invalid.

Important: If the database that is being maintained is a hybrid database, then 
any Express variables that are dimensioned by the dimension that is being 
processed with additions and deletions will be cleared of data.

■ No Processing — The maintenance procedure will not process the dimension.

Using the Sorting Options tab
On the Sorting Options tab, define the order in which dimension values will be 
stored in Express and will appear in client applications. For the selected dimension, 
select an option for primary and secondary order, respectively.

Options for primary order are as follows.

■ Level — Dimension values will be sorted by level. Using a Geography 
dimension as an example, values might be stored in the following order: World 
Regions, Europe, North America, Boston, London, Munich. Using a Time 
dimension as an example, values might be stored in the following order: Year 
1998, Quarter 1, Quarter 2, Months 1-6.

■ Hierarchy — Dimension values will be sorted by hierarchy. Using a Geography 
dimension as an example, values might be stored in the following order: World 
Regions, Europe, London, Munich, Paris, North America, Boston, San 
Francisco, Toronto. Using a Time dimension as an example, values might be 
stored in the following order: Year 1998, Quarter 1, Months 1-3, Quarter 2, 
Months 4-6.
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Options for secondary order are as follows.

■ Ascending — Applies only to dimensions other than the Time dimension. 
Dimension values will be sorted in ascending order alphabetically or 
numerically, based on the primary order. For example, if the primary order is 
Hierarchy and the secondary order is Ascending, then Geography dimension 
values might be stored in the following order: World Regions, Europe, London, 
Munich, Paris, North America, Boston, San Francisco, Toronto.

■ Descending — Applies only to dimensions other than the Time dimension. 
Dimension values will be sorted in descending order alphabetically or 
numerically, based on the primary order. For example, if the primary order is 
Hierarchy and the secondary order is Descending, then Geography dimension 
values might be stored in the following order: World Regions, North America, 
Toronto, San Francisco, Boston, Europe, Paris, Munich, London.

■ Earliest-to-Latest — Applies only to Time dimensions. Dimension values will be 
sorted chronologically from earliest to latest, based on the option that is selected 
in the Primary Order column. For example, if the primary order is Hierarchy 
and the secondary order is Earliest to Latest, then values might be stored in the 
following order: Year 1998, Quarter 1, Months 1-3, Quarter 2, Months 4-6.

■ Latest-to-Earliest — Applies only to Time dimensions. Dimension values will be 
sorted chronologically from latest to earliest, based on the option that is selected 
in the Primary Order column. For example, if the primary order is Hierarchy 
and the secondary order is Latest to Earliest, then values might be stored in the 
following order: Year 1998, Quarter 2, Months 6-4, Quarter 1, Months 3-1. 

Using the Level Selection tab
On the Level Selection tab, enter a value to serve as the level selection percent 
threshold for the selected dimension. The level selection percent threshold is a 
feature for runtime query performance. When the number of values in status for a 
dimension level reaches the designated threshold (by default, 80 percent of all 
values), Relational Access Manager fetches all values instead of using in-lists to 
fetch values selectively.
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The following figure shows an example of this step in the Maintenance Procedure 
Wizard. 

Defining a database specification
If this is a general maintenance procedure, this is the fourth step in the Maintenance 
Procedure Wizard. If this is exclusively a hybrid maintenance procedure, this is the 
second step in the wizard. Through this step, you identify the Express database by 
specifying the following:

■ The database name. This name must not exceed six characters and must begin 
with an alphabetic character (for example, GLOBAL). Valid characters within 
the name include alphabetic and numeric characters and underscore. Relational 
Access Manager Server will append the file extension .db and assign the file 
name to the catalog database.

■ The path for the directory in which the database resides (for example, 
D:\ORANT\OLAP).

■ The name of the Express log file (for example, GLOBAL.LOG).

■ The path for the directory in which the log file resides (for example, 
D:\ORANT\OLAP).
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The following figure shows an example of this step in the Maintenance Procedure 
Wizard. 

Defining hybrid processing
If this is a hybrid maintenance procedure, this is the third step in the Maintenance 
Procedure Wizard. (If this is exclusively a general maintenance procedure, this step 
is not displayed.)

You define hybrid processing as follows: 

■ Select one of the following options to define how the Express database will be 
managed:

■ Load Hybrid -- Select this option to add or replace the data that is selected 
in the Hybrid Definition box in the Express database. For example, select 
this option if you are building a new hybrid database, adding a new 
variable, adding a month of data, or loading changed data. This option is 
selected by default.

Important: If you select this option, the maintenance procedure will 
aggregate data at all levels that are included in your hybrid definition. For 
example, to add a new month of data and summarize data at the Quarter 
and Year levels, you must ensure that your hybrid definition includes the 
Month, Quarter, and Year levels.
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■ Clear Hybrid — Select this option to clear the data that is selected in the 
Hybrid Definition box from the Express database. For example, select this 
option if you are removing a variable, removing a month of data, or 
updating a database that you no longer want to be hybrid.

■ The Hybrid Definition box contains two columns. The first is the Data Model 
column, which lists the variables and levels in your Express data model. The 
second column is labeled “Load” if you have selected the Load Hybrid option, 
or “Clear” if you have selected the Clear Hybrid option. For any variables and 
levels that you want to load or clear, click on the corresponding row in the Load 
column or Clear column, respectively. Change the value in the drop-down list 
from No to Yes.

Note: Variables and levels that are not selected in the Hybrid Definition box are 
not affected by the Load Hybrid option or Clear Hybrid option.

Tip: You can expand the Hybrid Definition box by using the cursor to resize the 
wizard.

The following is an example of this step in the Maintenance Procedure Wizard.
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Saving the maintenance procedure
Through the last step in the Maintenance Procedure Wizard, you save the 
maintenance procedure that you have just created by selecting one of the following 
options:

■ Save, Submit to Batch Manager, and Run Immediately — If you select this 
option, the wizard will save the maintenance procedure and submit it to Batch 
Manager. Batch Manager will then run the job immediately from its queue at 
startup. This option is selected by default.

If you select this option, a dialog box notifies you that the job has been sent to 
Batch Manager when you exit the wizard. The dialog box also informs you of 
the job ID. This ID consists of the project name, followed by the maintenance 
procedure name.

■ Save, But Do Not Submit to Batch Manager — If you select this option, the 
wizard will save the maintenance procedure, but will not submit it to Batch 
Manager. If you select this option, you can run the job later from Batch 
Manager, or you can run the maintenance procedure at the Express command 
line.

The following figure shows an example of the last step in the Maintenance 
Procedure Wizard.
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Editing Existing Maintenance Procedures

The Edit Maintenance Procedure dialog box
You use the Edit Maintenance Procedure dialog box to edit existing maintenance 
procedures. You access the Edit Maintenance Procedure dialog box from the Express 
Database Maintenance dialog box by selecting the maintenance procedure that you 
want to edit in the Maintenance Procedures box, and then choosing Edit. 

The following example shows the Express Database Maintenance dialog box, in 
which the MONTHLY maintenance procedure is selected.

The Edit Maintenance Procedure dialog box provides the following tabs, which you 
use to modify a maintenance procedure:

■ Name/Activities tab — Allows you to identify the maintenance procedure and 
designate the type of maintenance activities (general maintenance and hybrid 
maintenance) that the maintenance procedure will perform.

■ RDBMS Login/Processing tab — Allows you to specify default IDs and 
passwords for connecting to the RDBMS when running maintenance 
procedures and when accessing data at runtime. You also use this tab to 
designate whether table names in the RDBMS will be qualified with the owner 
name at runtime.
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■ Dimension Processing tab — Allows you to define how dimensions will be 
processed in the Express database. You also use this tab to define the order in 
which dimension values will be displayed to users of Express applications.

■ Database Specification tab — Allows you to specify names and locations of the 
Express database and log file.

■ Hybrid Processing tab — Allows you to define the selection of data that will be 
contained in a hybrid Express database. You also use this tab to designate how 
the data will be processed.

When you have finished using the tabs, choose Save to save your edits and return 
to the Express Database Maintenance dialog box.

Modifying the name and activities
You use the Name/Activities tab to identify the name and description of the 
maintenance procedure. The name must be in uppercase characters and must not 
exceed 30 characters. (Lowercase characters are converted to uppercase 
automatically.) The name must also be unique among any maintenance procedures 
that are associated with the same project.

You also use this tab to designate the activities that the maintenance procedure will 
perform. Select one or both of the following:

■ General Maintenance — A general maintenance procedure builds a new 
database or updates an existing database to accommodate new data or changes 
in the data warehouse. The maintenance procedure specifies options such as 
RDBMS and dimension processing. When you select the General Maintenance 
box, components on the RDBMS Login/Processing and Dimension Processing 
tabs are enabled.

■ Hybrid Maintenance — A hybrid maintenance procedure loads data into the 
hybrid Express database or clears data from the database. The maintenance 
procedure designates the selection of data that will be loaded or cleared. When 
you select the Hybrid Maintenance box, components on the Hybrid Processing 
tab are enabled.
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The following figure shows an example of the Name/Activities tab.

Modifying RDBMS login and processing
You use the RDBMS Login/Processing tab to define the following default IDs and 
passwords for connection to the RDBMS: 

■ Procedure — Used for login to the relational manager when running this 
maintenance procedure. The default procedure ID and password are required. 
(If you do not enter a procedure ID and password in this step, the ID and 
password that you entered through the Connection Wizard will be used.)

■ Online — Used for runtime access to the relational manager. The default online 
ID and password are optional. For example, they might be used to prevent Web 
client users from having to provide IDs and passwords for connection to the 
RDBMS.

You also use the RDBMS Login/Processing tab to specify whether table names in 
the RDBMS will be qualified with the owner name at runtime, by selecting one of 
the following options:

■ Generate Qualified Selects at Runtime — Select this option to qualify table 
names with the owner name at runtime. This option is selected by default.
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■ Generate Unqualified Selects at Runtime (Use Synonyms) — Select this 
option to use owner-specified table names (for example, you plan to use public 
synonyms, as described in Chapter 16).

Note: Components on this tab are enabled only if you have selected the General 
Maintenance box on the Name/Activities tab.

The following figure shows an example of the RDBMS Login/Processing tab.

Modifying dimension processing
You use the Dimension Processing tab to define how dimensions will be processed, 
and the order in which dimension values will be displayed to Express application 
users. The Dimension Processing tab consists of three tabs for selecting options; you 
can designate your selections on all three tabs as the default values for all 
dimensions by choosing the Set As Default button. (You can override default 
settings manually for a given dimension.)

Note: Components on these tabs are available only if you have selected the General 
Maintenance box on the Name/Activities tab.
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Using the Processing Options tab
For the selected dimension, select one of the following options on the Processing 
Options tab:

■ Additions — The maintenance procedure will add new dimension values to the 
Express database and will update dimension value labels, parentage, and 
attribute values. If any dimension values have been deleted from the lookup 
tables for the dimension, these dimension values will remain in the Express 
database. This option is selected by default.

■ Additions and Deletions — The maintenance procedure will add new 
dimension values to the Express database, update dimension value labels, 
parentage, and attribute values, and delete dimension values that are no longer 
stored in the lookup tables.

If you select this option, user-defined objects (such as reports and graphs) that 
reference the deleted dimension values will be invalid.

Important: If the database that is being maintained is a hybrid database, then 
any Express variables that are dimensioned by the dimension that is being 
processed with additions and deletions will be cleared of data.

■ No Processing — The maintenance procedure will not process the dimension.

Using the Sorting Options tab
On the Sorting Options tab, define the order in which dimension values will be 
stored in Express and will appear in client applications. For the selected dimension, 
select a primary and secondary sorting option, respectively.

Options for primary order are as follows.

■ Level — Dimension values will be sorted by level. Using a Geography 
dimension as an example, values might be stored in the following order: World 
Regions, Europe, North America, Boston, London, Munich. Using a Time 
dimension as an example, values might be stored in the following order: Year 
1998, Quarter 1, Quarter 2, Months 1-6.

■ Hierarchy — Dimension values will be sorted by hierarchy. Using a Geography 
dimension as an example, values might be stored in the following order: World 
Regions, Europe, London, Munich, Paris, North America, Boston, San 
Francisco, Toronto. Using a Time dimension as an example, values might be 
stored in the following order: Year 1998, Quarter 1, Months 1-3, Quarter 2, 
Months 4-6.
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Options for secondary order are as follows.

■ Ascending — Applies only to dimensions other than the Time dimension. 
Dimension values will be sorted in ascending order alphabetically or 
numerically, based on the primary order. For example, if the primary order is 
Hierarchy and the secondary order is Ascending, then Geography dimension 
values might be stored in the following order: World Regions, Europe, London, 
Munich, Paris, North America, Boston, San Francisco, Toronto.

■ Descending — Applies only to dimensions other than the Time dimension. 
Dimension values will be sorted in descending order alphabetically or 
numerically, based on the primary order. For example, if the primary order is 
Hierarchy and the secondary order is Descending, then Geography dimension 
values might be stored in the following order: World Regions, North America, 
Toronto, San Francisco, Boston, Europe, Paris, Munich, London.

■ Earliest-to-Latest — Applies only to Time dimensions. Dimension values will be 
sorted chronologically from earliest to latest, based on the primary order. For 
example, if the primary order is Hierarchy and the secondary order is Earliest to 
Latest, then values might be stored in the following order: Year 1998, Quarter 1, 
Months 1-3, Quarter 2, Months 4-6.

■ Latest-to-Earliest — Applies only to Time dimensions. Dimension values will be 
sorted chronologically from latest to earliest, based on the primary order. For 
example, if the primary order is Hierarchy and the secondary order is Latest to 
Earliest, then values might be stored in the following order: Year 1998, Quarter 
2, Months 6-4, Quarter 1, Months 3-1. 

Using the Level Selection tab
On the Level Selection tab, enter a value to serve as the level selection percent 
threshold for the selected dimension. The level selection percent threshold is a 
feature for runtime query performance. When the number of values in status for a 
dimension level reaches the designated threshold (by default, 80 percent of all 
values), Relational Access Manager fetches all values instead of using in-lists to 
fetch values selectively.
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The following figure shows an example of the Dimension Processing tab. 

Modifying the database specification
You use the Database Specification tab to specify the following:

■ The database name. This name must not exceed six characters and must begin 
with an alphabetic character (for example, GLOBAL). Valid characters within 
the name include alphabetic and numeric characters and underscore. Relational 
Access Manager Server will append the file extension .db and assign the file 
name to the catalog database.

■ The path for the directory in which the database resides (for example, 
D:\ORANT\OLAP).

■ The name of the Express log file (for example, GLOBAL.LOG).

■ The path for the directory in which the log file resides (for example, 
D:\ORANT\OLAP).
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The following figure shows an example of the Database Specification tab.

Modifying hybrid processing
You use the Hybrid Processing tab to define how the hybrid Express database will 
be managed. You also use this tab to designate the selection of data that will be 
loaded into or cleared from the database.

Note: Components on this tab are enabled only if you have selected the Hybrid 
Maintenance box on the Name/Activities tab.

To define cache processing, select one of the following options:

■ Load Hybrid -- Select this option to add or replace the data that is selected in 
the Hybrid Definition box in the Express database. For example, select this 
option if you are building a new hybrid database, adding a new variable, 
adding a month of data, or loading changed data. This option is selected by 
default.

Important: If you select this option, the maintenance procedure will aggregate 
data at all levels that are included in your hybrid definition. For example, to 
add a new month of data and summarize data at the Quarter and Year levels, 
you must ensure that your hybrid definition includes the Month, Quarter, and 
Year levels.
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■ Clear Hybrid — Select this option to clear the data that is selected in the Hybrid 
Definition box from the Express database. For example, select this option if you 
are removing a variable, removing a month of data, or updating a database that 
you no longer want to be hybrid.

The Hybrid Definition box contains two columns. The first is the Data Model 
column, which lists the variables and levels in your Express data model. The second 
column is labeled “Load” if you have selected the Load Hybrid option, or “Clear” if 
you have selected the Clear Hybrid option. For any variables and levels that you 
want to load or clear, click on the corresponding row in the Load column or Clear 
column, respectively. Change the value in the drop-down list from No to Yes.

Note: Variables and levels that are not selected in the Hybrid Definition box are not 
affected by the Load Hybrid option or Clear Hybrid option.

Tip: You can expand the Hybrid Definition box by using the cursor to resize the tab.

The following figure shows an example of the Hybrid Processing tab.
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18
Running Maintenance Procedures

In This Chapter

Chapter summary
This chapter explains how to run maintenance procedures in order to maintain 
Express databases.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Running a Maintenance Procedure Through Batch Manager

■ Running a Maintenance Procedure at the Express Command Line

■ Running Multiple Maintenance Procedures in the Same Express Session

Running a Maintenance Procedure Through Batch Manager

Introduction
Batch Manager is a graphical utility that enables you to create, monitor, and control 
batch jobs. You use Batch Manager to schedule and execute Express database 
maintenance. 

Defining maintenance procedures
As described in Chapter 16, you define the maintenance of an Express database by 
creating a maintenance procedure in Relational Access Administrator. A 
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maintenance procedure specifies the location of the database and the processing 
that will be performed in the build or update.

Submitting a job to Batch Manager
As described in Chapter 17, you have the option of submitting a job to Batch 
Manager when you save a new maintenance procedure through the Maintenance 
Procedure Wizard. The following table describes how Batch Manager launches a 
job, depending on the option that you select in the Maintenance Procedure Wizard.

Procedure: Running a job through Batch Manager
To run a job through Batch Manager manually, follow these steps.

IF you select . . . THEN Relational Access Administrator . . .

the Save, Submit 
to Batch Manager, 
and Run 
Immediately 
option,

saves the maintenance procedure to the Relational Access Manager 
repository, submits the job to Batch Manager, and informs you of the 
job ID. This ID consists of the project name, followed by the 
maintenance procedure name. Batch Manager launches the job 
automatically from its queue at startup.

You can monitor the job, as described separately in this topic.

the Save, But Do 
Not Submit to 
Batch Manager 
option,

saves the maintenance procedure to the Relational Access Manager 
repository, but does not submit the maintenance procedure to Batch 
Manager to be run. To run the maintenance procedure, you can either 
schedule it from within Batch Manager or run it at the Express Server 
command line, as described separately in this chapter.

If you run the maintenance procedure through Batch Manager, you 
can monitor the job, as described separately in this topic. 

Step Action

1 From the Jobs menu in Batch Manager, choose Create.

Result: The Create Batch Jobs dialog box is displayed.

2 In the Job Name box, enter the name of the batch job. The name must not exceed 
32 alphanumeric characters.

3 In the Server box, select the name of a server from the list.

4 In the Type box, select Relational Build.

5 Choose Settings.

Result: The Relational Build Settings dialog box is displayed.
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6 In the Relational Server box, select the name of a relational server from the 
drop-down list.

7 In the Server Connection box, set up a connection to the RDBMS as follows.

IF . . . THEN . . .

the connection is 
ODBC,

select the ODBC Datasource option. In the 
ODBC Datasource box, select the ODBC data 
source from a list of all those that have been 
defined on the server.

the connection is 
OCI,

select the Oracle OCI option. In the Oracle OCI 
list box, select a system identifier for the 
database service.

8 In the Relational Login box, enter your user ID and password that are required 
for login to the RDBMS.

9 Choose Display List.

Result: The Projects box displays a tree control of all the Relational Access 
Manager projects.

10 Choose Settings.

Result: The Relational Build Settings dialog box is displayed.

11 Double-click on the icon in the Project column to expand the tree to show the 
maintenance procedures that are associated with the selected project. Select the 
appropriate maintenance procedure, and then choose OK. 

Result: The Create Batch Jobs dialog box is displayed.

12 In the Priority box, select a priority. The batch job scheduler reorders multiple 
jobs that are scheduled for the same time by putting the high priority jobs first, 
followed by the normal priority jobs, and then the low priority jobs. Priority 
does not affect the priority of the process on the operating system.

13 Change settings on the General tab only if you want to override settings for the 
database specification that are already set in the maintenance procedure. (For 
example, you can designate a new pathname for the Express log file or a new 
working directory for the Express database.) 

14 Select the Scheduling tab to schedule your batch job to run immediately or at a 
later time

15 Choose OK to confirm the selections that you have made in both tabs of the 
Create Batch Jobs dialog box.

Result: Your batch job should now be running or waiting to run. 

Step Action
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Procedure: Monitoring a job through Batch Manager
To view the status of any batch jobs on each available server, follow these steps.

Related information
For detailed information about using Batch Manager, see the Batch Manager Help 
system.

Step Action

1 From the Jobs menu in Batch Manager, choose Monitor.

Result: Batch Manager displays the Monitor Batch Jobs dialog box.

2 In the Server box, select a name from the drop-down list of available servers.

Result: The list of batch jobs on the server that you selected is displayed. For 
each job, an icon in the left-most column indicates its status. (For example, if 
Relational Access Administrator has submitted the job to Batch Manager, the 
status is “running.”) The status is also displayed in the Status column. Each job 
is also identified by its name, creator, and type (for example, “RAM Build”).

3 Select the name of the job that you want to monitor.

4 Use the following command buttons to perform any maintenance tasks on the 
selected job:

■ Stop — Stops the job.

■ Suspend — Suspends the job. When you suspend a job, it is not running 
and is not considered stopped or waiting to run later. If you want to resume 
the suspended job, choose Resume.

■ Restart — Restarts the stopped job

■ Delete — Deletes the job from the list.

■ Properties — Displays the Info tab of the Batch Job Properties dialog box, 
from which you can view and modify the properties of the job. For 
example, you can schedule a job that is not running. You can also override 
the location of the Express database and the path of the log file that are 
specified in the maintenance procedure.

■ View Log — Displays the log file for the job.

■ Monitor — Displays check points as database maintenance proceeds.

5 Choose Close to exit the Monitor Batch Jobs dialog box.
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Running a Maintenance Procedure at the Express Command Line

Introduction
To run a maintenance procedure at the Express command line, you use the Express 
Connection Utility. The name of the Express program that you call to run a 
maintenance procedure is SQ.RAM.DBMAINT.

You can run multiple maintenance procedures (for multiple Express databases) 
concurrently. If you do run multiple maintenance procedures concurrently, the 
current working directory for each maintenance procedure must be unique.

Defining maintenance procedures 
As described in Chapter 16, you must define the initial build of an Express database 
by creating a maintenance procedure in Relational Access Administrator. Relational 
Access Manager Server reads the maintenance procedure to determine the 
processing to be performed in a build or update.

When you are creating a new maintenance procedure through the Maintenance 
Procedure Wizard, select the Save, But Do Not Submit to Batch Manager option if 
you want to run the maintenance procedure at the Express command line.

Procedure: Running a maintenance procedure at the command line
To run a maintenance procedure at the Express command line, follow these steps.

Program syntax
The syntax for the SQ.RAM.DBMAINT program is as follows:

SQ.RAM.DBMAINT ('project_name' 'procedure_name' 'rdbms' 'userid' 'password')

Step Action

1 Connect to Express Server using the Express Connection Utility.

2 At the Express prompt, attach the EXTRACSQ and READWH code databases 
with read-only access.

3 If an SQTEMP.DB file exists from a previous build, delete the file.

4 Call the SQ.RAM.DBMAINT program.
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Program parameters
The following table describes the parameters for SQ.RAM.DBMAINT.

Example: Running the SQ.RAM.DBMAINT program
In the following example, the name of the Relational Access Manager project is 
TEST PROJECT. The name of the maintenance procedure is TESTDB. Your user ID is 
MYID, and your password is MYPW. Express will connect to Oracle instance 
DATAWAREHOUSE. The call in Express Server is as follows.

->call sq.ram.dbmaint ('TEST PROJECT' 'TESTDB' - 
->'ORACLE''MYID' 'MYPW@DATAWAREHOUSE')

Related information
For more information about running a maintenance procedure at the Express 
command line, see the Help system for the Express Connection Utility.

Parameter Description

project_name The name of the Relational Access Manager project that you defined 
using Relational Access Administrator.

procedure_name The name of the maintenance procedure that you defined using 
Relational Access Administrator.

rdbms The name of the RDBMS. Valid values are ORACLE, RDB, DB2,  
SQLSERVER, SYBASE, and TERADATA.

Note: If you are using ODBC to connect Express Server to the 
RDBMS, then specify ODBC- as a prefix to the RDBMS name (for 
example, 'ODBC-ORACLE' ). Note that you must also append the 
name of the ODBC source to the value that is specified for password.

userid Your user ID that is required to access the RDBMS.

password Your password that is required to access the RDBMS. If you are using 
ODBC, then the password and the ODBC source that you use to 
access the RDBMS must be in the format 'password@odbcsource'.

If the RDBMS is Oracle and you are not using the default instance of 
Oracle on the same server as Express, the password and the Oracle 
database alias must be in the following format:

'password@database alias'.
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Running Multiple Maintenance Procedures in the Same Express 
Session

Introduction
To run multiple maintenance procedures in the same Express Server session, you 
must detach all Express data files (the server, catalog, and public databases) that are 
built by Relational Access Manager. You must also detach certain Express code 
databases, such as DSCODE.DB. If you do not detach these databases from the 
Express session, temporary objects from one maintenance process can interfere with 
the next maintenance process.

Detaching Express code databases
You must detach the following Express code databases from the Express session 
between the running of maintenance procedures: 

SQTEMP.DB
XPDDDATA.DB
READWH.DB 
EXTRACSQ.DB 
XPDDCODE.DB 
DSBUILD.DB 
DSCODE.DB 

Detaching Express data files
You must detach the three data files that are created by Relational Access Manager 
Server: the server, catalog, and public databases. For example, if the Express 
database name is GLOBAL, detach the following databases: 

GLOBAL.DB
DGLOBAL.DB
MGLOBAL.DB

Deleting SQTEMP.DB
You must ensure that SQTEMP.DB is deleted from the file system.
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Running multiple maintenance procedures concurrently
In order to run multiple maintenance procedures concurrently, each database must 
be in a unique directory. 
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A
Using Relational Access Manager With

Oracle Express Objects

In This Appendix

Appendix summary
This appendix discusses considerations for Express application developers who are 
using Oracle Express Objects with Relational Access Manager.

List of topics
This appendix includes the following topics:

■ Working with Database Objects

■ Understanding Database Object Names

Working with Database Objects

Modifying database objects
Relational Access Manager automatically generates Express database object names 
and populates Express database objects as part of the database build process. You 
must not:

■ Delete or rename any objects that were created by Relational Access Manager

■ Change the data that is stored in any object that was created by Relational 
Access Manager
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Changing the name of an Express database object or the data that is contained in the 
object can cause severe problems.

Adding database objects
You can add Express database objects to a database that was created by Relational 
Access Manager.

Understanding Database Object Names

How Relational Access Manager generates names
Relational Access Manager automatically generates the Express database object 
names when Express data model objects are defined in Relational Access 
Administrator.

Object names
The following table will help you understand the names of objects and values that 
are generated by Relational Access Manager.

Object Type
Relational Access Manager Generated 

Object Method Examples

Dimension name Sequential by project, in the order defined 
in Relational Access Administrator

D1, D2, D3

Dimension prefixes Sequential by project, in the order defined 
in Relational Access Administrator

A, B, C

Level relation Dimension prefix plus LV ALV, BLV, CLV

Levels values Sequential by dimension in the order 
defined in Relational Access Administrator

A, B, C

Attributes relations AV plus first three letters of the attribute 
name plus dimension prefix

AV.TIM.D

Hierarchies values Sequential by dimension, in the order 
defined in Relational Access Administrator

H1, H2, H3

Variables Sequential by dimension, in the order 
defined in Relational Access Administrator

V.V1, V.V2, V.V3

Formulas Sequential by dimension, in the order 
defined in Relational Access Administrator

F.V1, F.V2, F.V3
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B
Using Relational Access Manager With

Oracle Applications Data Warehouse

In This Appendix

Appendix summary
This appendix describes how to use Relational Access Manager to access a data 
warehouse that is designed, built, and managed by the Oracle Applications Data 
Warehouse (hereinafter referred to as “OADW”).

List of topics
This appendix includes the following topics:

■ Basic Concepts

■ Using Relational Access Manager

Basic Concepts

Overview of OADW
OADW is an application that is used to design, build, and manage a data 
warehouse. Warehouse source data can include Oracle and non-Oracle application 
data, flat files, and legacy data. OADW stores the definition of the data warehouse 
as metadata in its own repository and uses it to generate and populate the OADW 
Warehouse.
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Compatibility with Relational Access Manager
OADW metadata is compatible with Relational Access Manager; consequently, you 
can use Relational Access Manager to: 

■ Build an Express database that can extract data from an OADW-generated 
warehouse. Once you have built the Express database, you can use Relational 
Access Manager to manage the runtime session for Express applications, such 
as Oracle Express Objects, Oracle Express Analyzer, and Oracle Sales Analyzer.

■ Define new Relational Access Manager projects that offer additional views of an 
OADW-generated warehouse.

Using Relational Access Manager

Building an Express database
The following table provides an overview of the process for building an Express 
database that can access an OADW-generated warehouse.

Defining new Relational Access Manager projects
You can use Relational Access Administrator to define new Relational Access 
Manager projects for use with an OADW-generated warehouse. A new project must 
be saved in a unique set of project metadata tables. Save the new project under a 
user ID that is different from the ID that owns the project metadata tables that were 
created by OADW.

Stage Description

1 Exporting OADW metadata to Relational Access Manager, as described in 
Chapter 7 of the Oracle Applications Data Warehouse User’s Guide. The export 
procedure converts the OADW metadata to Relational Access Manager project 
metadata and saves the project in the Relational Access Manager repository. 

2 Defining a maintenance procedure using Relational Access Administrator, as 
described in Chapter 17 of this guide.

3 Running the maintenance procedure through Batch Manager or at the Express 
command line, as described in Chapter 18 of this guide.
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A
ancestor, defined, 3-6
attributes

applying to levels, 11-19
creating, 11-21
DATE and TIMESPAN, 3-9, 5-15 to 5-17, 11-5, 

11-20
defined, 3-8
editing, 11-22
installing as variables, 11-20
managing, 11-22
mapping, 13-6 to 13-7

B
Batch Manager

monitoring a job, 18-4
running a job, 18-2 to 18-3
running maintenance procedures, 18-1 to 18-4

bitmap indexes, 7-13 to 7-16
B-tree indexes, 7-14

C
calculating facts in Express, 7-23
cardinality

calculating, 7-15 to 7-16
defined, 7-14
example, 7-15

case study
analysis requirements, 4-3
background, 4-1
business facts, 4-4

Express data model, 4-6 to 4-10
project, 15-2 to 15-18
schema, 9-1

catalog database, 16-3
child, defined, 3-6
Columns dialog box, 12-5
conjoint dimensions, 14-4
Connection Wizard

described, 17-4
using, 17-4 to 17-6

connections, setting up, 17-2, 17-4 to 17-6
custom aggregates

aggregation methods for, 11-27
described, 11-27

custom measures
described, 7-23
types of, 7-24 to 7-26

D
data cubes, 14-4
data model. See Express data model
Data Model tab

described, 10-4
using, 11-2 to 11-4

data sparsity, defining, 14-3 to 14-5
data type for variables, 11-24
data warehouse

defined, 1-2
indexes, 7-12 to 7-23
optimization. See optimization techniques
process for implementation, 1-5 to 1-12
schema, defined, 5-2
tables, defined, 5-2
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database. See Express database
Database Specification tab

described, 17-17
using, 17-19 to 17-22

Database tab
described, 10-4
using, 14-1 to 14-3

date
fiscal year, 14-5
format, specifying, 14-6
Julian year, 14-5
order, specifying, 14-6

DATE attribute, 3-9, 5-15 to 5-17, 11-5, 11-20
descendant, defined, 3-6
dimension lookup tables. See lookup tables
Dimension Map tab

described, 10-4
using, 13-1 to 13-2

Dimension Processing tab
described, 17-17
using, 17-19 to 17-22

dimensions
conjoint, 14-4
creating, 11-4
defined, 3-3 to 3-4
editing, 11-5
managing, 11-6
mapping, 13-3 to 13-4
processing, 16-10 to 16-13, 17-19 to 17-21
sorting, 17-10 to 17-11, 17-20 to 17-21

display format for variables, 11-26 to 11-27

E
Edit Maintenance Procedure dialog box, 17-16
Express Administrator, using, 1-12 to 1-14
Express Connection Utility, 18-5
Express data model

creating, 11-2
defined, 1-2
elements of, 3-2
mapping, 13-1 to 13-14
requirements for, 11-3

Express database
application use of, 1-10

building and updating, 16-1
contents of, 1-9 to 1-10
data files, 16-3
defining maintenance procedures, 16-2, 

17-2 to 17-3
hybrid. See hybrid database
minimizing maintenance of, 16-16 to 16-18
options, setting, 14-1

Express Database Maintenance dialog box, 17-1
Express Server

installing and configuring, 2-2 to 2-3

F
fact tables

base-level, 5-13
defined, 5-2
embedded-total, 5-14
indexes for, 7-17 to 7-19
mapping, 13-7 to 13-11
requirements for, 5-12 to 5-14
summary-level, 5-13, 6-4, 7-3 to 7-7
vertically partitioned, 5-7 to 5-8

facts, calculating in Express, 7-23
family, defined, 3-6
fiscal year, beginning date, 14-5

G
Global Computing Company. See case study

H
hierarchies

creating, 11-13 to 11-14
defined, 3-5 to 3-8
editing, 11-15
levels in, 11-14
managing, 11-15
skipping levels in, 5-20 to 5-21
specifying level order in, 11-14

hybrid database
defining, 16-2, 17-7, 17-13
described, 1-10, 7-7
processing, 16-13 to 16-15
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storing data in, 7-7 to 7-8
Hybrid Processing tab

described, 17-17
using, 17-23 to 17-24

I
ID codes for keys, 7-9 to 7-10
indexes

bitmap, 7-13 to 7-16
B-tree, 7-14
cardinality and, 7-14 to 7-16
creating, 7-12
fact table, 7-17 to 7-19
lookup table, 7-20 to 7-23
statistics for optimization, 7-16

J
Julian year, beginning date, 14-5

L
level selection percent threshold, 17-11, 17-21
levels

creating, 11-8
defined, 3-4 to 3-5
editing, 11-8
managing, 11-12
mapping, 13-4 to 13-6
order in hierarchy, 11-9 to 11-11
prefixes for, 11-7
skipping in hierarchies, 5-20 to 5-21
sorting, 11-11

login, default IDs, 17-8, 17-18
lookup tables

defined, 5-3
indexes for, 7-20 to 7-23
mapping, 13-3 to 13-4
requirements for, 5-14 to 5-19
requirements for Time dimension, 5-15 to 5-19

M
maintenance procedure

contents of, 17-2
creating, 17-6 to 17-15
described, 1-9, 16-1 to 16-3
editing, 17-16 to 17-24
general, defined, 17-7
hybrid, defined, 17-7
running at command line, 17-15, 18-5 to 18-6
running through Batch Manager, 17-15, 

18-1 to 18-4
Maintenance Procedure Wizard

described, 17-6
using, 17-6 to 17-15

managing data model objects
attributes, 11-22
dimensions, 11-6
hierarchies, 11-15
levels, 11-12
variables, 11-28

mapping
attributes, 13-6 to 13-7
dimensions, 13-3 to 13-4
fact tables, 13-7 to 13-11
levels, 13-4 to 13-6
lookup tables, 13-3 to 13-4
variables, 13-7 to 13-11

measures. See variables
measures, custom. See custom measures
metadata, defined, 1-8

N
NA values, 11-23, 11-24
Name/Activities tab

described, 17-16
using, 17-17

null data values, 11-23, 11-24

O
optimization techniques

analyzing query statistics, 8-1 to 8-15
calculating data in Express, 7-23 to 7-26
creating indexes, 7-12 to 7-23
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creating summary-level fact tables, 7-3 to 7-7
described, 7-2 to 7-3
using a hybrid database, 7-7 to 7-8
using ID codes for keys, 7-9 to 7-10

Oracle Express Administrator. See Express 
Administrator

Oracle Express Batch Manager. See Batch Manager
Oracle Express Relational Access Administrator. See 

Relational Access Administrator
Oracle Express Relational Access Manager. See 

Relational Access Manager
Oracle Express. See Express

P
parent, defined, 3-6
prefixes

for levels, 11-7
for projects, 6-3

procedure, maintenance. See maintenance procedure
processing

dimensions, 16-10 to 16-13, 17-19 to 17-21
hybrid, 16-13 to 16-15
RDBMS, 17-8, 17-18

project
defined, 1-8, 10-1
procedure for creating, 10-2 to 10-3
storage of, 10-2

Project menu, described, 10-5
prototype schema

building, 6-2, 6-2 to 6-6
modifying, 6-9 to 6-11

public database, 16-3

Q
query statistics, 8-1 to 8-15

R
RDBMS Login/Processing tab

described, 17-16
using, 17-18 to 17-19

Relational Access Administrator
defined, 1-3

installing, 2-4
using, 10-3 to 10-5

Relational Access Manager
comparing with Express 

Administrator, 1-12 to 1-14
components, 1-3 to 1-4
connecting to RDBMS, 2-6 to 2-8
defined, 1-2
installing and configuring, 2-2
project. See project
repository. See repository

Relational Access Manager - Query Statistics
defined, 1-3
installing, 2-4
using, 8-1 to 8-15

Relational Access Manager Server
defined, 1-3
installing, 2-3 to 2-4

Remove Table Wizard
described, 10-4, 12-4
using, 12-5 to 12-7

removing tables, 12-4 to 12-7
repository

building, 2-8 to 2-10
defined, 1-8, 2-8
for sample database, 2-8
upgrading, 2-8 to 2-10

requirements
attributes for Time dimension, 5-15 to 5-17
data model, 11-3
fact table, 5-12 to 5-14
lookup table, 5-14 to 5-19
schema, 5-9 to 5-12

runtime summarization
described, 13-11
preventing, 13-11

S
sample database

described, 2-4
installing, 2-4 to 2-6

sample Time lookup table, 2-6, 5-17 to 5-19
schema

building prototype, 6-2, 6-2 to 6-6
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DDL for prototype, 6-6 to 6-8
defined, 5-2
mapping prototype, 6-3
modifying prototype, 6-9 to 6-11
procedure for building, 6-1 to 6-2
requirements, 5-9 to 5-12
snowflake, defined, 5-8
star, defined, 5-4

Schema Generation Wizard
described, 6-2
specifying summary-level fact tables, 6-4
using, 6-3 to 6-6

selecting tables, 12-3 to 12-4
server database, 16-3
snowflake schema

defined, 5-8
query performance with, 5-11

sorting dimensions, 17-10 to 17-11, 17-20 to 17-21
sparsity, defining, 14-3 to 14-5
SQ.RAM.DBMAINT program, 18-5 to 18-6
star schema

base-level only, 5-5
defined, 5-4
query performance with, 5-11
summary-level, 5-5 to 5-7

statistics, query, 8-1 to 8-15
summarization, runtime

described, 13-11
preventing, 13-11

synonyms, using, 16-19

T
tables

removing, 12-4 to 12-7
selecting, 12-3 to 12-4

Tables tab
described, 10-4
using, 12-1 to 12-2

threshold, level selection percent, 17-11, 17-21
Time dimension

lookup tables, 5-15 to 5-19
required attributes, 3-9, 5-15 to 5-17
sample lookup table, 2-6, 5-17 to 5-19

time series analysis, enabling, 3-9, 5-15 to 5-17, 
11-20

TIMESPAN attribute, 3-9, 5-15 to 5-17, 11-5, 11-20

V
Variable Map tab

described, 10-4
using, 13-7 to 13-8

variables
creating, 11-24 to 11-25
data type for, 11-24
defined, 3-2
dimension order for, 3-4
dimensionality of, 3-3 to 3-4
display format for, 11-26 to 11-27
editing, 11-27
managing, 11-28
mapping, 13-7 to 13-11

vertical partitioning, 5-7 to 5-8
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